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摘要 

 

 關鍵字: 單字測驗，局部依賴，單向度，Rasch模式，潛在特質，單字階層測驗 

 

單字階層測驗(Vocabulary Levels Test, VLT)在一般前後測之實驗設計研究中，常

作為分班測驗，診斷測驗，和學習的基準。相較於其它的詞彙量測驗，像是

VST或者是 Yes/No測驗，單字階層測驗在過去的 35年間受到最多的注目，儘

管此單字階層測驗的項目題組形式遭到一些質疑。因為單字階層測驗包含三個

項目(定義)，和六個選項(單字)。因為三個項目組合為同一題組的選項，曾有質

疑指出回答其中一個項目會不公平地影響(或決定)同一題組的其他選項的答覆。

這種局部依賴稱作為項目鍊(item chaining)，且此種現象明顯地違反經典測驗理

論和試題反應理論的項目獨立之基本的假設。假若項目鍊在測驗中是一種普遍

的現象，此同時也挑戰另一個測驗理論的基本假設：單向度或者是測驗本身設

計之評量能力，此以單字能力為例。若因為項目依賴違反兩個在測驗中基本理

論假設，測驗的信度和效度將令人存疑。 

 

本論文的目標為檢測一個簡短版本的單字階層測驗之項目獨立性，其中包含三

個階層而不是五個階層。利用更廣泛的 Rasch 模式，以檢測在單字階層測驗中

的項目獨立性之現象和範圍。本論文的資料蒐集包含 302位大學和研究生的測

驗資料，主要利用 Winstep軟體在 20個不同資料階層中，進行兩種類型的單項

度測驗(1. 主成分殘差分析(PCAR)和 2. Yen 的 Q3值，此數值可以找出局部依賴

的項目)。 

  

1. 結合三個單字階層測驗 2，3和 5(一個資料階層) 

2. 每一個獨立單字階層測驗(三個資料階層)  

3. 四個能力組別和所有的單字階層測驗(四個資料階層) 

4. 四個能力組別和三個獨立單字階層測驗 (十二個資料階層) 

  

另外執行兩項分析；模擬資料包含非隨機殘差和實證資料之比較，另一項是用

Rasch模式分析三項目組合的題組。總結，本研究綜合分析 42個不同分析量化

結果和質性分析有問題的題目，包含以下兩種方法：1. 作答規律包含答案，誘

答選項，和未回應的選項；2. 利用 COCA蒐集的單字頻率和分佈資料，COCA

是目前最大的英文語料庫(Davies, 2008-)。 

 

相似於文獻中的一些研究發現，其中單向度的 Rasch分析結果顯示可接受之配

適度，個人和項目之可信度。另外，和模擬資料比較時，亦很少不可解釋的變

異數。這些數值顯示，單字階層測驗項目分析結果沒有發現明顯的或是有問題

的測驗題目。但是，透過 20個階層資料的組合分析顯示超過三分之一的測驗題

目有以下傾項：1. 有兩項題目有局部依賴，依賴程度為弱到中等程度(相關係數

 



   
 

 

0.3-0.7)；和/或者 2. 測驗題目中未在 Rasch單字知識向度中，卻依據主成分殘差

分析有顯著負荷量(超過 +/- 0.3)。執行質性分析以進一步了解 Rasch統計檢測之

結果。結果顯示由上述至少在兩項上述分析中，發現有一小組七個題組為可能

有問題的局部依賴項目，而這些題組將進行題目敘述和單字頻率檢視。 

 

雖然統計和質化分析的結果不能將局部依賴歸咎於項目鍊，這七個題組項目確

實有一些共同的性質造成一些問題降低了測驗的能力。這些性質包含兩個項目

在困難度上面有相當大的差別，於此論文中稱作 “2-vs-1 困難群”；事實上，在

30個題組中就有 19個題組項目有此傾向。當一個測驗中困難群在同一個題組中

位置彼此相近，但是卻距離邊緣第三項很遠，此現象由 Q3數據檢驗呈現是有微

弱或是中等的局部依賴現象。這個現象出現在六個題組中(占總 20%)。當局部

依賴的現象出現於在題組中的前兩題項目，第一題是比第二題更難，且遠比第

三題困難的情形時(約四分之一到三分之一的測驗者不回答此題組)，題組的第一

題根據主成分殘差分析的結果顯示，此項題目和 Rash向度之單字知識顯示不相

關。這個情形出現在單字階層測驗 3和 5中的四個題組(占總 13%)。 

 

本研究指出一個重要的議題就是單字困難度，在單字診斷測驗中如同單字階層

測驗，這個議題一直以來都被忽略或者是被研究者視為擾嚷變數(Culligan, 

2015)。就我所知，此種測驗類型的單字困難度從不曾被實際地理論化過，但是

卻被默認為是語料庫中單字頻率的一種功能。儘管有一些相反的論述(Schmitt et 

al. [2001] 的單字階層測驗, and Beglar [2007]的 VST)，基本的假設是單字頻率越

低(i.e., 比較不常見)，此單字項目在單字階層測驗中就比較困難。本研究的結果

顯示如此之假設是有問題的，基於兩原因。第一，Schmitt et al. (2001)的單字階

層測驗的版本是基於過時且數量小的語料庫，因此在單字階層測驗中沒有正確

的單字頻率，特別是在於低程度單字階層測驗 3和 5。主要的原因是當語料庫包

含相對數量少的文章，也沒有考慮單字分布的情形(i.e., 該單字在語料庫中的多

少文章中出現)。因此這些單字會有不一致和偏斜的分布的情形。第二，最重要

的是單字困難度的評量並沒有和頻率的資料作相關聯之測試，即使將分布資料

納入考量。這個觀察同時也顯示第二語言學習者的單字量，並沒有和純英文的

語料庫做一個相關檢視，特別在於前 2000字上面。建議應該要研究單字頻率和

困難度的相關性。        

 

  

 



   
 

 

Key words: Vocabulary testing, local item dependence, unidimensionality, Rasch 

model, latent trait, Vocabulary Levels Test 

 

Abstract 

 

The Vocabulary Levels Test (VLT) has been used as a placement test, diagnostic test 

and benchmark for learning in pre- and post-test type of studies. Compared to other 

vocabulary size tests like the VST and Yes/No test, the VLT has received the most 

attention in research publications in the last 35 years, despite widespread suspicion of 

its item cluster format. Since each item cluster is composed of three items (definitions) 

and six answer options (words), it is suspected that the answering of one item can 

unfairly influence—or depend on—the answering of another item in the cluster since 

the three cluster items draw from the same set of answer options. This type of Local 

Item Dependence (LID) is called item chaining and appears to be a flagrant violation of 

the basic assumption of Local Item Independence (LII) in Classical Test Theory as well 

Item Response Theory. And if item chaining is pervasive throughout the test, this also 

challenges another fundamental assumption in test theory: unidimensionality, or the 

test’s capacity to measure only one trait like vocabulary knowledge. If both of these 

assumptions are substantially violated by Local Item Dependence (LID), the test’s 

reliability and validity are necessarily called into question. 

 

The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the issue of LID in a shortened version 

of the VLT (three levels instead of five) using a wider variety of Rasch modelling 

approaches that were triangulated so as to identify the existence and extent of LID in 

the VLT.  Specifically, data were collected for 302 Taiwanese university students or 

university graduates and Winsteps was used to run two types of dimensionality tests (1. 

Principal Components Analysis of Residuals [PCAR] and 2. Yen’s Q3 statistic that 

identifies pairs of locally dependent items) on 20 different data levels: 

 



   
 

 

 

1. three combined levels of the VLT2, 3, and 5 (1 data level) 

2. each independent VLT level (3 data levels) 

3. four ability groups versus combined VLT levels (4 data levels) 

4. four ability groups versus three independent VLT levels (12 data levels). 

 

Two more analyses were also conducted: simulated data with non-random residuals 

factored out were also compared to the empirical data, and items were grouped into 

three-item clusters to perform a Rasch analysis of testlets. In total, this study synthesized 

the results of 42 different analyses and qualitatively investigated the resulting 

problematic testlets using 1. response patterns of answer keys, distractors and items left 

unanswered, and 2. word frequency and dispersion information from COCA the largest 

and most updated currently available English language corpus (Davies, 2008-). 

 

Similar to previous research findings, the unidimensional Rasch analyses showed 

acceptable fit statistics, person and item reliability, and very little unexplained variance, 

especially when compared with the simulated data. The testlet analysis also did not 

uncover any obviously problematic testlets. However, from a combination of the above 

20 levels of analysis, more than a third of the testlets appeared either to 1. have a pair 

of locally dependent (LD) items that were weakly to moderately dependent on each 

other (correlation of 0.3-0.7), and/or 2. have items with substantive PCAR loadings 

(beyond +/- 0.3) on a dimension that was not the Rasch dimension of vocabulary 

knowledge. Additional qualitative investigations were conducted in an effort to better 

understand and explain the Rasch statistical results. A subset of seven testlets that 

emerged from at least two of the above analyses were assumed to be the most likely 

 



   
 

 

candidates of problematic LID, and these were more closely scrutinized using 

qualitative procedures of checking item wording and word frequency.  

 

Although the statistical and qualitative procedures cannot conclusively show that the 

cause of LID is item chaining, the seven items share a number of characteristics that 

clearly create a problematic dynamic that undermines the proper functioning of testlets. 

These characteristics include a pair of items that considerably differ in difficulty 

measures from the third item in the cluster, which I have called a “2-vs-1 difficulty 

bundle”; in fact, 19 out of 30 testlets shared this configuration. However, when these 

difficulty bundles in a testlet are fairly close together but far apart from the outlying 

third item, the Q3 LID analysis identified them as either weakly or moderately locally 

dependent; this was the case for six testlets (20% of the total). And when this LID pair 

was the first two items with the first item more difficult than the second, and much more 

difficult than the third outlying item (with a quarter to one third of test-takers leaving 

the pair unanswered), the first item in the testlet was identified by the PCAR as 

negatively correlating with Rasch dimension of vocabulary knowledge; this was the 

case for four testlets (13% of the total) in VLT3 and 5. 

 

A key issue that emerged from this investigation is item difficulty in a vocabulary 

diagnostic test like the VLT, which has been variously ignored or treated as a “nuisance 

variable” by researchers (Culligan, 2015). Difficulty in this type of test has never, to the 

best of my knowledge, been overtly theorized, but has been tacitly operationalized as a 

function of word frequency from a corpus. Despite some unargued claims to the 

contrary (Schmitt et al. [2001] for the VLT, and Beglar [2007] for the VST), the 

assumption is that the less frequent (i.e., less common) the word, the more difficult the 

 



   
 

 

word-item on the VLT. This study shows that this is problematic for at least two reasons. 

First, the Schmitt et al. (2001) VLT versions are based on outdated and small corpora 

that have inaccurate word frequency information for all the VLT levels, but especially 

for the lower VLT3 and 5 levels; this is primarily because word frequency information 

will be necessarily inconsistent and skewed for less common words when using smaller 

corpora that contain a relatively small number of randomly sampled texts and do not 

account for dispersion (i.e., how many texts in the corpus containing the word). 

Secondly, and most importantly, difficulty measures—even when accounting for 

dispersion information—are often uncorrelated with frequency information, which 

shows that the learner’s second language (L2) lexicon does not mirror authentic English 

corpora, especially beyond the first 2000 words. Suggestions are given to help bridge 

the gap between frequency and difficulty.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Importance of vocabulary in SLA 

 

Given that vocabulary is the basis of language study and that language ability can be 

largely described as a function of vocabulary size (Alderson, 2005, p. 88), vocabulary 

learning and assessment are crucial for efficient and effective language development. 

Criticizing the general lack of guidelines and amount of vocabulary in language learning 

approaches and curricula, Milton (2013) even suggests that a vocabulary size metric 

could be introduced into curricula in order to serve as a useful measure to assess 

language ability for setting targets and tracking progress (see also Cameron, 2002; 

Hulstijn, 2011). The Vocabulary Levels Test is the most widely used vocabulary size 

test and could be a good candidate for such a vocabulary size metric if its shortcomings 

can be shown to be minimal or overcome. 

 

1.2 What is vocabulary? Vocabulary knowledge - aspects, facets and dimensions 

 

The social sciences in the 20th and into the 21st Century have been largely preoccupied 

with quantifying human behavior. Despite efforts to model themselves on the hard or 

physical sciences so as to legitimate their role in the academy and to secure funding, the 

“soft” sciences such as psychology, sociology, and education face challenges of 

measurement not found in the “hard sciences. Unlike physical substances that have 

extensive and observable traits, the objects of study in human sciences are traits such as 

attitudes or skills that are unobservable and latent. And while behaviorists in the 1950s 

and 1960s limited their investigations to only observable behavior, latent trait theorists 

in more recent decades posit that outward behavior is merely an indicator of internal 
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states, or latent traits, that are hidden. In this sense, vocabulary test results can be an 

indicator of the hidden latent trait of vocabulary knowledge. 

 

In the testing of vocabulary knowledge, “word” is often taken to mean “word-family”, 

which comprises the base form of the word and all of its inflections and derivatives, 

such as buys, bought, buying, buyer, and buyers for the word-family “buy”.  Bauer and 

Nation (1993) set up a pedagogically useful scale of six levels of word-family based on 

the criteria of regularity, frequency, productivity and predictability with the lowest 

levels consisting of the most common and regular inflections at level 1, e.g., “sells” and 

“selling”, to less common and less transparent derivatives at lower levels, e.g., “sell-

out”. A number of recent vocabulary size tests, such as the Vocabulary Size Test (VST; 

Nation & Gu, 2007; Nation & Beglar, 2007) and Vocabulary Levels Test (VLT; 

McLean & Kramer, 2015), have used Nation’s (2012) word-family frequency wordlist 

divided into 1000-word levels based on the 100-million-word British National Corpus 

(BNC; 2007). It is operationally assumed that if learners know one word-form, they can 

transfer that knowledge, but, as Laufer (2017) pointed out, if this assumption is incorrect, 

then vocabulary size tests like the VST and VLT overestimate a learner’s vocabulary. 

This is a complex issue to resolve and to date no research on vocabulary size testing 

(e.g., Beglar, 2010; McLean & Kramer, 2015; Webb et al., 2017) has even attempted to 

take this into account. 

 

Knowing a word is not straightforward, and there are different aspects of knowing 

“words” or “word-families” that make up vocabulary knowledge. In fact, because 

vocabulary or lexical knowledge is a complex network composed of different 

components, stages and dimensions, there has been little consensus in defining 
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vocabulary knowledge and little consistency in the usage of terminology such as model, 

construct, dimensions, and aspects (Gyllstad, 2013). Knowing a word involves knowing 

its various phonological, semantic, syntactic and even pragmatic aspects (cf. Richards, 

1976; Nation, 2001). Knowledge of these aspects develops over time, from partial to 

precise knowledge, which can be described as a dynamic ebb and flow continuum 

moving from receptive knowledge that recognizes a word’s form and meaning to 

productive knowledge that enables the language user to appropriately use the word in 

speech and writing. 

 

And even though a number of vocabulary knowledge models have been proposed that 

do not take into account the difference between productive and receptive vocabulary 

(e.g., Nagy and Herman’s [1987] breadth and depth model and Meara’s [1996] size and 

dimension model), several models recognize the importance of this distinction, such as 

Henrikson’s (1999) partial/precise, depth and receptive and productive model, and 

Nation’s (2001) word knowledge framework model. One classic study investigating the 

receptive-productive nature of lexical knowledge is Laufer and Goldstein (2004), which 

investigated the strength of learners’ vocabulary knowledge in four modes along the 

two axes of active/passive and recall/recognition. Their findings suggest that learners 

acquire vocabulary knowledge on a cline from passive recognition to active recall, 

which confirms the well-established fact that recall is much more cognitively 

demanding than recognition (cf. Tulving & Watkins, 1973; Griffin & Harley, 1996). 

 

Vocabulary knowledge is, therefore, not simply a single trait, but rather multifaceted 

and involves different mechanisms. There are clearly distinct cognitive and 

physiological processes insofar as receptive knowledge depends on receiving input 
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from the eyes or ears and productive knowledge depends on using the mouth or hands. 

At the same time, lexical knowledge is multidimensional, and while many researchers 

tend to agree on three dimensions, there has been no consensus on what these three 

dimensions are or how they are operationalized (Gyllstad, 2013), as Table 1.1 shows. 

 

Table 1.1 

Dimensions of vocabulary knowledge 

Researchers Dimension 1 Dimension 2 Dimension 3 

Henriksen, 1999 Partial to precise 

knowledge 

Depth of knowledge Receptive to 

productive ability 

Meara, 2005 Vocabulary size Vocabulary organization 

&   associations) 

Vocabulary 

accessibility 

Daller et al., 2007 Lexical breadth Lexical depth Lexical fluency 

 

A number of researchers, however, conceive of lexical knowledge as a theoretical three-

dimensional space (e.g., Read, 2000; Daller et al., 2007; Mochizuki, 2012) that consists 

of breadth (i.e., overall size), depth (i.e., collocates and usage details), and accessibility 

or fluency (i.e., speed of access) (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1.1. Three dimensions of lexical knowledge and ability (based on Daller et al., 

2007, p. 8; in Milton, 2013) 

 

Although Milton (2009, p. 16) noted that details of this three-dimensional model are 

lacking, his suggestion that fluency refers to productive word knowledge whereas both 

breadth and depth are aspects of passive/receptive word knowledge seems to overlook 
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the productive aspect of vocabulary depth insofar as the correct usage of a word depends 

largely on its use with its relevant collocates. In terms of empirical study and defining 

an operationalized construct that can be measured, vocabulary size (how many?) and 

fluency (how fast?) can be more easily quantified than depth, which is more like a 

quality. In fact, Milton (2013, p. 62) has criticized the notion of vocabulary depth as an 

“ill-defined” catchall term that contains a number of seemingly disparate aspects (e.g., 

less common meanings, word associations, collocations, word parts, and grammatical 

functions) that problematize its treatment as a single construct that can be 

operationalized (Milton, 2009, p. 150; Gyllstad, 2013, pp. 22-23). 

1.3 Vocabulary testing for fluency, depth and size 

 

The testing and evaluation of the three dimensions of size, depth and lexical 

accessibility has been the subject of much research and many testing formats. Fluency, 

or the speed to lexical accessibility, in speaking and writing increases with language 

proficiency, and this research area has been the primary purview of psycholinguists who 

use computer programs designed to measure lexical access time in such tasks as locating 

words in a string of letters (Q_Lex; Coulson, 2005) or showing the test-taker a prime 

and then target word to see how long it takes to determine if there is a semantic 

relationship or not (Computer-based English Lexical Processing Task, CELP; Kadota, 

2010). 

 

Closely related to lexical fluency is vocabulary depth, which has been primarily 

investigated on the basis of knowledge of collocations and word partnerships. Some 

attempts to measure depth include affixes and association (Schmitt & Meara, 1997), 

synonyms and collocations (Mochizuki, 2002), and antonyms, word forms and 
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derivations, and collocations (Koizumi, 2005; cited in Mochizuki, 2012). Perhaps the 

most widely used depth test by researchers is the Word Associates Format (WAF; Read, 

1993), in which the test taker is asked to identify four words (out of eight options) that 

are either synonyms or collocates of the target word. Another popular depth test that 

combines both receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge is the vocabulary 

knowledge scale test (VKS), which uses a 5-point self-assessment scale and a rater-

scored assessment of word knowledge (Wesche & Paribakht, 1996). The self-

assessment requires test-takers to indicate how well they know the word, and if they 

feel they do, then they need to write a synonym or translation or even a sentence to 

demonstrate the degree of their knowledge depth. 

 

Finally, there is the dimension of vocabulary breadth or size. Apart from vocabulary 

size tests that are based on a sampling of dictionary entries (e.g., D'Anna, Zechmeister 

& Hall, 1991), most vocabulary size tests have been devised on the hypothesis that there 

is a direct relationship between the frequency of a word and the probability that a learner 

will know it, and for this reason, these tests are based on frequency wordlists (e.g., 

Thorndike & Lorge, 1944; Nation, 2012; Coxhead, 2000). In many fields of knowledge 

and skill acquisition, researchers generally acknowledge the “ubiquity of frequency 

effects” (e.g., Ambridge et al., 2015), even though the effects of word frequency on 

second language learners’ acquisition order and mental lexicon have been difficult to 

either empirically prove or disprove (R. Ellis, 1994). Nonetheless, most researchers 

generally concur with N. Ellis (2002a,b) that there is a close relationship between 

language acquisition and frequency of input, with word frequency and its range across 

media and genres seen as the most salient criteria for determining the usefulness of a 

word (Koprowski, 2005). This is especially the case for the top 2000 word-families 
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which are clearly useful to know since they typically make up 84-90% of English usage 

(Webb et al., 2017), and for this reason frequency wordlists have long informed 

materials and test development for language learning. 

 

While there have been vocabulary size tests measuring productive knowledge of 

vocabulary (e.g., Laufer and Nation’s (1999) Productive Levels Test), the bulk of 

research into and tests on vocabulary size have targeted receptive knowledge of form-

meaning connections. However, compared to tests of other dimensions of vocabulary 

knowledge, vocabulary size tests have received the most research attention for at least 

two reasons: 1. this kind of test seems to be more straightforward to create and quantify, 

and 2. vocabulary breadth has been shown to be a key indicator for language proficiency 

(Laufer, 1992; Laufer & Goldstein, 2004; Milton, 2009). 

 

The three most popular tests of vocabulary size in the literature are the Yes/No Test 

(also used in the Eurocentres Vocabulary Size Test and DIALANG diagnostic test), the 

Vocabulary Size Test (VST), and the Vocabulary Levels Test (VLT). A comparison of 

publication citations from Google Scholar reveals that compared to the other vocabulary 

breadth tests, there have been more research articles in which the VLT has been an 

important “focus”1 or reference (see Figure 1.2). 

                                            
1 “Focus” is here operationalized by using the search terms “test name (acronym)” under the 

assumption, as per acronym usage conventions, that the test was mentioned more than once 
and was therefore an important “focus” or reference in the research article. Data were 
collected in August 2017. See Appendix 1 for a table of these statistics. 
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Figure 1.2. Quantitative comparison of vocabulary size tests in the research literature 

up to 2017 

1.31 Vocabulary size tests: Yes/No, VST, VLT 

 

Each of these tests have their own rationales and specific formats, which largely 

contribute to how effective they are in measuring the trait of receptive vocabulary 

knowledge. 

1.32 Yes/no checklist 

 

In the Yes/No Test, also referred to as the “checklist” format (Schmitt, 2010), 

examinees are presented with words and nonwords, and they have to indicate whether 

they know the word (“yes”) or not (“no”). This test format enjoyed wide use in the 

1990s as a computerized placement test in the Eurocentre’s Vocabulary Size Test 

(EVST; Meara & Jones, 1990) and in the 2000’s as a diagnostic tool in the online 

European DIALANG system (Alderson, 2005). Taking Meara’s (1992) version as an 

example of the Yes/No Test format, the test covers the first 5000 most frequent words, 
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and the test-takers are asked to check the words they “know”. To counteract the 

overestimation of “known” words, pseudowords are also added in a proportion of 23-

33% of the total number of items (Schmitt, 2010, p. 200), and if identified as being 

known, the test scores will be accordingly adjusted, or “corrected”, downward. As for 

the EVST, a computer program presents to the test-taker 20 words randomly selected 

from each 1000-word frequency band up to the 10000-word level (based on Thorndike 

and Lorge’s [1944] word frequency list). The advantages of this test format are that the 

task is straightforward for the test-taker to take and test-maker to make, and a large 

number of items can be answered quickly. In terms of validation studies, Meara (1996) 

found that the Yes/No test correlated moderately well with other vocabulary tests, and 

Anderson and Freebody (1981) reported that the Yes/No format “corrected” score 

achieved a .84 correlation with a multiple choice version; they further conducted post-

test interviews and determined from the post-interviews scores for both tests that the 

Yes/No version gave a better estimate of true word knowledge. Unfortunately, the 

concept of knowing a word can vary in degree and from person to person, and the 

construction and use of pseudowords that resemble existing words (in either the test 

takers’ L1 or L2) can be misleading. 

 

1.33 Vocabulary size Test (VST) 

 

Perhaps the two most widely used vocabulary size measures are the Vocabulary Levels 

Test (VLT) and the Vocabulary Size Test (VST), both of which are included in Schmitt 

(2010) and Nation (2001), and are freely available on Nation’s and Schmitt’s personal 

websites as well as Cobb’s Lextutor website. The VST (Nation & Gu, 2007; Nation & 

Beglar, 2007) aims to quantify a learner’s vocabulary size by testing a sample of 10 
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words from 14 1000-word levels (based on Nation’s (2006) BNC family word lists). 

Each word has a non-defining example sentence whose purpose is to indicate part of 

speech, but not meaning, with four multiple choice definitions presented to the test taker 

(see the NVLT format in Table 1.4, which was based on the VST format). Because the 

test items are samples from 14 levels, it gives a wide-ranging estimate of vocabulary 

size, making it in theory useful to measure learner progress in vocabulary learning 

(Schmitt, 2010). 

 

The VST has been validated (Beglar, 2010) by conducting a Rasch validation test which 

found that 1. examinees’ scores decreased towards lower frequency, 2. the Rasch model 

accounted for 86% of the total variation of test scores, 3. the items generally performed 

well, and 4. the reliability figures were very impressive (.96-.98); however, it should be 

noted that the 197 test subjects for a test of 14 levels with 140 items falls far short of 

the adequate sample size of 840, which is based on Linacre’s (2017) 2  minimal 

recommendation for this kind of analysis; in this light, Beglar’s (2010) Rasch test results 

are only suggestive.  As an estimate of vocabulary size, the total score out of 140 (for 

the 14 1000-level version) multiplied by 100 can be said to approximate the total 

number of word families known by the learner; a score of 45 out of 140 therefore implies 

that the learner knows 4500 word-families. However, with no empirical support, the test 

relies on a questionable faith in the assumptions that only 10 words chosen out of each 

1000-word level can validly represent 1. all the words in that level (Meara, 1996), and 

2. learner’s knowledge, which is assumed to potentially mirror that of each level in the 

frequency wordlist.  

                                            
2 According to Linacre, each level would presumably treated as an independent form and 

should have about 30 test-takers with equal representation of ability levels (10 low, 10 
intermediate, 10 high), and double this to be safe; this means an adequate sample should 
have 14 levels x 30 x 2 = 840 (Linacre, Sept. 13, 2017). 
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1.4 Vocabulary Levels Test (VLT) 

 

While the VST’s wide range of 14 levels makes it a comprehensive measuring 

instrument for determining a wide range of proficiencies, the limited number of words 

tested at each level affords insufficient information to evaluate the mastery of each level. 

The VLT, on the other hand, is not a vocabulary size test, but was rather intended to be 

used to profile learner’s vocabulary knowledge at particular frequency levels (Kremmel 

& Schmitt, 2018). With 150 items from only five 1000-word levels, the VLT has been 

described as a “diagnostic test” that can “let teachers quickly find out whether learners 

need to be working on high … or low frequency words” (Nation, 2001, p. 373; 21-22). 

The VLT has also been argued to be a “more pedagogically useful measure of lexical 

knowledge” as a “test designed to measure the degree of mastery of the most frequent 

words of English” (McLean & Kramer, 2015). This means that the VLT is not 

technically a vocabulary size test (Beglar, 2010; Nation, 2001), but can be used for 

research as a diagnostic test, and also placement test (Schmitt et al, 2001; Huhta, 

Alderson, Nieminen, & Ullakonoja, 2011). 

 

1.41 VLT popularity and test format 

 

The VLT has been made widely accessible. It has been published in paper form (Schmitt, 

Schmitt & Clapham, 2001; Nation, 1990; Schmitt, 2000; and Schmitt, 2010) as well as 

freely available on the popular personal websites of Paul Nation and Norbert Schmitt, 

as well as on Tom Cobb’s Lextutor website. Due to its availability and perceived 

usefulness, the VLT has been pervasively used and cited in research. According to a 

Google Scholar search of the first 100 results for the keyword search terms “vlt 

‘vocabulary levels test’", 41% of the articles were position papers and 59% were 

experimental studies using the VLT as a vocabulary size measure, with almost one third 
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of the research relating to reading ability and another third as a measure of vocabulary 

gain over time or after a treatment (see Figure 1.3; see also Appendix B for a more 

complete summary of uses of the VLT in research). These research articles used either 

Nation’s (1990) version or Schmitt et al.’s (2001) version (see Appendix C for VLT 

2001 version 1 for levels 2,3,5). 

 
Figure 1.3. Uses of the VLT in research articles (based on the first 100 results of a Google 

Scholar search) 

 

From its inception in 1983, the VLT format traditionally covered 5 levels of word 

families (the 2000-, 3000-, 5000-, 10000-word levels, and the non-frequency-based 

university wordlist) (Nation, 1983, 1990; Beglar & Hunt, 1999; Schmitt et al., 2001), 

with frequency information coming from Thorndike and Lorge (1944) and Kučera and 

Francis (1967). There are two more recent versions that both focus only on the 1000 to 

5000 levels (McLean & Kramer, 2015; Webb & Sasao, 2013) from the BNC corpus and 

the Academic Wordlist (Coxhead, 2001), but McLean and Kramer’s New Vocabulary 

Level’s Test (NVLT) version adopted the VST multiple choice format instead of the 
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6x3 clustering format of the traditional VLT (Figure 1.4), which differs from multiple 

choice insofar as 3 items are selecting reponses from the same pool of 6 response 

options. 

 

Sample of NVLT multiple choice format 

 

1. time: They have a lot of time. 

a. money 

b. food 

c. hours 

d. friends 

Sample VLT 6x3 cluster format 

 

1 king 

2 water                         ___ eight legs 

3 spider                        ___ drawing 

4 brush                         ___ fly 

5 shoe 

6 bird 

Figure 1.4. Samples of the NVLT (McLean & Kramer, 2015; based on the VST) 

multiple choice format compared with the VLT’s 6x3 clustering format (Nation, 1983, 

1990; Schmitt et al., 2001) 

 

As is evident from Figure 1.4, the VLT test items are designed to reveal “the very basic 

and initial stages of form-meaning link learning” (Kremmel & Schmitt, 2018). 

Moreover, the 30-item levels should be understood as independent tests that aim to 

diagnose the amount of “partial vocabulary recognition” mastery at these frequency 

levels. Over the years, different researchers have offered different and seemingly 

“arbitrary” (Xing & Fulcher, 2007) benchmarks for mastery: Nation (1983) originally 

proposed 66%, Schmitt et al. (2001) 87%, Xing and Fulcher (2007) upon Schmitt’s 

advice 80%, and more recently, Webb at al. (2017) recommend at higher cut-off score 

of 97% for the first 3000 words and 80% for the subsequent levels. As a low-stakes 

diagnostic test whose sole purpose is to estimate the extent of mastery of different 

frequency levels, test-takers are instructed not to guess and leave items blank if they 

have no idea of the answer. 

 

1.42 VLT item difficulty as frequency 
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Research using the VLT has tended to be more interested in person ability, and for this 

reason, the issue of item difficulty has often been avoided or treated as a “nuisance 

variable” (Culligan, 2015), but the implicit assumption has been that each of the 

different frequency levels represent, or at least correlate with, different levels of 

difficulty, with higher frequency words from the 2000 level being more likely to be 

known (i.e., easier) than words at the 5000 level (i.e., more difficult). This is why 

validation studies for frequency-based vocabulary tests like the VST (Beglar, 2010) and 

VLT (Schmitt et al., 2007; McLean et al., 2015; Webb at al., 2017) try to show the 

positive correlation between VLT (frequency) level items and overall number of correct 

responses (though the results are not very transparent for levels past the 3000-word level; 

cf. Beglar, 2010; McLean et al., 2015; Webb et al., 2017). The correlation between word 

frequency and word-item difficulty is intuitive and is consonant with the general 

consensus that learners tend to acquire and access the most frequent vocabulary first (N. 

Ellis, 2002; N. Ellis & Larsen-Freeman, 2009; Bybee, 1995, 2006), which has prompted 

Milton to claim that “the importance of frequency in vocabulary learning is as near to a 

fact as it is possible to get in L2 acquisition” (Milton, 2009, 242). In the context of 

vocabulary testing, a higher ability student should therefore correctly answer a lower 

difficulty item, where lower difficulty item derives from a higher frequency level, such 

as VLT level 2. Validation studies have thus emphasized that the levels in the VLT form 

an implicational scale insofar as mastery of one level implies mastery of the previous 

one (e.g., Schmitt, 2000; Schmitt et al., 2001; Webb et al., 2017). 

 

On the other hand, Culligan (2015) has shown that while word frequency correlates only 

“marginally better” with Rasch item difficulty measures than orthographic features (e.g., 

number of letters, syllables or phonemes), the correlation indices range from an 
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unimpressive -0.17 to -0.71 (where the negative value indicates the expected inverse 

relationship between word frequency and item difficulty). It should also be noted that 

in their VLT validation study, Schmitt et al. (2001, p. 70) flatly rejected this frequency-

as-difficulty assumption stating that “difficulty has no real bearing on whether a word 

belongs in a certain section or not”; however, they did not offer argument for this 

counter-intuitive statement and this issue will be discussed in more detail later in 

Section 2.3. Generally, though, the operating assumption is that there is—or should 

be—a correlation between word frequency level and item difficulty. In this way, the 

VLT levels are independent and modular subtests, and not necessary components of the 

VLT, such that certain levels can be removed if deemed inappropriate for the group of 

learners, e.g., the 2000 level may be skipped for advanced level learners. 

 

1.43 VLT format  

 

In terms of language representation, the VLT aims to echo the ratio of word forms in 

natural language. In Beglar and Hunt’s (1999) revisions of the 2000 level and University 

Word Level, the ration of noun-to-verb-to-adjective was 5:3:1, but Schmitt et al. (2001) 

examined the word-form distribution in a corpus and revised the ratio to 3:2:1 to reflect 

a more accurate ratio in natural language use. 

 

The VLT’s traditional item format is comprised of clusters of three definitions and six 

word choices, about which there are two noteworthy aspects: the first is that the 

definitions are actually the items and the words are the answer options, and the second 

is that the questions are decontextualized (i.e., context-independent) and aim to test 

partial knowledge (i.e., the most common definition of the word or word association); 

this form of testing receptive vocabulary knowledge allows for more questions to be 
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asked, thereby enhancing its reliability. It has also been suggested that the VLT 6x3 

testlet format is efficient in that each level tests not only the 30 word-answers (or “keys”) 

for the 30 items, but also the 30 distractors, meaning that each level is actually testing 

60 words from each 1000-word frequency level (Read, 1988; Culligan, 2015). This, 

however, is a problematic assumption because it presupposes the deployment of test-

taking strategies and guessing, which runs counter to the intention of this diagnostic test 

to provide an accurate assessment vocabulary level mastery. The aim of the test-taker, 

therefore, is not to get the highest score possible, but to answer as honestly as possible 

in order to understand the extent of their vocabulary knowledge. 

 

The test format and purpose of the VLT, therefore, present two implications. The first 

is that each VLT level is a de facto independent test with the sole purpose of 

representing that frequency level with 30 items so as to diagnose the test takers’ extent 

of mastery of that level. The second implication is that the testlets/items should 

consistently span the range of 1000 words across the frequency level. After all, 1000 

words is, for most EFL learners, a substantial percentage of their vocabulary knowledge, 

if we take into account Laufer’s (2010) research that estimate an average vocabulary 

size of 2000 to 4000 words for university EFL learners across the world. 

 

1.44 Validation evidence 

 

Read (2000) validated the VLT’s two main assumptions: 1. high frequency words are 

more likely to be known by ESL learners compared to low level frequency words, and 

2. the VLT is an implicational scale, i.e., that mastery of the 5000 level implies mastery 

of the 2000 and 3000 levels. Schmitt et al.’s (2001) findings echoed Read’s, and later 

validation studies on leveled vocabulary size tests, like the VST and VLT, have 
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similarly sought to show that lower levels are more difficult using raw score, Rasch 

item difficulty scores, and/or ANOVA comparisons of scores from different levels 

(Beglar, 2010; McLean et al., 2015; Webb et al., 2017). Schmitt et al. (2001) also found 

high reliability in their two VLT test versions with an increased number of items per 

level from 27 (Beglar & Hunt, 1999) to 30.  

 

In recent years, there have been a number of validation studies on vocabulary size 

diagnostic tests that have evaluated the tests based on Messick’s “general validity 

criteria or standards for all educational and psychological measurement” (Messick, 

1995, p. 6). Messick (1989, 1995) outlined a comprehensive set of six criteria for a 

unified concept of construct validity: content, substantive, structural, generalizability, 

external, and consequential validity. The first three of these criteria involve the “internal” 

mechanics of the test and its construction: the content aspect refers to evidence of 

content relevance, representativeness and technical quality; the substantive aspect 

involves the theoretical rationales for observed consistencies in test responses, as well 

as empirical evidence that these processes are being used by the test-takers; the 

structural aspect consists of evaluating the degree to which the internal structure of the 

assessment, as represented by test scores, is consonant with the structure of the construct 

domain, which largely involves the construct-relevant sources of task or item difficulty. 

The remaining three aspects of construct validity are externally relational: 

generalizability refers to the extent that the score properties can generalize across 

different populations of test-takers, while the external aspect marshals evidence of 

comparability with outside sources, such as other validated tests, and finally, the 

consequential aspect involves the implications of test use and whether it is fair and 

unbiased. Several of these aspects have been the focus of validation studies for the 
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Vocabulary Size Test (Beglar, 2010), Listening Vocabulary Levels Test (LVLT; 

McLean et al., 2015) and Vocabulary Levels Test (Webb et al., 2017), all of which have 

employed a Rasch-based measurement approach to structure and provide empirical 

support for their validation arguments. All of these studies reached positive conclusions 

about their collected and Rasch-measured evidence that supports the validity of these 

instruments. The details of these studies will be discussed after the Literature Review 

presents a conceptual overview of Rasch measurement. Nonetheless, Kremmel and 

Schmitt (2018) make the pointed observation that given the VLT’s widespread adoption 

by teachers and researchers in the last three decades, there have been “surprisingly few 

studies published that investigated the validity of the instrument”, especially of the 

Schmitt et al. (2001) version which has been used and cited more than any other version. 

 

1.45 Value of VLT: decontextualized, reliability and expedient format 

 

The VLT has undergone extensive revisioning since its initial release in 1983 (Nation, 

1983, 1990; Beglar & Hunt, 1999; Schmitt et al., 2001; McLean & Kramer, 2015; Webb, 

Sasao & Ballance, 2016), and its usefulness has long been recognized, most recently by 

Harding, Alderson and Brunfaut (2015) who see the potential in tests like the VLT to 

diagnose learners’ vocabulary size in terms of bands of frequency levels. However, even 

though the VLT was extensively validated in 2001 (Schmitt et al., 2001), there has been 

in the last two decades an obvious trend away from decontextualized vocabulary testing 

on high stakes tests, such as TOEFL, IELTS, TOEIC, Pearson Academic, and BULATS, 

which subsume vocabulary testing within in larger macro-skills like reading. This move 

away from decontextualized testing, such as the pre-1995 TOEFL discrete vocabulary 

testing section, towards “authentic" language and tasks in “language-use tasks” (Read, 

2000) marks the current dominant holistic and communicative approach to skills testing 
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that aims to assess the four language macro skills of reading, writing, listening and 

speaking as  “the contextualized realization of the ability to use language in the 

performance of specific language use tasks” (Bachman & Palmer, 1996, pp. 75-76). 

 

But there are still advantages of and proponents for decontextualized and discrete 

vocabulary testing. Even though decontextualized testing is no longer in vogue due to 

the concerns of negative washback that this kind of testing for high stakes tests 

encourages learners to rote memorize vast amounts of vocabulary without being able to 

use it, there are still those advocate the testing of vocabulary as a discrete and 

unidimensional latent trait for diagnostic assessment (Alderson, 2005; Hulstijn, 2011, 

p. 244). Cameron (2002), in an often-cited article, appeals to common sense and 

similarly defends the use of decontextualized, discrete testing of vocabulary: 

“Eventually, after sufficient contextualized encounters, a word will be recognized when 

it is met in context or in isolation . . . it does not seem unreasonable to test to see how 

much vocabulary can be recognized without extended linguistic or textual contexts” (p. 

151). Finally, Nation (2012, online information on the VST) pointed out that there can 

still be positive washback associated with decontextualized testing: 1. decontextualized 

learning with flashcards has been shown to be highly efficient (Nation, 2001, pp. 297-

299), and 2. this learning seems to contribute to both explicit and implicit knowledge 

(Elgort, 2011). 

 

VLT versions with 30 items (i.e., 10 bundles or testlets of 3 items) per level have been 

shown to have a higher reliability than the previous shorter versions (Schmitt et al., 

2001). For a levels test that must consider the practicality of testing a limited number of 

items per level to represent 1000-word levels, the more items tested per level, the more 
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representative and valid the results of that level. However, the trade-off of lengthy tests 

is impracticality and results that are negatively affected by loss of attention and test-

taker fatigue. In this light, the 6x3 testlets means that more items can be answered in a 

given time than multiple choice questions; and there are those that argue that the clusters 

test not only the three answer-key words, but all six options (Read, 1988), which means 

that 60 words represent the 1000-word levels. In this sense, Culligan (2015) points out 

the VLT’s efficiency in allowing students to answer many questions in a short period 

of time. And even though the yes/no format is even more expedient than the 6x3 format, 

Cameron (2002) showed in a comparison study that the VLT was more useful than 

Meara’s (1992) Yes/No Test to diagnose the vocabulary knowledge of secondary school 

students. 

 

1.46 Suspected problems with the VLT: local dependence, guessing and 

unidimensionality 

 

In addition to its benefits, the VLT has major shortcomings related to its format and 

content. Relating to its format, concerns have been raised about the effects of guessing, 

and more importantly, about the matching format that links items together to influence 

the possible choices of their responses. There has been a long-standing concern that the 

VLT’s clustering format results in Local Item Dependence (LID) with the answer of 

one item possibly influencing the answering of another item. And relating to both 

format and content is the issue of unidimensionality, and whether the test is only testing 

the dimension of vocabulary knowledge. Analysis of the VLT’s unidimensionality and 

LID can be achieved using either Classical Test Theory (CTT) methods or Item 

Response Theory (IRT) methods. The next section gives a brief overview of these 

methods and argues that the Rasch method (often categorized as an IRT model) will 
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provide more accurate results for detecting LID and unidimensionality than either CTT 

or other IRT methods. 

 

Summary  

 

One of the best indicators of language proficiency is vocabulary size. Large amounts of 

vocabulary are necessary for competence in the four basic skills of reading writing and 

the basis of communicative competence. For these reasons, the last 30 years or so has 

seen a burgeoning of research and interest in measuring the vocabulary size of language 

learners, resulting in hundreds of research publications on the development and use of 

vocabulary size tests such as the Yes/No Checklist Test, Vocabulary Size Test and the 

Vocabulary Levels Test. 

 

These tests have been used as placement tests, diagnostic tests and benchmarks for 

learning in pre- and post-test type of studies. Each of these three vocabulary size tests 

has its own focus and unique format, but the VLT has received the most attention in 

research publications in the last 35 years, despite widespread suspicion of its item 

cluster format. Since the 1980s when the Nation (1983) first published the VLT, people 

have been concerned that the cluster format of this test results in the response of one 

item influencing the possibility of answering another. In other words, since each item 

cluster is composed of three items (definitions) and six answer options (words), it is 

suspected that the answering of one item can unfairly influence—or depend on—the 

answering of another item in the cluster since the three cluster items draw from the same 

set of answer options. This type of Local Item Dependence (LID) is called item chaining 

and appears to be a flagrant violation of the basic assumption of Local Item 

Independence (LII) in Classical Test Theory as well Item Response Theory. And if item 

chaining is pervasive throughout the test, this also challenges another fundamental 
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assumption in test theory: unidimensionality, or the test’s capacity to measure only one 

trait like vocabulary knowledge. If both of these assumptions are substantially violated 

by Local Item Dependence (LID), the test’s reliability and validity are necessarily called 

into question. 

 

Previous VLT validation studies (e.g., Beglar & Hunt, 1999; Schmitt et al., 2001; Webb 

et al., 2017) using Classical Testing Theory, Factor Analysis and Item Response Theory 

(Rasch modeling) were unable to uncover evidence for LID.  The purpose of this 

dissertation, then, is to investigate the issue of LID in a shortened version of the VLT 

(three levels instead of five) using a wider variety of Rasch modelling approaches that 

were triangulated so as to identify the existence and extent of LID in the VLT.   
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Chapter 2. Literature Review 

2.1 Statistical analysis: Virtues of Rasch modelling over CTT and IRT 

2.11 Classical Test Theory 

In contrast to more modern psychometric theories, collectively known as Item Response 

Theory (IRT), Classical test theory (CTT) refers to classical psychometric theory that 

aims to understand and improve the reliability of psychological tests, which have for 

decades been the mainstay in disciplines ranging from psychology to economics to 

education. Evolving since Binet created his intelligence test in the early 1900s, CTT is 

regarded as a simple, robust model (Coaley, 2009). Based on Novick’s (1966) 

foundational formulation, CTT predicts the outcomes of these tests, such as the 

difficulty of items or the ability of test-takers. Mathematically, the theory is grounded 

in the idea that a person’s observed or obtained score on a test is the sum of a true score 

(error-free score) and an error score. The relationship between these three elements is 

often formulated as: 

Observed Score = True Score + Error; or 

 X  = T + E. 

CTT can therefore be viewed as true score theory, where the true score (T) of a person 

is a hypothetical construct that could be realized if the person were to complete the same 

test an infinite number of times. The main concern is to quantify the random error (E) 

part, and in test creation, to minimize the error so that the Observed score (X) will 

approach the true score. 

 

According to Traub’s (1997) historical analysis, CTT was the result of an evolution of 

three concepts:  1. The recognition that errors are intrinsic to measurements, 2. the 

realization that this error is a random variable, and 3. the conception of correlation and 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychometric
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reliability_(psychometric)
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how to measure it. Charles Spearman in 1904 started the evolution by figuring out how 

to correct a correlation coefficient for attenuation due to measurement error and how to 

obtain the index of reliability needed in making the correction (Traub, 1997). 

 

In test development and validation, items require analysis. CTT item analysis is most 

commonly achieved using descriptive statistics and involves calculating the item mean 

and item variability. In this framework, more effective items have both higher 

variability and item means closer to the center of the distribution of the item scores. 

CTT can investigate an item by analyzing its distractors, difficulty, discrimination, and 

total correlations (Coaley, 2009, pp. 35-40). 

 

Distractor analysis evaluates and compares the frequency of the selected answer options. 

Ideally, the distractor options are more or less equally chosen by the test-takers who 

incorrectly answered the item. As for difficulty analysis, it produces a difficulty 

indicator, or p value, which represents the percentage of test-takers who answered the 

item correctly; this is calculated by simply dividing the number of people who answered 

the item correctly by the total number of people who answered it. A high p value 

approaching 1 indicates that most people got the item correct, suggesting that the item 

is too easy; on the other hand, a p value close to 0 suggests the item is too difficult. A 

mean p value of 0.5 indicates moderate difficulty and is able to better discriminate test 

takers. A well-balanced test will have items representing a range of difficulties (0.2-

0.8), but their mean p value should be close to 0.5. Difficulty analysis can also be 

extended to determine if the item exhibits bias towards any group of test-takers; this is 

done by comparing total group correct scores on an item. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Spearman
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Discrimination analysis determines whether the response on one item is related to all of 

the others. This can help identify which items are effectively measuring the trait (or 

dimension) under investigation. People who score well are more likely to answer an 

item correctly, while lower scorers will be less likely. However, if compared to higher 

scorers, the lower scorers tend to either correctly answer an item more often (negative 

discrimination) or just as often (zero discrimination), this is a red flag and suggests that 

the item is measuring a different trait or dimension. Item discrimination is often 

calculated by comparing the top and bottom 27% of the distribution of scores. 

Specifically, discrimination, or d, is found by subtracting the percent of people getting 

the item right in the high group (Ph/Nh) from that in the low group (Pl/Nl): 

 

d = Ph/Nh  -  Pl/Nl. 

 

Items that discriminate well are easier for the higher group, and thus have large, positive 

values of d. Items with a negative value are easier for lower scorers and should be 

removed. 

 

Total correlation analysis is another method to evaluate the discriminability of an item 

and involves determining the correlation between an item and a total score on that 

measure. Items with high positive item-total score correlations are more clearly related 

to the trait or dimension being measured. These items exhibit more variability than 

others with lower correlations, which indicates better ability to discriminate between 

high and low values. A negative value suggests that an item is negatively related to the 

other items on the measure, and that it is measuring a different trait. 
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Although CTT was the dominant mode of analysis in the social sciences for decades 

and still remains very widely used, Hambleton, Swaminathan, and Rogers (1991, pp. 4-

5) pointed out almost 30 years ago that there are four important weaknesses of CTT. 

The first involves its definition of reliability as "the correlation between test scores on 

parallel forms of a test,” which is problematic because there is no consensus as to what 

parallel tests are. Another issue is related to its conception of standard error, which is 

assumed to be the same for all test-takers. Unfortunately, this assumption is difficult to 

accept given that scores on any test are unequally precise measures for examinees of 

different ability. The third shortcoming of CTT that Hambleton and colleagues 

identified is that examinee characteristics and test characteristics cannot be separated, 

which means that they can only be interpreted with reference to each other. Finally, 

CTT is test-oriented, i.e., based on the sum of all items. Since this approach is not 

oriented to individual items, CTT is unable to make predictions on how well a test-taker 

or even group of test-takers might do on a particular test item. 

 

2.12 Modern Latent Trait Theory: IRT 

 

In response to the shortcomings of CTT, Item Response Theory (IRT) was developed 

to investigate the relationship between a person’s response to an item and the trait or 

attribute being measured. In IRT, the attribute is usually described as an underlying 

“latent trait”, and for this reason the theory has been called “latent trait theory”. IRT can 

be applied for test construction, test validation and even test scoring. 

 

CTT has been referred to as a “weak model” because its assumptions can be easily met 

by traditional procedures, whereas IRT is described as a “strong model” given its 
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stringent assumptions that the test data must meet (Kline, 2000). For traditional 

likelihood unidimensional IRT models, there are three assumptions that must be met 

(Embretson & Reise, 2000): 1. Items should have a monotonic relationship with their 

underlying trait, i.e., as ability increases, so does the probability of answering an item 

correctly; 2. Items measure or should load onto only one trait or dimension; and 3. Item 

responses should be independent of each other and depend only on ability. 

 

IRT and Rasch methodologies emerged in the 1950s and 1960s by pioneers including 

psychometrician Frederic Lord, mathematician Georg Rasch, and sociologist Paul 

Lazarsfeld (Engelhard, 2013), but only gained currency by the late 1970s and early 

1980s with the increasing availability of computers necessary to run the sophisticated 

and highly iterative mathematical functions. In fact, it was this mathematical 

sophistication that provided the impetus for much suspicion and criticism of IRT, 

especially in comparison with the mathematically simpler and more intuitive CTT 

(Coaley, 2009, pp. 40-43). Although IRT and Rasch methodologies entered the field of 

language testing in the 1980’s, skepticism about the highly technical nature of the Rasch 

model resulted in controversy in the 1990’s in what McNamara and Koch (2012) called 

the “Rasch wars”. 

 

Nevertheless, IRT and Rasch approaches have since then been accepted as a 

methodological staple of research into language testing—especially high-stakes testing 

by companies like ETS (Education Testing Services, creators of the GMAT, TOEFL, 

TOEIC; Davies, 2003) who have used IRT for quality control and test validation—and 

viewed as a more accurate method of determining test scores compared to Classical 

Testing Theory (CTT). Whereas CTT treats every test item as equal, IRT is a scaling 
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method of measurement that identifies patterns of responses to account for items of 

different difficulty, as well as persons of different levels of ability. IRT is a probabilistic 

“model”, i.e., a simplification of reality, that assumes that persons with more ability 

have a higher probability of getting more difficult items correct. 

 

The probability of a correct item response is defined as a mathematical function of both 

person (i.e., ability) and item parameters, of which there are three possible parameters: 

1. Difficulty (i.e., location on a difficulty range), 2.  Discrimination (i.e., slope, or how 

steeply the rate of success varies with ability), and 3. Pseudo-guessing (i.e., probability 

of the least able persons guessing an item’s correct response). Corresponding to these 

three item parameters are three IRT models: the 1 parameter logistic (1-PL) model that 

only takes into account the difficulty parameter, the 2-PL model that takes into account 

difficulty and discrimination, and the 3-PL that includes all three item parameters. 

 

2.13 Rasch vs IRT: Only Rasch is an invariant measuring method 

 

The analyses in this study will use the Rasch model for measurement. Although the 

Rasch model is also known as a special case of the 1-PL IRT model, Rasch proponents, 

such as Bond and Fox (2007, p. 265), disavow its association with the 1-PL, 2-PL and 

3-PL IRT models because the three latter IRT models are sample dependent, similar to 

CTT. From the Rasch point of view, the users of IRT models follow the traditional 

mindset of statisticians: to explain data in terms of models. However, the Rasch 

approach does the opposite by furnishing a measurement model variously described as 

“objective” (e.g., Zhang & Yang, 2015), “invariant” (e.g., Engelhard, 2013; Millsap, 

2012), or “fundamental” (Bond & Fox, 2007), against which the data are evaluated in 

terms of fit or misfit. Rasch measurement thus assumes that the indices of 
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discrimination and guessing are negligible, and while guessing may be implicated in the 

test-taking behavior of the VLT, there is reason to believe its impact is negligible given 

the test instructions urge against guessing, and Schmitt et al. (2001) found little evidence 

of guessing from their post-test interviews. In contrast to the 1-PL, 2-PL and 3-PL 

models that use difficulty, discrimination and guessing parameters to describe—and 

therefore to better fit—the data, the Rasch model is “person-distribution-free” because 

it individually parameterizes persons; this differs from the 1-PL model that assumes the 

underlying latent trait distribution to be standard normal (Castaneda, 2017). Rasch 

devised a “sufficient statistic” (Fisher, 1922) that fully explains the sample insofar as 

the sample cannot provide any additional information to determine the test taker’s 

ability. As such, Rasch measurement is used to compare the data with an “objective” 

model that we would expect in the real world. In other words, Rasch measurement aims 

to provide a means to objectively, or invariantly, measure phenomena according to an 

interval scale of equal lengths, just as a ruler invariantly measures the length of different 

objects, such as a 2-centimeter length of thread, coin or piece of paper. In the Rasch 

model, the same ruler is used to simultaneously, or conjointly, measure person (subject) 

ability and item difficulty (see Figure 2.1). 

 
Figure 2.1. The ruler analogy for Rasch objective measurement: plotting 

persons/subjects and items on the same metric 
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This claim to objective measurement cannot be made by either (1-PL, 2-PL, 3-PL) IRT 

or CTT models. Bond and Fox (2007, p. 272) argue that “the axioms of conjoint 

measurement provide the only satisfactory prescription for scientific measurement and 

that, in terms of widespread application to the human sciences, Rasch measurement is 

the only game in town”; and Boone et al. (2014) similarly point out Rasch measurement 

is the only approach currently available to social scientists that "aligns" with the 

scientific approach to measurement and data collection. Insofar as the data are compared 

to an invariant model, the Rasch method is a useful quality control check for the 

development of measuring instruments, such as vocabulary tests. The Rasch model 

mathematically defines item response requirements so that they become linear measures 

on an interval scale instead of just numbers or ordinal scores. That is, the separate 

parameters of item difficulty and person ability are simultaneously located and 

calibrated on a continuous scale of a latent trait, e.g., vocabulary knowledge. As 

explained by the founder of the Rasch method, Georg Rasch (1960): 

 

A person having a greater ability than another should have the greater 

Probability of solving any item of the type in question, and similarly, one item 

being more difficult than another means that for any person the probability of 

solving the second item correctly is the greater one. (p. 117) 

 

The Rasch calibration scale is based on the Guttman scale (Figure 2.2), which consists 

of a set of graded patterns of ideal responses based on the conjoint measurement of 

person ability and item difficulty. This idealized structure of the Rasch model makes it 

an objective or “invariant” metric. However, the difference with the Rasch model is that 
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it is probabilistic and allows for more variation compared to the deterministic Guttman 

scale. 

 

 
Figure 2.2. Guttman scale correlating item difficulty and person ability. 

 

For example, in the Guttman scale of a test of 10 items with items ordered from easiest 

to most difficult, a person of lower ability could be expected to get only the first 5 items 

correct (1111100000), but in the Rasch probabilistic model, the answer sequence would 

have more variation: 1110101000. In terms of real data, which can deviate even from 

probabilistic model expectation, higher scores may be attributed to test takers who tend 

to more consistently get more difficult items correct, even if their test raw scores are the 

same. For example, students A and B may both have the same raw score of 7 out of 10 

questions, but the response pattern of B indicates he handles more difficult questions 

better: 

 

Easy → Difficult items 

A: 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 

B: 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1. 
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Via a series of iterative probability calculations, the Rasch model might therefore 

predict that B has the higher probability of having a greater ability than A and assign a 

higher test score to student B. 

 

Because Rasch analyses arbitrarily define the mean of item difficulty estimates as the 

zero point on the Rasch calibration scale, the probability of a correct response is 

modeled as a logistic function (in logit, or log-odd units) of the difference between the 

person ability (B) and item difficulty parameter (D). The standard Rasch model for 

dichotomous data (where answers are either right or wrong) with persons and items is 

thus expressed as: 

 

P(Ɵ) = log ( Pni/(1-Pni)), 

 

where Pni is the probability that person n will succeed on item i, where person ‘n’ has 

ability Bn and item ‘i’ has difficulty Di. The Probability of success can be simply 

calculated as: 

 

P(Ɵ) = Bn – Di . 

 

The model is additive in the parameters (Bn) and (Di). In this way, if a person’s ability 

is higher than the item difficulty value, the person will be more likely to answer it 

correctly. Further, the difference between item difficulty estimates and person ability 

estimates should remain invariant from one sample population to another. This idea is 

graphically depicted in the monotonic s-shaped Item Characteristic Curve (ICC). Figure 

2.3 shows 3 items with different logit values of difficulty (-1, 0, 1), with the easiest 

being the item on the far left (-1 logit), and most difficult on the far right (1 logit), and 

a difficulty value of 0 logits is defined as the mean raw score of the test. A person with 
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an ability of 1.5 logits, for example, has about an 90% probability of answering item 3 

correctly.  

 

 
Figure 2.3. An s-shaped monotonic Item Characteristic Curve (ICC) indicating 3 items 

of different difficulty: the farthest right is the most difficult and requires more ability to 

answer it correctly. 

 

Although difficulty scores can range from negative to positive infinity, it is generally 

the case that very easy items are below -2 logits, easy between -2 to -0.5, medium 

between -0.5 to 0.5, hard between 0.5 to 2, and very hard above 2 logits.    

 

2.14 A Rasch approach to understanding the VLT 

 

Since the Rasch model locates both person ability and item difficulty on the same latent 

trait scale, the response of learner n to an item i depends essentially on two factors: n’s 

ability and item i’s difficulty. In the context of the VLT, this means that the likelihood 

of n correctly answering item i depends on 1. n’s ability to recognize the words in item 

i’s word frequency level, and 2. Item i’s difficulty which is operationalized as i’s word 

frequency level. For example, the probability of n correctly answering an item i in VLT2 
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depends firstly on n’s partial knowledge of the 2000 word-level, and secondly on item 

i’s representativeness of the 2000 word-level (which should be less difficult than an 

item in the 3000 word-level).     

2.15 Using Rasch measurement in vocabulary validation studies 

 

Given that Rasch measurement conjointly measures both items and persons, it seems a 

natural methodological choice to realize Messick’s (1989) exhortation that “Tests do 

not have reliabilities and validities, only test responses do” insofar as “test responses 

are a function not only of the items, tasks, or stimulus conditions but of the persons 

responding and the context of measurement” (italics in the original; Messick, 1989, p. 

14). In this light, Wolfe and Smith (2007a,b) outlined how Rasch measurement could 

be fruitfully combined with Messick’s (1989, 1995) comprehensive approach to setting 

up validity arguments to validate educational and psychological measuring tools. In 

order to put forward a convincing validity argument for an educational tool, Messick 

(1995) urged that six different validity aspects need to be taken into account: content 

validity, which requires that the boundaries of the construct domain are defined; 

substantive validity, which provides the theoretical rationalization of the consistencies 

in test responses; structural validity, which requires the faithful matching of the scoring 

structure and structure of construct domain; generalizability, which is required to show 

the degree to which score properties generalize across populations; external validity, 

which is a function of how well the test score properties correlate with other established 

tests; and finally, consequential validity, which pertains to the washback effects of the 

test to all stakeholders. Evidence for all six of these validity claims are necessary for a 

convincing argument for construct validity. Since Wolfe and Smith’s (2007a,b) 

formalization, a number of validation studies in vocabulary testing have followed their 
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proposed “Rasch validation argument” program, such as for the Vocabulary Size Test 

(Beglar, 2010), the Listening Vocabulary Levels Test (LVLT; McLean et al., 2015) and 

most recently, the new Vocabulary Levels Test from Webb et al. (2017).  

 

Though not using the Schmitt et al. (2001) version of the VLT, Webb at al. (2017) put 

forward a comprehensive validity argument for their updated VLT version, adopting 

the first five aspects of Messick’s validation program and using Winsteps to conduct 

the Rasch analyses. For the content aspect of their validation study, they used the 

following Rasch analyses: item strata and item separation statistics showing that items 

had at least 2 levels of difficulty; a Wright map illustrating the distribution of person 

abilities and item difficulties showing a gapless and continuous spread of abilities and 

item difficulties; item infit and outfit statistics indicating very few items misfit and 

follow-up qualitative investigations of these items which found “no serious problems”; 

fit statistics and local item dependence pair analyses indicating no locally dependent 

items. For the substantive aspect of construct validity, they conducted an ANOVA and 

analyzed the mean scores for each level to support the assumption that higher frequency 

words are easier, but this was not transparent for 3000-, 4000-, and 5000-word levels 

(also found by Beglar, 2010; McLean et al., 2015). Person fit scores were used as 

evidence in that 95% of the observed responses matched expected responses. For the 

structural aspect of construct validity, the VLT’s unidimensionality was tested by 

investigating item correlations, fit statistics and a principal components analysis of 

residuals. For the generalizability aspect, differential item functioning and differential 

person functioning analyses revealed non-significant differences; Rasch person and 

reliability indices were also very high. Finally, for the external aspect of validity, a 

passive recall test was given and yielded acceptable correlation values.  
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However, this study investigating local item dependence will mainly implicate the first 

structural aspect of construct validity because the local item dependence, if widespread, 

may violate unidimensionality. For this reason, this study will employ Rasch analyses 

of residuals in a manner much more extensive than all of the above studies vocabulary 

test validation studies.   

 

2.2 The value of Residuals in the Rasch model 

 

In terms of application, the extent to which the data approximate or “fit” the Rasch 

probabilistic model indicates the quality of the data and by extension the measuring tool, 

e.g., the vocabulary test and its items. If data do not fit the model, i.e., defined as 

unexpected successes or failures on items, these data irregularities will reveal a non-

Rasch dimension in the form of “residuals” and their patterns.  IRT models, on the other 

hand, view residuals as noise to be eliminated, and therefore try to minimize the 

residuals by tweaking the model to fit the data. If guessing were to be modelled in the 

3-PL IRT model, the residual analyses below could not be performed. By estimating 

item parameters, IRT models “subsume and mask [residual] variation that would 

otherwise be noticed and interpreted as problematic and undesirable for measurement” 

(Ludlow, 2002, p. 6). In contrast, the Rasch model values residuals as a source of 

information about the quality of the data. In unidimensional data with good fit statistics, 

the residuals are a product of random or unpatterned noise, i.e., sources of error such as 

lapse of attention or misunderstanding. However, if patterns are found in residuals, 

which can be determined by a Principal Components Analysis of Rasch residuals 
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(PCAR) and application of Yen’s (1984) Q3 statistic, this could indicate a violation in 

the unidimensionality or local independence of the data. 

2.3 Unidimensionality 

 

A key assumption of IRT is unidimensionality. In psychometrics, as in other scientific 

fields, measuring tools are designed to only measure one trait at a time, e.g., temperature, 

humidity, depression or vocabulary size. However, when measuring psychological 

constructs, fulfilling the requirement of unidimensionality is a question of degree and 

may implicate not a single psychological process but a number of processes acting in 

unison when answering test questions (Bejar, 1983, p. 31; cited in Bond and Fox, 2007, 

p. 140). Empirically, what this means for a survey, questionnaire or test and their items 

is that the items function together to form a single underlying pattern in the data sample 

(McNamara, 1996, pp. 270-271). However, the strict mathematical assumption of 

unidimensionality is rarely found in practice and resembles a more of a continuum 

rather than a “yes” or “no” decision (Smith, 2002). Because of this, Stout (1987) 

proposed the concept of “essential unidimensionality” that more liberally posits a 

dominant dimension that coexists with one or more minor dimensions as long as the 

dominant dimension is strong enough so as not to be affected the presence of minor 

dimensions. 

 

A common test of unidimensionality in IRT involves checking the infit and outfit square 

mean fit measures. These values provide summaries of the Rasch residuals to check for 

deviation of responses (for items and persons) from what the Rasch model predicts. 

High mean square fit statistics indicate unexpected responses and may be due to poor 

item design or even the measuring of a different dimension. Poor items have infit values 
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higher than 1.5, with the range 1.5-2.0 being “unproductive” and >2 “degrading” 

(Wright, Linacre, Gustafson, & Martin-Löf, 1994); these poorly performing items need 

to be revised or discarded. High mean fit person scores, on the other hand, suggest 

randomly answered items or perhaps that the person belongs to a demographic that 

responds differently to different items; if the latter, then the construct cannot be seen as 

unidimensional because a demographically-related factor influences responses. 

 

Investigating square mean fit measures provides only indirect evidence, but a more 

direct method is the principal components analysis of (Rasch) residuals (PCAR). This 

method shares the same name as traditional “principal components analysis” which was 

used in Schmitt et al.’s (2001) VLT validation study but does not share its shortcomings. 

The traditional PCA conducted by Schmitt el al. (2001) showed that vocabulary 

knowledge was the key measured trait. Unfortunately, traditional PCA is sample 

dependent (i.e., “rarely” reproducible) and only furnishes ordinal level data; Bond and 

Fox (2007) also pointed out that the procedure of this traditional form of factor analysis 

includes neither fit statistics nor standard errors for loadings. Therefore, this study will 

investigate the PCA of Rasch residuals (PCAR) on the individual items, a method first 

proposed by Smith (2002; according to Hagell, 2014). A PCAR determines 

unidimensionality by capturing the variance of variables in a smaller set. The primary 

measurement dimension is first extracted and then the residuals are analyzed for a 

meaningful structure. If the data approximate the Rasch model, then the residual factor 

loadings will be small, random and will not indicate any other meaningful construct. 

That is, the analysis will fail to identify any meaningful component beyond the primary 

measurement dimension (Linacre, 2010). By using a PCA of Rasch residuals to examine 

the residual correlation of each item with all other items, items within clusters and 
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between clusters can be compared to see if there are other dimensions present in addition 

to the main Rasch dimension. If patterns emerge in VLT item analyses which suggest a 

non-Rasch dimension, this could be due to Local Item Dependence from the item format 

and item chaining (Baghaei, 2010). And if this non-Rasch dimension is large enough it 

will influence the dominant Rasch dimension and threaten even “essential 

unidimensionality”. 

2.4 Local Item Dependence (LID) 

 

For reliable and valid measures of a latent trait like receptive vocabulary knowledge, a 

necessary precondition is Local Item Independence (LII), which means that “the success 

or failure of one item should not depend on the success or failure of another item” (Bond 

& Fox, 2007). If one response depends on another, then there is an additional factor or 

dimension above the ability of the student that consistently affects the performance of 

the student on a test. It should be mentioned that these additional factors, if constant and 

if they apply equally to all students or all items, do not cause LID (Yen, 1993). 

 

Yen (1993) lists several causes of LID. If a student is assisted—or distracted—for some 

items, they may do unusually well—or poorly—on these items. Similarly, if students 

run out of time at the end of a test, or if certain test sections are more taxing and induce 

fatigue, the students may do unexpectedly poorly on these groups of items. On the other 

hand, an unusual test format may result in students having lower initial item scores but 

then better ones later as a result of a “practice effect”. Passage dependence, in a reading 

test is another possible cause of LID insofar the passage topic may be familiar or very 

unfamiliar to the student, thereby contributing to scores that are either higher or lower 

than would be expected. LID can also occur when one item depends on the previous 
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one, such as in math assessments when a student is first asked to calculate an answer 

and then in the next item to explain the reasoning or process used to arrive at the 

calculated answer. Although these types of causes are unlikely to create LID in the VLT, 

Yen (1993) describes one cause called “item chaining” that would seem to apply. This 

type of LID happens when the answering of one item increases or decreases the chances 

of a student to correctly answer the next item. In order to illustrate this idea, let’s look 

at the following VLT example: 

 

1 king 

2 water                         ___ eight legs 

3 spider                        ___ drawing 

4 brush                         ___ fly 

5 shoe 

6 bird. 

 

Since the VLT is organized into 3-item testlets with six responses, when the student 

knows one item, the remaining items have only five possible options, and after the 

second item is answered, there are only four left. It should be mentioned again that 

because this is a low-stakes test whose purpose is for diagnosing vocabulary knowledge, 

students are told not to guess and to leave the item blank if they have no idea. However, 

the test is aimed at measuring partial knowledge, so if they seem to have an idea, they 

are encouraged to answer accordingly; so at least in some cases clearly distinguishing 

partial knowledge from guessing is unrealistic and impossible. 

Here is where the answer of one testlet item can influence another testlet item. For 

example, if the student vaguely recognizes “bird” and “spider” as animals, then there is 

partial knowledge; however, if he incorrectly associates “bird” with the item “eight 

legs”, the answer option “spider” has already been removed. At this point partial 

knowledge bleeds into the realm of guessing (see Section 2.5). This fuzzy construct of 

“partial knowledge” or “recognition” may actually challenge the reliability of the test, 
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if we consider reliability to mean reproducibility, and if test-takers often answer 

questions on this limited form of partial knowledge. 

 

Although initial research into the VLT was based on the assumption of item 

independence (Beglar & Hunt, 1999; Laufer, 1998; Nation, 1990; Read, 1988), the 

VLT’s 6x3 testlet format has been strongly suspected of violating Local Item 

Independence (LII), which is a core assumption of both Classical Testing Theory, latent 

class analysis, factor analysis and Item Response Theory (Yen, 1993). The violation of 

this assumption, i.e., Local Item Dependence (LID), has been increasingly raised as an 

important concern in recent years (e.g., Milton, 2009; Ronald & Kamimoto, 2014; 

Kamimoto, 2014; Culligan, 2015; McLean & Kramer, 2015; Tseng, 2016). 

 

For Rasch and IRT models, Yen (1993) formally defines local item independence as 

follows: given the learner’s ability level θ, the conditional probability of obtaining any 

pair of scores on these items is the product of the probabilities for the separate items: 

 

P(X1 = x1 and X2 = x2 │θ) = P(X1 = x1 │θ) P(X2 = x2 │θ). 

 

Underlying this formulation are two assumptions: 1. that the true score or trait value is 

the source of all pertinent information about the learner’s performance, and 2. that the 

contribution of each item to the test can be measured independently of all other items. 

 

Using Factor analysis terminology, if two items are locally dependent, they will have 

non-zero residual correlations after the first factor is removed. That is, if the residual 

correlations are zero, there is no local item dependence; however, if the residual 

correlations are unusually large, this indicates a second factor, or in Rasch terms, 

dimension. LID can therefore manifest in two directions: positive and negative. Positive 
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LID between two items means that if a student performs higher than expected on one, 

she will probably perform higher on the other item. Conversely, negative LID describes 

a situation when a learner does unexpectedly well on one item and unexpectedly poorly 

on the other. Using the above VLT item example, if many learners with higher ability 

levels got the two items of “bird” and “spider” wrong, then these two items may appear 

to have positive LID. 

 

In the Rasch model, the person ability parameter (i.e., latent trait) is defined as the 

source of dependence among the item responses, which means that if the person 

parameter is removed there should be no correlation between items. Marais and Andrich 

(2008a,b) algebraically formalized—and looked at the effects of—two  different cases 

of LID that are often confounded in the literature: 1. Trait dependence: when the item 

is testing a dimension other than the latent trait, i.e., multidimensionality, and 2. 

Response dependence: when the response of one item may depend on the response of 

another item (e.g., “item chaining”). Castaneda (2017) refers to the former as 

Underlying Local Dependence (ULD), such as a reading cloze question that involves 

the latent traits of reading, vocabulary and/or grammar ability; he calls the latter Surface 

Local Dependence (SLD), such as when the answer of one item influences the answer 

of another, which has long been suspected in the VLT 6x3 testlet format. However, as 

Marais and Andrich (2008b) point out, these two forms of dependence are difficult to 

distinguish empirically. 

 

Sometimes, however, a qualitative investigation can help determine whether a case of 

LID is either ULD or SLD. An example of this was Kreiner and Christensen’s (2007) 

analysis of the SF-36 physical functioning scale which showed the positive dependence 
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of the two items “climbing one flight of stairs” and “climbing several flights of stairs”. 

The extremely similar response patterns of these two items suggest a redundancy, and 

if not removed can have the effect of inflating both reliability and person ability 

estimates, as Smith (2005) demonstrated. 

 

Positive local response dependence can inflate reliability measures in many 

measurement models, including Rasch models (Lucke, 2005; Marais & Andrich, 

2008a,b). Marais and Andrich (2008b) confirmed the results of Smith (2005), observing 

that increases in item dependence resulted in the increases in the similarity of responses 

of persons across items, which in turn lead to inflated person and reliability measures 

and increased discrepancies of fit statistics and parameters from the theoretical expected 

values. Indeed, Huang and Wang (2012) have argued that the estimation bias from the 

violation of local item independence negatively affects not only the reliability but also 

the very validity of a test. This concern seems to especially apply to a diagnostic test 

like the VLT whose purpose, legitimacy and validity lies in its ability to estimate a 

person’s ability measure, i.e., diagnose a learner’s vocabulary knowledge. 

 

2.41 VLT and LID 

 

Critical research into the VLT has investigated the LID issue in terms of both Rasch 

and guessing models. Early research on the VLT made the assumption that despite the 

3-item testlet format each item is independent (Read, 1988; Nation, 1990; Laufer, 1998; 

Beglar & Hunt, 1999). However, by the late 1990s, Beglar and Hunt (1999, p. 154) 

already pointed out that “it has not been shown that the assumption of item 

independence holds true” for the VLT testlet format, and Schmitt et al. (2001) similarly 
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stated that further research is required to investigate whether items within clusters are 

“genuinely independent” (p. 79). 

 

Culligan (2015) even argued that a violation of local independence would “undermine 

the suitability of IRT analysis of the VLT” (p. 6) and several others have suspected the 

LID issue with the VLT’s testlet format (Milton, 2009; Ronald & Kamimoto, 2014; 

Kamimoto, 2014; Culligan, 2015; McLean & Kramer, 2015; Tseng, 2016; Lai et al., 

under review). 

 

Webb et al.’s (2017) validation study of two versions of an updated VLT using the 

original 6x3 cluster format did address this LID issue. They used two Rasch methods 

that did not uncover local item dependence. Firstly, looking at fit statistics, they 

identified 14 items that were found to overfit infit values less than -2, but none of these 

were found to occupy the same testlet. Their second approach used Winsteps 

modification of Yen’s Q3 Statistic, which revealed three item pairs with residual 

correlations close to (but not above) 0.7, but these pairs were discounted as they were 

not located inside a testlet. Interestingly, in their dimensionality check using PCAR, 2 

item-pairs with loadings outside of +/- 0.4 from two separate testlets were discovered 

(VLT5 items 139 [0.44], 140 [0.48]; VLT3 items 43 [-0.50], 44 [-0.43]), but neither 

recognition nor explanation was given (Webb et al., 2017, pp. 49-50); this is surprising 

because the findings imply that these pairs of items exhibit a high dependence on each 

other. In light of the well-known difficulty to detect and explain LID (Marais & Andrich, 

2008a,b), Webb et al.’s (2017) one-paragraph treatment of the LID issue in their 

validation study of more than 35 pages seems a little bare, especially considering the 

pervasive concern about the VLT’s potentially item chaining format. It is therefore 
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surprising that, given the widespread use of Nation’s (1983, 1990) and Schmitt et al.’s 

(2001) original VLT, and given that Webb et al.’s (2017) newly updated version uses 

the same format, to date no extended research has aimed to definitively demonstrate the 

existence of LID and its magnitude in the VLT. For this reason, this study will follow 

Marais and Andrich’s (2008b) advice to use a combination of statistical procedures, 

specifically Rasch dichotomous statistical procedures, to search for and triangulate LID 

within and between levels, and at the level of items within and between testlets and also 

for different ability examinees. 

 

Local independence, a necessary assumption for productive Rasch measurement, holds 

that there is no correlation between two items after the underlying trait is factored out, 

which means that the correlation of residuals should be zero or close to zero (Marais, 

2013). However, a high correlation among the residuals reveals either a local 

dependence or another dimension which is not the main Rasch dimension (see Section 

3.32 for more details); poor item performance from these perspectives thus shows a 

violation of the assumptions of local independence and unidimensionality, respectively. 

Both Demars (2006) and Lai et al. (under review) investigated English language tests 

with clusters or testlets and found that LID resulted in the overestimation of the 

difficulty parameter and a corresponding underestimation of ability or trait. Lai et al. 

(under review) further created a model to account for the dependency within clusters by 

means of test-takers’ answer order information, operationalized in terms of difficulty 

under the assumption that the items with least difficulty were answered first. Using 

simulated data for comparison, Lai et al.’s model showed that the 2PL IRT model 

overestimated item difficulty measures (and by extension, underestimated person 

ability). In short, they demonstrated that it is necessary to account for the testlet 
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structure in VLT data, and pointed out that VLT IRT validation studies “only looking 

at the item-level instead of cluster-level goodness-of-fit will … wrongly conclude that 

the Rasch model can fit the data well.” 

 

The previous Rasch analyses by Beglar and Hunt (1999) and Schmitt et al. (2001) did 

not employ an item fit analysis that investigated item fit residuals, i.e., how far the actual 

responses deviated from the model, and neither did they consider item performance at 

the testlet level. For these reasons, they possibly underestimated the extent of LID in 

the VLT. As for the more recent extensive validation study by Webb et al. (2017), their 

analyses of residuals (both PCAR and Yen’s Q3 statistic) were bare and seemingly 

incomplete, and they did not analyze items at the cluster level. 

2.5 Guessing 

 

At the heart of understanding any analysis on the VLT as a diagnostic test—whether on 

its format, reliability or validity—is the issue of guessing. 

 

The VLT’s 6x3 cluster format is a type of multiple-choice test, which has many 

advantages, such as widespread familiarity, the ability to test many words in a short 

period of time, and high reliability scores. However, there are disadvantages. It has long 

been known that guessing on multiple choice tests can distort reliability measures and 

inflate test scores (Zimmerman & Williams, 1965; Baldauf, 1982). Kremmel and 

Schmitt (2016), for example, recently investigated testing formats with 99 Austrian 

participants and revealed that both multiple choice and testlet matching formats 

overestimated meaning recall at around 20%; but given the bias in only one direction 

(overestimation), the researchers suggested the possibility of formulas to allow for 
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correction to better enable the test results to be satisfactorily interpreted as representing 

meaning recall for at least reading comprehension (pp. 389-390). And with a specific 

focus on the VLT format, both Kamimoto (2008) and Webb (2008) estimate a 17% 

chance of blind guessing correct responses on the VLT, and Stewart and White’s (2011) 

guessing simulations using “elementary probability theory” also showed inflated VLT 

scores of 16-17% unless more than 60% of the 6 distractor words in the testlet are known, 

at which point the degree of score inflation starts to diminish. 

 

Guessing has therefore been another way to approach the issue of item dependence in 

the VLT. To further explore the influence of the testlet format on guessing, Kamimoto 

(2014) compared an 18x9 testlet format—assumed to make the items “practically 

independent”—with the 6x3 format, and found the original VLT format produced 

guessing rates ranging from 9.9% for the 2K level to 24.6% for the AWL level, with a 

mean of 18.8%. This finding prompted Kamimoto (2014, p. 62) to conclude that 

previous Rasch validation studies underestimated the influence of LID, and therefore 

raise suspicion of researchers like Schmitt et al. (2001) who downplayed the role of 

guessing and interpreted their Rasch analyses as showing that most items were not 

dependent, which casts doubt on the validity of their analysis. Unfortunately, Kamimoto 

did not conduct a parallel investigation to see how many items were left unanswered, 

as would be the case in an authentic administration of the VLT and did not address how 

these unanswered items may influence the guessing rates.   

 

All of these studies emerged in response to Schmitt et al.’s (2001) conclusions that 

guessing behavior only minimally interferes with test results, which were based on post-

test interviews as well as the test instructions that urged students not to guess and leave 
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blank the items they did not know. Interestingly, the above studies focused exclusively 

on probability, blind guessing or strategic guessing and they did not acknowledge the 

test instructions’ purpose and effect to minimize guessing. As a low stakes diagnostic 

test, it is in the test-taskers' best interest not to “blindly guess” but rather to answer the 

items as honestly as possible and leave blank the items that are unknown, so the 

estimates from the above studies surely overestimate the overestimation biases of the 

format. 

 

Nonetheless, guessing cannot be completely discounted from VLT analyses for two 

reasons. Firstly, not all test-takers are completely honest and some will still try, for 

whatever reason, to answer as many questions as possible in the hopes of getting a 

higher score. The second and more worrying reason, as mentioned in section 2.4, is that 

students are encouraged to answer if they think they have some idea, or “partial 

knowledge”, and this “feeling” may vary from person to person and may be more or 

less clear, at which point acting on “partial knowledge” can easily become an exercise 

in guessing. Wesche and Paribakht (1996) list six disadvantages of the multiple-choice 

format, but the one involving guessing directly applies to the VLT: in a standard 

multiple-choice format with four options, there is a 25% chance of blindly choosing the 

correct answer, but this probability markedly increases when the choice is not blind but 

depends on knowledge of the distractors in a process of elimination. That is, the item 

may end up testing the distractor options instead of the specific meaning of the target 

word (Gyllstad et al., 2015). This will have the effect of either increasing or decreasing 

the odds of partial recognition and choosing the correct answer, even if blind guessing 

is not involved. Although Read (1988) sees the advantage of the VLT 6x3 testlet as 

testing all six options instead of just the three answer keys, this perspective mistakenly 
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advocates traditional test taking strategies of “distractor elimination”, which run 

contrary to the purpose of the test and the item to specifically determine whether that 

item’s word is known or not. The concern for the VLT format, then, is whether it 

encourages more guessing—or perhaps more biased guessing—than traditional 

multiple-choice formats. 

2.6 Research questions 

 

The VLT has perhaps been the most widely-used and referenced vocabulary size test to 

date, and there has been renewed interest in the VLT with two new versions being 

recently published (McLean & Kramer, 2015; Webb & Sasao, 2013). However, 

although there has long been concern about LID from the VLT’s testlet format, there 

have so far been no studies providing substantive evidence for—or against—LID and 

its degree in the VLT. Given the potentially deleterious effects of LID on the VLT’s 

validity and reliability, this is an important issue that requires attention. In an attempt 

to show and explain the extent of LID in the VLT, this study will therefore focus on two 

research questions: 

 

1. Given that SLD can be associated with violations of either Local Item 

Independence (LII) or Unidimensionality, the first research question is 

the following: What is the extent of the violations of LII and 

Unidimensionality? To answer this question, the test will be analyzed using 

the Rasch dichotomous model at 5 levels: 1. Item level, 2. testlet level, 3. 

subtest level (i.e., each subtest treated as an independent test), 4. person 

ability level (4 ability groups), and 5. VLT level vs person ability. 
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2. By triangulating the findings of the above analyses, we can attempt to 

answer this study’s fundamental question: To what extent can we 

associate the results of the above analyses with the 6x3 testlet format for 

the VLT? Or, in other words, how many testlets may be affected by LID and, 

therefore, does LID pose a significant problem for the reliability and validity 

of the VLT? 

 

3. By combining the above Rasch item analyses with manual response 

analyses along with frequency information of the VLT items, we can 

investigate the final question of this dissertation: to what extent was 

guessing a factor and did it contribute to LID? To explore this question, a 

qualitative analysis using COCA frequency information was conducted and 

compared to Rasch item/word difficulty measures for the problematic 

testlets from both the Rasch VLT analyses and manual analyses of blank 

responses and distractor effectiveness.   
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Chapter 3. Methods 

3.1 Instrument 

Schmitt et al.’s (2001) version (A) of the VLT was used, given that it has most likely 

been the most widely used version in the literature (see Figure 1.2). The levels covered 

in this test were the first 3 levels (2000, 3000, and 5000 levels; see Appendix C for these 

90 items) due to a concern about not being able to find enough high-level participants, 

which would have resulted in an imprecise calibration of the other two more difficult 

levels (10000- and Academic-word levels). 

3.2 Participants 

A total of 316 Taiwanese test takers were recruited to take a reduced version of the 

classic 150-item VLT test (Schmitt et al, 2001), with levels ranging from high 

elementary to advanced. Of their samples, 14 were deemed invalid since the total scores 

were less than 10 out of 90 and the correct answers mostly occurred in the first level, so 

it appeared that the test-takers simply gave up trying; these were students in a freshman 

English class at a local university and most likely had no motivation to take the test 

seriously. In the end, 302 samples were considered valid. There were 166 females and 

136 males, and the vast majority of the test-takers were aged in their early to mid-20s 

(university students or university graduates), with a few in their 30s and 40s. The 

participants were either undergraduate students from National Taipei University of 

Technology (n=120) or post-university-graduate students from the International Trade 

Institute (n=182), which is sponsored by Taiwan’s Council of External Trade (TAITRA) 

and offers an intensive six-month business training program in English and Chinese to 

university graduates of any age. 
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In Rasch test analysis, person reliability measures require a large enough spread of 

ability in the sample in order to evince a hierarchy of ability and development (i.e., 

“person separation”) for the construct of, in this case, vocabulary knowledge (Bond & 

Fox, 2007, p. 41). According to DeMars (2010, p. 34), a sample population of at least 

300 students should be recruited to meet the requirements of a 1PL-IRT analysis. 

However, the author of the popular Rasch software Winsteps, Mike Linacre (Sept. 13, 

2017), specifically recommends a minimum of 30 test takers per level (10 low level, 10 

intermediate, 10 advanced) and then doubled to be safe. In other words, for a VLT of 3 

levels, 180 test takers would be a minimum requirement (60 low, 60 intermediate, 60 

advanced). The test takers were given sufficient time to answer all the questions on a 

digital version of the test (using a Google Form). The students were told this was a 

diagnostic test and not worth any marks, so they were instructed not to guess and to 

leave blank any items they had no idea about; but if they thought they might know, they 

were encouraged to answer the question as this may indicate partial knowledge, which 

is what the test aims to measure. 

3.3 Data analysis 

For summary statistics and nonparametric tests, R Studio (ver. 1.1.456) was used to 

analyze the data. For test validation, reliability and residual tests, the data was analyzed 

with the Rasch model to investigate the extent of LID for different levels. Winsteps (ver. 

4.0.2) was used to run item fit analyses of residuals to compare and correlate items to 

see which items deviated from the Rasch expected model (hereafter, output tables from 

Winsteps will be designated WTable, e.g., WTable 23). 

3.31 Fit tests 

The most basic form of Rasch analysis investigates the extent to which persons and 
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items fit the Rasch model. The Infit and Outfit scores give us this insight, with infit 

scores being weighted and outfit scores being more sensitive to outliers. Since we are 

looking for items and testlets affected by LID, we will pay more attention to outfit 

values and item scores rather than person ones. While infit and outfit scores are expected 

to be 1.0, they can range from 0 to infinity. Mean-squares greater than 1.0 indicate a 

deviation from the Rasch model and are less predictable than the model expects; e.g., a 

mean-square of 1.3 means there is 30% more randomness or noise in the sample data 

compared to the model. On the other hand, mean-squares less than 1.0 indicate overfit 

to the Rasch model and more predictable, or Guttman-like, than the model expects; e.g., 

a mean-square of 0.7 means there is a 30% deficiency in the Rasch-model-predicted 

randomness, which suggests that there is [100*(1-0.7)/0.7=] 43% more uncertainty in 

the inferred measure than in the model (Wright et al., 1994). The literature gives a range 

of guidelines for acceptable and unacceptable ranges for fit values from 0.5-1.5 

(productive; Wright et al., 1994) to 0.6-1.4 (Bond & Fox, 2007) to 0.8-1.2 (MCQ, high 

stakes testing; Wright et al., 1994), but I will adopt the more rigorous standard of 0.8-

1.2 as the VLT is a diagnostic test whose items should be sensitive to ability and whose 

items are a type of MCQ, or multiple-choice question, as Wright et al. (1994) associate 

with the stricter guidelines. 

3.32 Principal components analysis of residuals (PCAR) 

Since LID, if widespread, can be conceived of as another dimension, a test of 

dimensionality was performed (WTable 23) to verify whether a secondary dimension 

exists. In the Rasch model, data are seen as being composed of both the Rasch 

dimension, or explained variance, and unexplained variance (residuals). As Linacre 

(2017, p. 387) points out, the threat to Rasch measurement is neither the ratio of 

unexplained (by the model) to explained (by the model), nor the amount of explained 
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or unexplained; rather, the threat is that there is a non-Rasch dimension for the 

“unexplained”. For the purpose of this study, we are interested in the unexplained 

variance, which includes randomness (which is negligible) and other possible effects 

(which could distort the results if extensive). For the VLT, the Rasch dimension is 

defined as partial and receptive vocabulary knowledge and the unexplained variance 

may be attributed to randomness, which would leave small traces in the residuals, but 

other effects like LID or item chaining should leave more obvious traces in the form of 

larger residuals. Error variance is therefore the hallmark of, and key to, the Rasch 

principal components analysis of residuals (PCAR), which makes it a much more 

sensitive measuring instrument than other statistical tools. Item fit models are not 

sensitive enough to detect multidimensionality, and Factor Analysis, as previously 

mentioned, omits error variance altogether. 

 

The PCAR analyses factor out the Rasch dimension, which here is partial knowledge of 

vocabulary, and items identified with larger non-Rasch residuals indicate another 

dimension. Given that all 90 items in the VLT used in this study have the same simple 

format of matching a definition with a vocabulary item, the Rasch dimension should be 

consistently large across all of the items. This would be less obviously the case in an 

elementary school math test with a variety of addition and multiplication items (2 

dimensions), or even with a vocabulary test that consisted of items matching definitions 

to words (1 vocabulary dimension) and a clozed reading passage which contains 2 

dimensions: vocabulary recognition and reading. 

 

In order to uncover and decompose the unexpected variance (residuals), the Winsteps 

PCAR was run to identify the contrasts of items that correlate on secondary dimensions. 
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The contrasts are ranked from largest to smallest, and any contrast with values of over 

3 eigenvalues (i.e., items) indicate non-randomness and a possible second dimension; 

for example, if the 1st contrast is 4 eigenvalues, this means that 4 items are correlated 

in some possibly non-Rasch dimension. In the Winsteps dimensionality analysis, 

contrasts are grouped into 3 clusters (i.e.,1, 2 or 3) and are plotted on a graph such as 

Figure 3.1. 

 

 
 

Approximate relationships between the PERSON measures 

PCA      ITEM      Pearson       Disattenuated Pearson+Extr  Disattenuated+Extr 

Contrast  Clusters  Correlation   Correlation   Correlation   Correlation 

1        1 - 3      0.6863        0.8597        0.6882        0.8631 

1        1 - 2      0.8659        1.0000        0.8648        1.0000 

1        2 - 3      0.8018        0.9284        0.8127        0.9421 

 
Figure 3.1. Sample of Standardized residual contrast plot 
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Ideally, all of the items should fall in the middle range (cluster 2), but contrasts between 

items in close proximity, like for contrasts 1 and 2 and 2 and 3, typically measure the 

same trait. It is the items farther apart, i.e., clusters 1 and 3, that may indicate a lower 

correlation and be off-dimension. Two or three items within a testlet and with higher 

loadings that are located at the top of cluster 1 or at the bottom of cluster 3 may indicate 

a common other dimension, which may be due to local dependence within the testlet 

(Linacre, Dec. 18, 2018). A look at the disattenuated (i.e., corrected) person measures 

can also be informative, with values <+0.3 possibly indicating a different dimension 

(Linacre, 2017, p. 394). On the topic of item residual thresholds that potentially indicate 

secondary dimensions, the literature has suggested loading values greater than 0.4 or 

less than -0.4 (Linacre 2017, p. 396; Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 256) or greater than 0.3 or 

less than -0.3 (Tennant & Pallant, 2006; cited in Hagell, 2014). If LID is extensive due 

to the testlet format of the VLT, its appearance will likely be subtle and more difficult 

to detect, so this study will use the threshold values beyond +/- 0.3 to indicate a non-

Rasch dimension. 

3.33 Yen’s Q3 Statistic analysis (Q3 LID) 

 

Another approach to identifying Local Item Dependence is Yen’s Q3 statistic (Yen, 

1984; Yen, 1993). In Winsteps, Yen’s Q3 statistic is “effectively” approximated in the 

pairwise residual correlations reported in WTable 23.99 (http:// raschforum. 

boards.net/thread/57/ person-separation-interpretation) that identify pairs of items that 

exhibit local dependence. Linacre extended the application of Yen’s Q3 statistic by 

summarizing the structure of the Q3 statistics across all the pairs of items using 

Principal Components Analysis, which can reveal subtle relationships in the data that 

the mean-square statistics cannot identify (ibid.; hereafter called Q3 LID analysis). For 
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a large sample of persons, pairwise item residual correlations above 0.7 strongly 

suggests local item dependency, because those items would share over half of their 

Rasch-modeled supposedly random variance (ibid). Linacre’s modified Q3 statistic  

correlates the residuals of items, i.e., parts of the data not explained by the Rasch 

dimension, in order to locate locally dependent items with low (0.4) to high correlations 

(>0.7), either due to a shared feature or a common tapping into a non-Rasch dimension. 

Table 3.1 

Table 23.99 sample from Linacre’s Winsteps Manual (2017, p. 400) 
 

LARGEST STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL CORRELATIONS 

USED TO IDENTIFY DEPENDENT TAP 

------------------------------------------------- 

|CORREL-| ENTRY             | ENTRY             | 

|  ATION|NUMBER TAP         |NUMBER TAP         | 

|-------+-------------------+-------------------| 

|  1.00 |    16 1-4-2-3-1-4 |    17 1-4-3-1-2-4 | 

|   .52 |     6 3-4-1       |     7 1-4-3-2     | 

|   .45 |     7 1-4-3-2     |     8 1-4-2-3     | 

|   .28 |     8 1-4-2-3     |     9 1-3-2-4     | 

|-------+-------------------+-------------------| 

|  -.67 |     8 1-4-2-3     |    14 1-4-2-3-4-1 | 

|  -.58 |     7 1-4-3-2     |    14 1-4-2-3-4-1 | 

|  -.49 |     6 3-4-1       |    12 1-3-2-4-3   | 

|  -.48 |     7 1-4-3-2     |    11 1-3-1-2-4   | 

|  -.43 |    15 1-3-2-4-1-3 |    16 1-4-2-3-1-4 | 

|  -.43 |    15 1-3-2-4-1-3 |    17 1-4-3-1-2-4 | 

|  -.38 |     7 1-4-3-2     |    12 1-3-2-4-3   | 

|  -.37 |    12 1-3-2-4-3   |    16 1-4-2-3-1-4 | 

|  -.37 |    12 1-3-2-4-3   |    17 1-4-3-1-2-4 | 

|  -.32 |     5 2-1-4       |    10 2-4-3-1     | 

|  -.31 |     6 3-4-1       |    10 2-4-3-1     | 

|  -.29 |    12 1-3-2-4-3   |    13 1-4-3-2-4   | 

|  -.29 |    11 1-3-1-2-4   |    13 1-4-3-2-4   | 

|  -.28 |     6 3-4-1       |    11 1-3-1-2-4   | 

|  -.28 |     4 1-3-4       |     8 1-4-2-3     | 

|  -.26 |     4 1-3-4       |     5 2-1-4       | 

------------------------------------------------- 

 

An example of a Q3 analysis is presented in Table 3.1. Here, only items 16 and 17 have 

a very high correlation (r=1.0) and items 8 and 14 are the only other pair that approach 

high dependence. Reminding us that common variance is the square of correlation, 

Linacre describes a correlation of 0.40 as low dependency, given that the two items only 

have 0.4*0.4=0.16 of their variance in common. He advises that correlations need to be 

around 0.7 before dependency becomes a serious concern (Linacre, 2017, p. 401). 
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3.34 Testlets vs other testlets (WTable 27) 

 

Although the modified Yen’s Q3 statistic in WTable 23.99 identifies inter-item 

dependency, it “tends to be too local” and “[i]t rarely gives us a good picture of 

dependency within testlets or across testlets”, according to Linacre (July 12, 2016). In 

this Rasch Forum thread, Linacre recommends coding each testlet and running them as 

individual item analyses with the item subtotal by testlet analysis in WTable 27; in his 

words, “Testlets with average item mean-squares much below 1.0 have noticeably 

greater dependency (of some type) than the other testlets”. 

 

3.35 Simulated data 

 

Another way to check amount of unexplained variance in the dataset is by analyzing 

simulated data with the same parameters (Winsteps SIFILE= command) and then 

comparing them with the authentic data. The simulated data is generated according to 

the probabilistic distributions defined by the Rasch model and the generating Rasch 

parameters, so the resulting simulated data will have only random variance in the 

residuals. If the difference in unexplained variance is large between the simulated and 

authentic data, then a separate qualitative analysis on the individual items can offer 

clues about the problem, and if the problem can be deduced then the problematic item(s) 

can be removed or altered. The data was run through the simulation ten times, and the 

results were only negligibly different. 
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3.36 Individual level tests 

 

Since each level of the VLT can be considered as a de facto test in itself, the above 

PCAR and Q3 analyses were also run on each level.  The whole population sample data 

was analyzed for the 30 items in each of the three VLT levels (VLT2,3 and 5). The 

results of the PCAR cluster contrasts, disattenuated correlations, PCAR and Q3 LID 

tests are compared with each other and compared with the results from the whole test. 

Since the VLT levels are independent tests, the item responses at the independent level 

may be calculated to perform differently among the cohort of 30 items (individual VLT 

level) as compared to among the cohort of 90 items (the whole test). If guessing is 

implicated in local item dependence, it is likely that the different VLT levels (as 

different levels of difficulty) will interact differently with guessing. 

 

3.37 Person ability vs combined VLT levels and individual level 

 

The Rasch analysis determined four levels of different person ability for the test takers, 

defined as person separation. The total number of test-takers (n=302) were divided into 

four groups according to the standard deviation (SD) distribution of ability measures, 

with “intermediate” being used for designating the group from 0 to +1 SD (102), “high” 

ability for >1 SD (n=52), “low-intermediate” for 0 to -1 SD (n=95), and “low” for <-1 

SD (n=53) (see Figure 4.4). Response data from these individual groups was run 

through a PCAR and Q3 LID analysis for the combined levels, and also for each 

different level in order to see what extent dimensionality and LID varies with ability. 

This approach can further clarify the reliability of the test for test takers of different 
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ability and also provide clues about guessing. 

 

3.38 Triangulation and Qualitative item analysis: response patterns, corpus 

frequency and dispersion checks, comparison with all other testlets 

 

Items or item testlets that consistently emerged from the different analyses were 

qualitatively scrutinized in the Discussion Section to determine the possible causes and 

possible associations with LID. In the analyses of the problematic testlets and VLT 

items, Wright maps and bubble pathway plots were used to better visualize the data and 

the relationships between items and between person ability and item difficulty. The 

Bubble pathway chart (Figure 3.2a) illustrates three pieces of information: 1. Vertically, 

items and persons are measured along the latent variable; 2. Horizontally, items’ and 

persons’ fit measures are located, with those appearing on the left overfitting (i.e., 

responses are too predictable, or Guttman-like) and those on the right underfitting (i.e., 

responses are too unpredictable); and 3. the precision of the measurement (i.e., standard 

errors) is represented in the size of the bubbles, with larger ones being less precise due 

to a larger error value. The Wright map vertically measures both person ability (left side) 

and item difficulty (right side) along the same logit scale. 
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Figure 3.2a,b. Bubble pathway and Wright maps of 7 testlets 

 

Since guessing is an important factor, a qualitative analysis of response patterns for the 

problematic items will be conducted, paying close attention to the frequency of 

distractor choices and the number of items left unanswered. Given that item difficulty 

is assumed to correlate with word frequency, the word frequencies of the answer keys 

and distractors will be checked against the most current and updated English language 

corpus, the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA; Davies, 2008-), 

totaling over 760 million words. To gain further insight into the coverage or range of 

the word, the frequency information will be considered alongside the dispersion 

information (defined as percentage of texts in the corpus in which the word appears at 

least once). 
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Finally, the combined characteristics of several testlets will be tabulated and compared 

to the other testlets in the VLT2,3 and 5 levels.  Based on the results of the analyses and 

the shared characteristics of the problematic testlets, we will be able to determine the 

most likely causes of the problems and whether the evidence supports the existence of 

LID and item chaining in the VLT, and whether the extent of LID is a cause for concern. 
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Chapter 4. Results 

4.1 Background 

4.11 Test results 

 

The test results of the 3-level VLT test for the 302 university undergraduates (n=120) 

and post-graduates (n=182) indicate the mean score was 59.8 (median=64) out of 90 

(see Table 4.1). (For sake of clarity and brevity in the following, “VLT2” means the 

“VLT level 2” subtest; the same convention will be used for VLT3, and VLT5.) Figure 

4.1 shows that the scores from the 90-question test as well as the VLT2, VLT3 and 

VLT5 subtests follow a non-normal distribution with a right skew toward higher scores. 

Although the higher level of difficulty for VLT5 shows the skew starting to shift left 

and to approach a bell curve, the Shapiro-Wilk test indicates that the distributions for 

both VLT5 and VLT2,3,5 are still non-normal (p=0.0000013 and p=9.6e-11, 

respectively). 

Figure 4.1. Distribution of scores per individual and combined levels 
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In terms of the dispersion or scores, the boxplots in Figures 4.2 similarly show that more 

test takers cluster at the highest scores like an inverted pyramid for VLT2, less so for 

VLT3, and more bulging in the middle for VLT5. Because of the non-normal 

distributions, medians and interquartile ranges instead of means and variance will be 

referred to in what follows. As can be seen from Table 4.1, the median score for the 

combined three levels was 64, and for VLT2,3, and 5, they were 27,21,and 17, 

respectively. As for the score dispersions, the interquartile ranges (i.e., the spread from 

the 1st to the 3rd quartile) for the combined VLT2-3-5 as well as the individual VLT2,3 

and 5 were 31 points (46-77), 5.7 (22.3-29), 14 (13-27), and 12.7 (10-22.7). 

Figure 4.2. Boxplots for score dispersions for individual and combined levels 
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Table 4.1 

Summary statistics for the 3 VLT levels 

 

4.12 VLT fit statistics 

As shown in Table 4.2a, the separation and reliability measures of the real (empirical) 

data closely match those of the model (Table 4.2b; Appendix E) for both person (4.54 

vs 4.64 and 0.95 vs 0.96, respectively) and item (8.35 vs 8.58 and 0.99 vs 0.99, 

respectively). The reliability of the test for these three levels is quite high for both 

persons (0.95) and items (0.99), with the person measures separating the 302 test takers 

into 4 different levels (4.54), and the item measures identifying 8 different levels of item 

difficulty (8.35). Both the infit and outfit IMSQ values are in the expected range of 0.8 

to 1.2 for multiple choice questions and more “rigorous” or higher stakes testing 

(Wright et al., 1994), which means that the items appear to fit the Rasch model. 

 
Table 4.2a 
Empirical data – Summary of Test Fit statistics 
 

TABLE 3.1; SUMMARY OF 302 MEASURED (EXTREME AND NON-EXTREME) PERSON 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- 

|          TOTAL                         MODEL         INFIT        OUTFIT    

| 

|          SCORE     COUNT     MEASURE    S.E.      MNSQ   ZSTD   MNSQ   ZSTD 

| 

|----------------------------------------------------------------------------

-| 

| MEAN      59.8      90.0        1.29     .34                                | 

|  SEM       1.2        .0         .11     .01                                | 

| P.SD      21.3        .0        1.86     .19                                | 

| S.SD      21.4        .0        1.86     .19                                | 

| MAX.      90.0      90.0        6.72    1.83                                | 

| MIN.      12.0      90.0       -2.65     .26                                | 

|----------------------------------------------------------------------------

-| 

| REAL RMSE    .40 TRUE SD    1.82  SEPARATION  4.54  PERSON RELIABILITY  .95 

| 

|MODEL RMSE    .39 TRUE SD    1.82  SEPARATION  4.64  PERSON RELIABILITY  .96 

| 
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| S.E. OF PERSON MEAN = .11                                                   | 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- 

PERSON RAW SCORE-TO-MEASURE CORRELATION = .97 

CRONBACH ALPHA (KR-20) PERSON RAW SCORE "TEST" RELIABILITY = .97  SEM = 3.45 

 

SUMMARY OF 90 MEASURED (NON-EXTREME) ITEM 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

|          TOTAL                         MODEL         INFIT        OUTFIT    

| 

|          SCORE     COUNT     MEASURE    S.E.      MNSQ   ZSTD   MNSQ   ZSTD 

| 

|----------------------------------------------------------------------------

-| 

| MEAN     200.6     302.0         .00     .18       .99   -.18   1.07    .06 

| 

|  SEM       6.1        .0         .17     .01       .02    .22    .06    .19 

| 

| P.SD      57.7        .0        1.60     .05       .19   2.08    .58   1.83 

| 

| S.SD      58.0        .0        1.60     .05       .19   2.09    .58   1.84 

| 

| MAX.     298.0     302.0        3.14     .52      1.55   6.57   3.67   4.75 

| 

| MIN.      70.0     302.0       -4.51     .14       .68  -3.90    .24  -2.84 

| 

|---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

| REAL RMSE    .19 TRUE SD    1.58  SEPARATION  8.35  ITEM   RELIABILITY  .99 

| 

|MODEL RMSE    .18 TRUE SD    1.58  SEPARATION  8.58  ITEM   RELIABILITY  .99 

| 

| S.E. OF ITEM MEAN = .17                                                     | 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ITEM RAW SCORE-TO-MEASURE CORRELATION = -.98 
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Table 4.2b 
Simulated data – Summary of test fit statistics 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
| PERSON     302 INPUT     302 MEASURED               INFIT         OUTFIT   | 
|          TOTAL     COUNT     MEASURE  REALSE     IMNSQ   ZSTD  OMNSQ   ZSTD| 
| MEAN      59.8      90.0        1.37     .37      1.00     .1    .99     .0| 
| P.SD      21.4        .0        1.97     .23       .12     .7    .69     .8| 
| REAL RMSE    .44 TRUE SD    1.92  SEPARATION  4.41  PERSON RELIABILITY  .95| 
|----------------------------------------------------------------------------

| 
| ITEM      90 INPUT      90 MEASURED                 INFIT         OUTFIT   | 
|          TOTAL     COUNT     MEASURE  REALSE     IMNSQ   ZSTD  OMNSQ   ZSTD| 
| MEAN     200.7     302.0         .00     .18      1.00     .0    .99     .0| 
| P.SD      58.7        .0        1.67     .06       .06     .8    .34    1.0| 
| REAL RMSE    .19 TRUE SD    1.66  SEPARATION  8.68  ITEM   RELIABILITY  .99| 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4.13 Examinees – gender and ability levels 

 

Of the 302 subjects, 136 were males and 166 females. The median score for females 

was 65.5 (mean = 61.3) and for males it was 62.5 (mean = 57.9); the interquartile ranges 

were 28.7 (48.3-77) and 34.5 (41.5-76), respectively (see Figure 4.3). Since the male 

and female datasets were not normally distributed, a T-Test to test for significant 

differences was not possible given its parametric assumptions of a normal distribution 

of means. Instead, the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test was run with alpha 

set at 0.05; the test determined that there was not a statistically significant difference 

between the male and female groups of scores (Kruskal-Wallis chi-squared = 1.4869, 

df = 1, p-value = 0.2227). 
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Figure 4.3. Gender vs scores 

 

The four different person ability levels from the Rasch analysis are demarcated on the 

item-person map in Figure 4.4. The group with the most ability have logit measures 

from 3 to 6.7 (~1 to 2.5 standard deviations from the mean; n=52), the second highest 

range from 1.3 to 3 logits (~0 to 1 standard deviation; n=102), the third highest group 

range from -0.5 to 1.2 logits (~0 to -1 standard deviation; n=95), and the lowest ability 

group have logit measures from -0.5 to -2.6 (~ -1 to -2.2 standard deviations; n=53). 

These ability groupings will be later used to investigate how ability level interacts with 

test level for item dependence and dimensionality checks.  
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Figure 4.4. Item-person map showing 4+ levels of person ability using Standard 

Deviation cut-offs 
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Figure 4.5.  Pathway bubble chart measuring person ability and item difficulty 

 

 

Figure 4.5 is a pathway bubble chart that provides three main types of information: 1. 

It measures all the items and persons vertically along the latent variable; 2. It 

horizontally locates the items’ and persons’ fit measures, with those appearing on the 

left overfitting (i.e., responses that are too predictable, or Guttman-like) and those on 

the right underfitting (i.e., responses that are too unpredictable); and 3. It indicates the 

precision of the measurement (i.e., standard errors) in the size of the bubbles, with larger 

ones being less precise due to a larger error value. From the vertical arrangement of 

bubbles in this chart, it is evident that there are many more persons with a higher ability 

than the test items’ levels of difficulty. This indicates that the test was too easy for many 

test takers in that there were not enough test items that could challenge the higher ability 

students. From the horizontal perspective of fit statistics, there is a wider dispersion of 

items relative to persons, suggesting that more items than persons deviate from the 

expected Rasch model. However, compared to the sizes of the person bubbles, the 
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smaller sized item bubbles imply greater measurement precision. 

 

4.14 Dispersion of item difficulty measures across the three VLT levels  

 

The Figure 4.6 boxplots (see also Appendix L, WTable 13.1) show that the median 

difficulty logit scores for VLT2 to VLT5, as expected, stagger upward: -1.3, 0.38, and 

1.12, respectively. The item difficulty values range from the easiest at -4.51 logits (item 

A29) to the most difficult at 3.14 logits (item C87). The range of item difficulties for 

each level are noticeably broad, with the largest being for VLT2 (5.63; range: -4.5 to 

1.13 logits) and then VLT5 (4.64; range: -1.5 to 3.14), and more narrowly for VLT3 

(3.6: range -1.4 to 2.2); though if the three outlier items of B35 (-2.1 logits), B37 (-2.3 

logits), and B43 (-2.7 logits) were included, the range would be 4.9 logits. In fact, an 

indication of the extensive range of difficulty values per level is their normal 

distribution (Figure 4.6b), as confirmed by the Shapiro Wilks Test which found p>0.05 

for each level (VLT2: p=0.75; VLT3: p=0.09; VLT5: p=0.47).  

 

An ANOVA for item difficulties per level was conducted and confirmed that their 

values were statistically different (F(2,87)=25.17, p=2.37e-09 ***). Since the ANOVA 

test was significant, a post-hoc Tukey’s Test of Honest Significant Differences (HSD) 

was performed for multiple pairwise-comparison between the means of groups at a 95% 

family-wise confidence level. All three pairwise comparisons were determined to be 

statistically different at a significance level of p<0.05 (VLT3-VLT2: diff=1.49, 

p=0.00007; VLT5-VLT2: diff=2.33, p=0.00000; VLT5-VLT3: diff=0.85, p=0.034). 

This would suggest a general correlation between difficulty and frequency level. 
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Figure 4.6. Box plot of item difficulties per level; normal distribution of difficulty 

measures in three VLT levels 

 

 

However, although Figure 4.7 illustrates a rising trendline of item difficulty that 

increases from VLT2 (avg. -1.3 logits) to VLT3 (avg. 0.22 logits) to VLT5 (avg. 1.06 

logits), it is also evident that there are wild fluctuations in difficulty values within each 

VLT level. Furthermore, given the consistently dramatic spiking of difficulty measures 

from one item to the next, the difficulty variability is widespread, not just within levels 

but also within most 3-item testlets. 
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Figure 4.7. Line graph of item difficulty measures (ordered 1 to 90) with Standard Error 

bars and trendline 

 

Ideally, the item difficulty scores of the individual levels should not be the same, or the 

overlap should be minimal, and the most difficult items should come from VLT5 and 

the least difficult from VLT2. If the 90 items are ranked in terms of their Rasch 

difficulty scores, we would assume, for example, that the 30 most difficult items should 

come from VLT5, but only 43-67% of the VLT level items match their 

frequency/difficulty range (Figure 4.8). In other words, many items are not performing 

according to their VLT level difficulty. 
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Figure 4.8. Comparing VLT levels in terms of item difficulties 

4.2 Extent of Multidimensionality and LID in the VLT 

 

In this section, we will look at indications of LID in the empirical dataset. To do this, 

we will first compare the empirical dataset with simulated data, then look at the PCAR 

and finally pairwise comparisons of item residuals to identify pairs of items that exhibit 

local dependence (WTables 23.0, 23.1, and 23.99, respectively). 

4.21 Empirical data vs simulated data 

 

The overall test fit statistics and reliability, as shown in Table 4.2, are all high and 

appear good. However, these statistics are not sensitive to multidimensionality, so we 

need to investigate other sources of information. A comparison of the empirical data 

with simulated data that minimizes non-Rasch dimension residuals can give us an 

indication of the extent of multidimensionality, which would inflate early PCA contrast 

eigenvalues above the value expected from random data as shown in simulated data. 

Comparing the Tables 4.3 and 4.4 (WTable 23.0) for the 3-level VLT data and simulated 

3-level VLT data, it is only the first contrast of the 3-level data that looks like there may 
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be a non-Rasch dimension involving 3.7 items (i.e., 3 or 4 items), although this is not 

high. Eigenvalues (i.e., numbers of items) greater than 2 possibly suggest another 

dimension, but all of the other contrasts in the 3-level empirical data (contrasts 2 to 5), 

and all of the contrasts in the simulated data, are less than 3. Following Bond and Fox 

(2007, p. 256; also Wright & Stone, 2004), the “factor sensitivity ratio” (they call the 

PCAR procedure “factor analysis”) can be calculated by dividing the unexplained 

variance in the 1st contrast (3.7) divided by the person variance (43.4), which gives 

0.085; this means that only 8.5% of the Rasch measure stability is influenced by this 

factor representing the unexplained relations between the item residuals after the Rasch 

measure of partial vocabulary knowledge was removed. 

 

Table 4.3 

Standardized residual variance for 3 levels (WTable 23.0) 
 

Table of STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL variance in Eigenvalue units = ITEM information 

units 
                                           Eigenvalue   Observed   Expected 
Total raw variance in observations     =     165.9524 100.0%         100.0% 
  Raw variance explained by measures   =      75.9524  45.8%          45.4% 
    Raw variance explained by persons  =      43.4209  26.2%          25.9% 
    Raw Variance explained by items    =      32.5315  19.6%          19.4% 
  Raw unexplained variance (total)     =      90.0000  54.2% 100.0%   54.6% 
    Unexplned variance in 1st contrast =       3.7404   2.3%   4.2% 
    Unexplned variance in 2nd contrast =       2.6298   1.6%   2.9% 
    Unexplned variance in 3rd contrast =       2.4970   1.5%   2.8% 
    Unexplned variance in 4th contrast =       2.2947   1.4%   2.5% 
    Unexplned variance in 5th contrast =       2.2418   1.4%   2.5% 

 

Table 4.4 

Simulated data Standardized residual variance for 3 levels (WTable 23.0) 
 
Table of STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL variance in Eigenvalue units = ITEM information 

units 
                                           Eigenvalue   Observed   Expected 
Total raw variance in observations     =     168.2323 100.0%         100.0% 
  Raw variance explained by measures   =      78.2323  46.5%          46.6% 
    Raw variance explained by persons  =      44.2986  26.3%          26.4% 
    Raw Variance explained by items    =      33.9337  20.2%          20.2% 
  Raw unexplained variance (total)     =      90.0000  53.5% 100.0%   53.4% 
    Unexplned variance in 1st contrast =       2.3014   1.4%   2.6% 
    Unexplned variance in 2nd contrast =       2.2126   1.3%   2.5% 
    Unexplned variance in 3rd contrast =       2.0760   1.2%   2.3% 
    Unexplned variance in 4th contrast =       2.0389   1.2%   2.3% 
    Unexplned variance in 5th contrast =       2.0001   1.2%   2.2% 
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4.22 Principal components analysis of residuals 

 

Since the only potential source of non-Rasch dimensionality occurs in the 1st contrast, 

that will be the source of the following investigation into the unexplained variance.  A 

look at the Standardized residual plot for contrast 1 in Figure 4.9 reveals possibly 

problematic items located at the top (cluster 1) and bottom (cluster 3), although the PCA 

contrast between clusters 1-3 still has a quite high disattenuated correlation (0.86; see 

bottom of Figure 4.9), which seems not to indicate any problem. 

 
 

Approximate relationships between the PERSON measures 

PCA      ITEM      Pearson       Disattenuated Pearson+Extr  Disattenuated+Extr 

Contrast  Clusters  Correlation   Correlation   Correlation   Correlation 

1        1 - 3      0.6863        0.8597        0.6882        0.8631 

1        1 - 2      0.8659        1.0000        0.8648        1.0000 

1        2 - 3      0.8018        0.9284        0.8127        0.9421 

Figure 4.9. Standardized residual contrast plot for contrast 1 
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In Table 4.5, we can see that the items in cluster 1 with “substantive” loadings outside 

of +/-0.4 (Linacre, 2017, p. 398) are A-B and a-c (items 57,80 and 70,40,71: two items 

from VLT3, three from VLT5) and those outside of the lower +/-0.3 threshold (Tennant 

& Pallant, 2007) are C-I and d-f (88,6,9,20,30,83,12 and 53,61,77, which consist of five 

items from VLT2, 1 from VLT3, and 4 from VLT5). These items seem to be 

substantially loading on a dimension other than the Rasch one. 

 

The items at the top of cluster 1 (A-I: 57, 80,88,6,9,20,30,83,12) seem to be off-

dimension, while the items in cluster 3 (a-i: 71,40,70,53,61,77,5,68,84) negatively 

correlate with the Rasch dimension (Bond & Fox 2007, p. 256). These two clusters of 

items “contrast” with each other, which means that that they show “conflicting local 

patterns of inter-item correlations based on residuals” (Linacre, 2017, p.396). Although 

both sets of items warrant further qualitative analysis respective to their testlets as their 

response patterns may indicate a non-Rasch dimension, it is already clear in cluster 3 

that the two testlet items CD71 and CD70 have what Linacre calls “substantive” contrast 

loadings (-0.44 and -0.42, respectively). These two items along with BD40 have 

substantial negative loadings and seem to negatively correlate with the primary Rasch 

dimension or factor; for items with positive substantial loadings, items BI57 and CG80 

seem to be most off-dimension. 
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Table 4.5 

Standardized residual loadings for items with largest contrasts outside of +/- 0.3; items 

and answers are appended below 
 

CONTRAST 1 FROM PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 

STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL LOADINGS FOR ITEM (SORTED BY LOADING) 

 

----------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------

- 

|CON-  |       |       INFIT OUTFIT| ENTRY    | |       |       INFIT OUTFIT| ENTRY    | 

| TRAST|LOADING|MEASURE  MNSQ MNSQ |NUMBER IT | |LOADING|MEASURE  MNSQ MNSQ |NUMBER IT 

| 

|------+-------+-------------------+----------| |-------+-------------------+----------

| 

|  1   |   .51 |   -1.28  .72  .36 |A   57 57 | |  -.44 |    1.99 1.27 1.75 |a   71 71 

| 

|  1   |   .42 |    -.57  .72  .46 |B   80 80 | |  -.42 |    1.63 1.05 1.08 |b   40 40 

| 

|  1   |   .36 |     .48  .73  .62 |C   88 88 | |  -.42 |    2.25 1.15 1.45 |c   70 70 

| 

|  1   |   .32 |   -1.81  .80  .35 |D    6 6  | |  -.36 |    1.97  .98 1.01 |d   53 53 

| 

|  1   |   .32 |   -1.63  .80  .56 |E    9 9  | |  -.31 |    2.88 1.23 2.73 |e   61 61 

| 

|  1   |   .32 |    -.06  .79  .62 |F   20 20 | |  -.31 |    2.64 1.48 2.31 |f   77 77 

| 

|  1   |   .32 |   -1.28  .68  .48 |G   30 30 | 

|  1   |   .31 |     .48  .77  .59 |H   83 83 | 

|  1   |   .30 |    -.81  .77  .50 |I   12 12 | 

 

4.23 Q3 LID analysis 

 

Table 4.6 shows the Winsteps version of Yen’s Q3 statistic (Appendix D; WTable 23.99) 

that identifies pairs of items with similar response patterns. The correlations are around 

0.4 (low dependency) or below, which are all well below the 0.7 threshold that Linacre 

posits as strong LID and cause for concern (Linacre, 2017, p. 401). Two of the higher 

loading items from Figure 4.9 (items 57, 80; but not 88) also appear in the Table 4.6 

below. However, if LID is endemic to the testing instrument, then lower correlation 

scores are likely to be found. A closer investigation of the item pairs needs to be 

conducted to see if the items in two different 3x6 clusters (e.g., 2 and 30) with similar 

residual patterns suggest a format issue; however, it is worth noting that 20%, or 5 out 

of 19, pairs of dependent items are located in the same cluster, which is statistically very 

improbable by chance alone. Of the identified pairs of dependent items, two clusters 

come from VLT2 (AD10-11, AE13-14), two clusters from VLT3 (BD40-41, BH53-54), 

and one from VLT5 (CA61-62). 
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Table 4.6 

Winsteps modified Q3 statistic for locating pairs of dependent items for all three levels 

(Wtable 23.99) 
TABLE 23.99 ForMike.All levels.n.302.csv         ZOU158WS.TXT  Nov 13 2018 14: 3 
INPUT: 302 PERSON  90 ITEM  REPORTED: 302 PERSON  90 ITEM  2 CATS WINSTEPS 4.3.0 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     LARGEST STANDARDIZED RESIDUAL CORRELATIONS 
     USED TO IDENTIFY DEPENDENT ITEM 
------------------------------- 
|CORREL-| ENTRY    | ENTRY    | 
|  ATION|NUMBER IT |NUMBER IT | 
|-------+----------+----------| 
|   .44 |     2 2  |    30 30 | 
|   .41 |    10 10 |    11 11 | 
|   .38 |     8 8  |    33 33 | 
|   .38 |    13 13 |    14 14 | 
|   .34 |    61 61 |    68 68 | 
|   .34 |    40 40 |    41 41 | 
|   .33 |    56 56 |    78 78 | 
|   .31 |    68 68 |    81 81 | 
|   .30 |    62 62 |    68 68 | 
|   .29 |     6 6  |    57 57 | 
|   .29 |    12 12 |    57 57 | 
|   .29 |     9 9  |    35 35 | 
|   .27 |    53 53 |    54 54 | 
|   .26 |    16 16 |    28 28 | 
|   .25 |    61 61 |    62 62 | 
|   .25 |    80 80 |    83 83 | 
|   .25 |    23 23 |    57 57 | 
|   .25 |     6 6  |    48 48 | 
|   .24 |     9 9  |    20 20 | 
|-------+----------+----------| 
|   -.31 |     7 7  |    68 68 | 
------------------------------- 
 

 

4.24 Comparing LID in testlets - Fit statistics for testlets 

 

Although the modified Yen’s Q3 statistic in WTable 23.99 identifies inter-item 

dependency, it cannot identify dependency within testlets or across testlets (Linacre, 

July 12, 2016). For this reason, Linacre recommends combining items into testlets and 

running item analyses with WTable 27 (“Item subtotal analysis”) to see which items 

have lower fit scores as a way to identify testlets that have greater dependency compared 

to other testlets. Table 4.7 presents the summary statistics for the all of the 3-item testlets 

in the VLT2,3,5 (See Appendix F for complete data set). As expected, the mean (item 

difficulty) measures of the testlets generally increase with increasing VLT level: the 

average mean measure for VLT2 testlets was -1.28 (range: -2.45 to -0.3) logits, 0.21 
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(range: -0.91 to 1.24) for VLT3 testlets, and 1.06 (range: 0.3 to 1.62) for VLT5 testlets; 

exceptions to this general trend are testlet BD (VLT3) which was higher than the 

average for VLT5 (1.24>1.06), and testlets BC (VLT3) and testlet CH (VLT5) which 

have difficulty values lower than would be expected compared to their level averages 

(-0.91 vs 0.21 and 0.3 vs1.06). High “model reliability” values indicate good item 

measure reproducibility, though there are three testlets with lower measures: two from 

VLT2 (AG [items 19-21] and AI [items 25-27]) and one from VLT3 (BA [items 31-33] 

at 0.00). 

 

Table 4.7 

Statistical summary for WTable 27 analysis of Testlets as item subtotals 
WTABLE 27.1 all levels.n.302.v3 AA01 TO CJ90.item ZOU227WS.TXTB Dec 24 2018 

15:37 
INPUT: 302 PERSON  90 ITEM  REPORTED: 302 PERSON  90 ITEM  2 CATS WINSTEPS 

4.3.2 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Subtotal specification is: ISUBTOTAL=1W2 

 
ALL ITEM SCORES ARE NON-EXTREME 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
|   ITEM    MEAN    S.E.                            MODEL      MODEL          | 
|  COUNT  MEASURE   MEAN    P.SD    S.SD  MEDIAN  SEPARATION RELIABILITY CODE 

| 
|----------------------------------------------------------------------------

-| 
|     90     .00     .17    1.60    1.60     .24     8.58        .99     **   

| 
|      3   -2.44     .57     .81     .99   -2.83     2.90        .89     AA   

| 
|      3    -.71     .77    1.09    1.33   -1.10     5.84        .97     AB   

| 
|      3   -1.86     .82    1.15    1.41   -1.63     4.62        .96     AC   

| 

|      3    -.34     .40     .57     .69    -.66     3.25        .91     AD   

| 
|      3   -1.04     .96    1.36    1.67   -1.32     6.64        .98     AE   

| 
|      3    -.48     .80    1.14    1.39   -1.25     6.35        .98     AF   

| 
|      3    -.35     .18     .26     .32    -.30     1.21        .59     AG   

| 
|      3    -.99     .85    1.21    1.48   -1.17     6.06        .97     AH   

| 
|      3   -2.45     .35     .50     .61   -2.43     1.69        .74     AI   

| 
|      3   -2.10    1.22    1.73    2.12   -1.28     5.11        .96     AJ   

| 
|      3     .42     .10     .14     .17     .41     0.00        .00     BA   

| 
|      3    -.67     .71    1.01    1.24     .04     5.43        .97     BB   

| 
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|      3    -.91     .80    1.14    1.39   -1.00     5.83        .97     BC   

| 
|      3    1.24     .25     .36     .44    1.32     2.24        .83     BD   

| 
|      3    -.57    1.07    1.51    1.85     .23     7.65        .98     BE   

| 
|      3     .06     .46     .65     .80     .04     3.97        .94     BF   

| 
|      3    1.06     .54     .76     .94     .88     5.03        .96     BG   

| 
|      3     .69    1.07    1.51    1.85    1.55     9.17        .99     BH   

| 
|      3     .00     .65     .92    1.13     .48     5.52        .97     BI   

| 
|      3     .81     .71    1.00    1.23     .35     6.46        .98     BJ   

| 
|      3    1.32     .99    1.40    1.72    1.61     8.84        .99     CA   

| 
|      3    1.49     .60     .85    1.05    1.82     5.65        .97     CB   

| 
|      3    1.62     .69     .98    1.20    1.17     6.41        .98     CC   

| 
|      3    1.13     .99    1.40    1.71    1.99     8.81        .99     CD   

| 
|      3    1.35     .43     .61     .75    1.07     4.05        .94     CE   

| 
|      3     .55    1.20    1.69    2.07     .53     9.95        .99     CF   

| 
|      3    1.06     .84    1.19    1.45    1.55     7.61        .98     CG   

| 
|      3     .30     .32     .45     .55     .48     2.73        .88     CH   

| 
|      3    1.26    1.14    1.62    1.98    1.44     9.93        .99     CI   

| 
|      3     .52     .47     .67     .82     .48     4.25        .95     CJ   

| 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SUBTOTAL RELIABILITY: .58 

 

The distribution of testlet difficulty can be seen in Figure 4.10. Generally, the testlets 

increase in difficulty with increasing VLT levels. However, there are a number of 

testlets overlapping in difficulty, with 8 out of 10 testlets in VLT3 substantially 

overlapping in difficulty with those from both VLT2 and VLT5. These testlets may be 

redundant in terms of their ability to discriminate different ability test-takers. 
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Figure 4.10. Distribution map of testlet difficulty across the 3 VLT levels 

 

Table 4.8 lists the testlets with the lowest mean squares fit values; since we are looking 

for testlets with abnormal behavior, the focus of this table is on the Outfit scores because 

they are sensitive to outliers. Although Linacre (July 12, 2016) suggests that “Testlets 

with average item mean-squares much below 1.0 have noticeably greater dependency 

(of some type) than the other testlets” (italics added), most testlets had very high mean-

squares scores, so only the testlets with Outfit scores lower than 0.8 (as described in the 

Methods 2.3) are presented in Table 4.8. And while these testlets’ mean-squares are not 

“much below 1.0”, these testlets nonetheless indicate an overly similar scoring pattern, 

more so than the Rasch model predicts. Two testlets were also identified in other 

analyses: AE13-15 was found to be have a higher level of local dependence within the 

whole cluster and the Q3 LID analysis identified two items (13-14) with weak 

dependence and both with high non-Rasch dimension residuals from the PCAR; AI25-

27 had the lowest MNSQ value at 0.6 and items 26 and 27 were both found to have 

residuals with loadings less than -0.3. 
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Table 4.8 

Fit statistics for testlets (WTable 27) 

Testlet 

(items) 

Measure Model 

S.E. 

Infit Outfit 

MNSQ ZSTD MNSQ ZSTD 

AC (7-9) -1.86 .23 .9 -.71 .72 -.52 

AE (13-15) -1.04 .20 .87 -1.23 .77 -.71 

AI (25-27) -2.45 .25 .99 .11 .6 -.89 

BE (43-45) -.57 .19 .87 -1.22 .62 -1.45 

BG (49-51) 1.06 .15 .84 -2.35 .69 -2.05 

CJ (88-90) .52 .15 .86 -1.85 .74 -1.47 

 

 

4.25 Summary 

 

In summary, section 4.2 presented the results from 3 different analyses of the whole test: 

1. A dimensionality analysis using a principal components of residuals (PCAR) of 

individual items to uncover extreme cluster loadings of items in the same testlet; 2. LID 

pairwise analysis of items using Winsteps modification of Yen’s Q3 statistic; and 3. A 

fit analysis of items bundled in their testlets to identify which testlets evidence more 

internal item dependence compared to the other testlets. From the PCAR, 9x2 

potentially problematic items come from clusters 1 and 3 (cluster 1: 57, 80, 88, 6, 9, 20, 

30, 83, 12 with five coming from VLT2, one from VLT3 and four from VLT5; cluster 

3: 71, 40, 70, 53, 61, 77, 5, 68, 84 with one item from VLT2, two from VLT3 and six 

from VLT5). The PCAR of items from cluster 3 with loading <-0.3 identified two items 

(70,71) from one testlet and three individual items (40,53,61) were the first item in the 

Q3 LID item pairs. The Q3 LID analysis indicated a number of weakly dependent item 

pairs with two testlets coming from VLT2 (10-11, 13-14) and three from VLT3 (40-41, 

53-54, 61-62). Finally, the testlet fit analysis and comparison yielded fairly high mean 
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square values, but six testlets were found to have values less than 0.8 and ranging from 

0.6 to 0.77; these values are still fairly high, so they may only identify a weak 

dependence of items in these testlets. Similar to the LID pairwise analysis, the testlet 

analysis also identified the testlets with items 13-15. 

 

In order to further investigate the extent of LID for the VLT, the next sections will 

describe the results from analyses of item and testlet performances at the levels of 

individual VLT levels and test-taker ability levels. 

 

4.3 Extent of Multidimensionality and LID interaction with Individual VLT levels 

 

In order to investigate whether the extent of multidimensionality and LID was greater 

in any specific level, each of the three levels of the test (VLT2,3,5) was treated as an 

independent test for three separate Rasch dimensionality analyses. The results were 

cross-referenced with the those from the 3-level analysis. 

 

4.31 Item fit statistics for individual VLT levels 

Table 4.9 summarizes the relevant person and item fit statistics for each level (see 

Appendix G for the complete data sets). For the whole sample population across the 

three individual VLT levels, between 1- and 3-person ability levels were detected (1.66, 

2.62 and 2.89), and the person reliability ranged from 0.73 to 0.89 with fit scores of 

0.91 to 1.10 (well within the more “rigorous” range of 0.8 to 1.2 for productive 

measurement). As for the items, VLT2 items could be separated into almost 6 levels of 

difficulty, for VLT3, 7.4 levels, and for VLT5, 7.63 levels of difficulty. Item reliability 

measures were very high at 0.97 to 0.98, and the item fit scores were acceptable at 0.91 
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to 1.10. So far, the item and person fit statistics per level look fine, as they did for the 

combined analysis of levels 2,3 and 5 (see first row of Table 4.9). Table 4.10 presents 

a more detailed unidimensionality and LID analysis for each VLT level. 

Table 4.9 

Person and Item fit statistics per individual VLT level 

 Person Item 

VLT 

Level 

Sepa-

ration 

Reli-

ability 

INFIT 

(IMNSQ) 

OUTFIT 

(OMNSQ) 

Separa

tion 

Reli-

ability 

INFIT 

(IMNSQ) 

OUTFIT 

(OMNSQ) 

VLT 

2-3-5 

4.54 0.95 0.99 1.07 8.35 0.99 0.99 1.07 

VLT2 1.66 0.73 0.99 0.91 5.83 0.97 0.99 0.91 

VLT3 2.62 0.87 1.00 1.05 7.4 0.98 0.99 1.05 

VLT5 2.89 0.89 0.99 1.10 7.63 0.98 0.99 1.11 

 

4.32 PCAR and Q3 analyses for individual VLT levels 

 

Table 4.10 summarizes the relevant item statistics for identifying other non-Rasch 

dimensions and local item dependence (see Appendix G for the complete data set). The 

output table in the Appendix revealed that the expected and observed variance are very 

close, and the unexplained variances in all of the contrasts for VLT2,3 and 5 were less 

than 2, with the exception of the 1st contrast in VLT5 (2.44). These values are close to 

or less than 2 and thus suggest that all of the unexplained variance is random noise and 

not another dimension. The disattenuated correlations for the contrasts were all 1.0 for 

VLT2 and 3 and are also very high for VLT5 (0.9 to 1.0), indicating that the residuals 

are close to each other and that no sub-dimension was detected. 
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Table 4.10 

Item dimensionality and local item dependence measures per individual VLT level 

 PCAR Q3 

(Table 23.99) 

VLT 

Level 

Unexpl 

contrast 
(WTable 23.0) 

Disatten. 

correlation 

(1st contrast) 

Cluster contrast  

loadings >+/- 0.3   
(WTable 23.1) 

Item 
(WTable 

23.2) 

 

Residua

l 

correlat

ion (top 

4) 

Item pair 

VLT 

2-3-5 

1st = 3.74 

2nd =2.63 

3rd = 2.49 

1-3   0.86 

1-2   1.0 

2-3   0.93 

1-1:  .51 / 1-3: -.44 

1-1:  .42 / 1-3: -.42 

1-1:  .36 / 1-3: -.42 

1-1:  .32 / 1-3: -.36 

1-1:  .32 / 1-3: -.31 

1-1:  .32 / 1-3: -.31 

1-1:  .32 

1-1:  .31 

1-1:  .30 

57  /  71 

80  /  40 

88  /  70 

6    /  53 

9    /  61 

20  /  77 

30 

83 

12 

0.44 

0.41 

0.38 

0.38 

2.30 

10,11 

8,33 

13,14 

VLT2 1st = 1.98 

2nd =1.89 

  3rd = 1.66 

1-3   1.0 

1-2   1.0 

2-3   1.0 

1-1:  .47  / 1-3: -.44 

1-1:  .46  / 1-3: -.45 

1-1:  .37  / 1-3: -.37 

1-1:  .31  / 1-3: -.35 

               /  1-3: -.33 

               /  1-3: -.32 

               /  1-3: -.31 

19 /  6 

5   /  30 

21 /  27 

17 /  26 

     /  12 

     /  9 

     /  24 

0.26 

0.26 

0.19 

0.18 

13,14 

10,11 

7,27 

6,7 

VLT3 1st = 1.94 

2nd =1.69 

3rd =1.63 

1-3   1.0 

1-2   1.0 

2-3   1.0 

1-1:  .61 /  1-3:  -.5 

1-1:  .40 /  1-3:  -.4 

1-1:  .35 /  1-3:  -.3 

1-1:  .31 /  1-3: 

1-1:  .29 /  1-3: 

40 /  58 

41 /  38 

42 /  29 

53 

54 

0.28 

0.19 

0.19 

0.15 

40,41 

53,54 

43,57 

32,33 

VLT5 1st = 2.44 

2nd =1.64 

3rd = 1.48 

1-3   0.99 

1-2   1.0 

2-3   0.90 

1-1:  .60 / 1-3: -.52 

1-1:  .50 / 1-3: -.49 

1-1:  .48 / 1-3: -.47 

1-1:  .35 / 1-3: -.42 

80  /  71 

88  /  70 

83  /  61 

65  /  77 

0.23 

0.22 

0.20 

0.2 

80,88 

80,83 

83,88 

70,71 

 

Table 4.10 also presents the PCA and Q3 analyses for each VLT level. From the 

principal components analysis of residuals (WTable 23.2; Appendix G), the individual 

items the 1st contrast for VLT2 contained two pairs of testlet items (cluster 1: 17,19 and 

cluster 3: 26,27), for VLT3 five items in two testlets (BD40,41,42 and BH53,54), and 

for VLT5 2 negatively loading items in one testlet (CD70,71). Recalling that “contrast” 

indicates what is left over after the Rasch dimension has been removed, loadings higher 
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than 0.4 or less than -0.4 are “substantive” and suggest another dimension or sub-

dimension. In this light, it is noteworthy that the five items with the highest loadings 

from VLT3 (BD40,41,42 and BH53,54) are members of two testlets with loadings 

ranging from 0.29-0.61, and the VLT5 testlet pair of CD70,71 had low negative 

loadings of -0.5 and -0.60. 

 

The application of the Q3 statistic for local item dependence (WTable 23.99) shows that 

all of the correlations are very low and appear insignificant with scores of 0.28 or less. 

These values fall well short of Linacre’s (pp. 400-401) benchmarks of 0.4 for weakly 

dependent items and 0.7 for highly locally independent items. Though all the dependent 

item pairs are very weakly correlated, there were a number of items in the same testlets 

per level in the top four most highly correlated pairs of items: two testlet pairs from 

VLT2 (AE13-14, AD10-11), three from VLT3 (BD40-41, BH53-54, BA32-33) and one 

from VLT5 (CD70-71). 

 

In summary, from the PCA of residuals, each individual VLT level evidenced only two 

or three items with “substantive” loadings over 0.4 (VLT2: items 19,5; VLT3: items 

40,41; VLT5: items 80,88,83). This was also the case the PCA analysis of the VLT 

combined levels; item 80 appeared in both the combined VLT PCAR (0.42) and VLT5 

PCAR (0.6). From the Q3 analysis of paired dependent items from the individual VLT 

levels, the highest loadings were very small and less than 0.3, which shows a very weak 

dependence; however, most of the highest loading dependent item pairs came from 

testlets: 2 out of 4 from VLT2 (AE13-14, AD10-11), 3 out of 4 from VLT3 (BD40-41, 

BH53-54, BA32-33), and 1 out of 4 from VLT5 (CD70-71). Four out of 7 of these LID 
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pairs also appeared in the combined levels PCAR and Q3 analyses in Table 4.10 (AD10-

11, AE13-14, BD40-41, BH53-54). 

4.4 Extent of Multidimensionality and LID interaction with 4 Ability 

levels vs Combined VLT levels 

 

This section reports the findings from four individual Winsteps dimensionality analyses 

(WTable 23; Appendix H). In line with the Rasch model analysis that determined four 

levels of person ability, the 302 subjects were divided into four ability groupings (See 

Figure 4.4). The group with the most ability have logit measures from 3 to 6 (~1 to 2.5 

standard deviations from the mean; n=52), the second highest range 1.2 to 3 logits (~0 

to 1 standard deviation; n=102), the third highest group range from -1.2 to 1.2 logits (~0 

to -1 standard deviation; n=95), and the lowest ability group have logit measures from 

-1.2 to -2.5 (~ -1 to -2.2 standard deviations; n=53). The fit statistics for the four groups’ 

answer patterns revealed acceptable infit and outfit mean squares for all abilities in 

terms of both person and item measures. 

 

For person separation, it would be expected that the number should be close to one if 

the Rasch model was accurate in the separation of 4.54 ability levels. For the high and 

intermediate groupings, this appears to be the case, but the separation values start to 

approach 2 for the low-intermediate (1.55) and low (1.9) groups (see Table 4.11); this 

means there could be an additional person ability level with 3 ability levels spanning 

the low and low-intermediate levels. Person reliability indices are fairly low for the two 

higher ability groups (0.45, 0.51) and not high for the lower level groups (0.71, 0.78). 

Given that person reliability depends on wide ability range, it is not surprising that the 

scores are low since the samples were limited to more or less 1 ability level; the lower 
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level groups had higher separation values, and this is likely why their person reliability 

scores are higher (https://www.winsteps.com/winman/reliability.htm). 

 

As reported in Table 4.11, the item separation measures for the four ability groups range 

from 0.52 to 4.41. Given that the test covers three VLT levels of vocabulary, the 

assumption is that the words occupy three different levels of difficulty, which 

approximates the item separation values for the intermediate and low ability groups 

(2.48, 2.88). However, this was not the case for the other two ability groups: the item 

separation virtually dissolved for higher ability examinees (0.52), but almost doubled 

for the low-intermediate group (4.41). Item reliability was high for the low to 

intermediate groups (0.89, 0.95, 0.86) but very low for the high ability students (0.22), 

which suggests an insufficient 1. range of item difficulty for this group, and/or 2. sample 

size (n=52) (https://www.winsteps.com/winman/reliability.htm). 

 

Table 4.11 

Four ability levels vs Three VLT Levels - Person and Item fit statistics per individual 

level 

 Person Item 

Ability 

Level 

Separ-

ation 

Reli-

ability 

INFIT 

(IMNSQ) 

OUTFIT 

(OMNSQ) 

Separ-

ation 

Reli-

ability 

INFIT 

(IMNSQ) 

OUTFIT 

(OMNSQ) 

All ability 

levels 

4.54 0.95 0.99 1.07 8.35 0.99 0.99 1.07 

High 0.91 0.45 1.0 1.06 0.52 0.22 1.01 1.06 

Inter-

mediate 

1.03 0.51 1.0 1.02 2.48 0.86 1.0 1.02 

Low inter-

mediate 

1.55 0.71 1.0 0.98 4.41 0.95 1.0 0.98 

Low 1.9 0.78 1.0 0.99 2.88 0.89 1.0 0.99 
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It is to be expected that different ability level test takers will exhibit different response 

patterns and may be either more or less affected by non-Rasch dimensions like item 

chaining testlets. From Table 4.12, it is clear that with the exception of the high ability 

group, the unexplained variances for the top five contrasts are greater than or very close 

to 3 and much larger than the data for the combined levels in row 1. The unexplained 

variances also decrease with increasing ability levels, which suggests that if there is a 

non-Rasch dimension in some of the items, it affects the higher ability students less (this 

is supported by the unexplained variance findings that are all below 2 for all five 

contrasts). On the other hand, the high ability examinees encountered two items (AJ28, 

AF16) with contrast loadings well over 0.7, while the lower ability groups had virtually 

no items over 0.7, though many were above the 0.3 threshold. (For the sake of data 

manageability, only contrast-1 items with loadings greater than 0.3 are included in the 

data presentations, though there were a number of other items from contrasts 2 and 3 

that also loaded above 0.3.) 
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Table 4.12  

Four Ability levels vs Three VLT Levels - Item dimensionality and local item 

dependence measures 

 PCAR Q3 
(Table 23.99) 

Ability 

Level 

Unexpl 

contrast 
(WTable 23.0) 

disatten. 

correl. 

Cluster contrast & 

> +/-0.3 loadings 
(WTable 23.1) 

Item 
(Level code 

+ item no.; 

WTable 
23.2) 

Residu

al 

correla

tion 

Item 

Pair 

All ability 

levels 

1st = 3.74 

2nd = 2.63 

3rd = 2.49 

1-3   0.86 

1-2   1.0 

2-3   0.93 

1-1:  .51    /  1-3: -.44 

1-1:  .42    /  1-3: -.42 

1-1:  .36    /  1-3: -.42 

1-1:  .32    /  1-3: -.36 

1-1:  .32    /  1-3: -.31 

1-1:  .32    /  1-3: -.31 

1-1:  .32 

1-1:  .31 

57  /  71 

80  /  40 

88  /  70 

6    /  53 

9    /  61 

20  /  77 

30 

83 

0.44 

0.41 

0.38 

0.38 

2.30 

10,11 

8,33 

13,14 

High 

ability 

1st = 1.7 

2nd = 1.5 

3rd = 1.2 

4th = 1.1 

5th = 0.9 

1-3   -1.0 

1-2   -1.0 

2-3   -1.0 

1-1:  .86    /   1-3: -.43 

1-1:  .85 

(1-1:  .01) 

(1-1:  .01) 

 

28    /  22 

16 

(17) 

(18) 

 

0.58 

 

16,28 

 

Inter- 

mediate 

ability 

1st  = 4.0 

2nd =  3.8 

3rd = 3.3 

4th = 3.0 

5th = 2.9 

1-3   -1.00 

1-2   1.0 

2-3   0.14 

1-1:  .62   /  1-3:  -.39 

1-1:  .61   /  1-3:  -.37 

1-1:  .57   /  1-3:  -.36 

1-1:  .42   /  1-3:  -.33 

1-1:  .39 

1-1:  .37 

1-1:  .36 

1-1:  .34 

1-1:  .31 

1-1:  .30 

20   /   40 

9     /   70 

83   /   71 

58   /   87 

32 

10 

35 

22 

47 

86 

1.0 

0.69 

0.66 

0.58 

2, 30 

13,14 

9, 20 

10, 11 

Low 

intermediat

e ability 

1st = 5.29 

2nd = 4.12 

3rd = 3.77 

4th = 3.3 

5th = 3.2 

1-3   -0.26 

1-2    0.26 

2-3    0.75 

1-1:  .63  /  1-3:  -.52 

1-1:  .54  /  1-3:  -.50 

1-1:  .54  /  1-3:  -.46 

  1-1: .49   /  1-3:  -.42 

  1-1: .49   /  1-3:  -.39 

  1-1: .37   /  1-3:  -.39 

  1-1: .31   /  1-3:  -.37 

1-1: .30   /  1-3:  -.33 

               /  1-3:  -.32 

               /  1-3:  -.31 

71   /   46 

68   /   28 

79   /   12 

40   /    7 

53   /    4 

37   /    6 

60   /    57 

77   /    86 

       /    18 

       /    80 

0.54 

0.51 

0.5 

0.49 

0.49 

0.46 

16, 24 

3, 26 

68, 79 

2, 25 

10, 11 

40, 41 

Low ability 1st = 5.9 

2nd =  5.0 

3rd = 4.6 

4th = 4.2 

5th = 4.0 

1-3    -0.14 

1-2    0.71 

2-3    0.45 

  1-1:  .68  /   1-3:  -.59 

1-1:  .67  /   1-3:  -.57 

1-1:  .61  /   1-3:  -.52 

1-1:  .54  /   1-3:  -.37 

1-1:  .50  /   1-3:  -.37 

1-1:  .42  /   1-3:  -.32 

1-1:  .41  /   1-3:  -.35 

1-1:  .39  /   1-3:  -.30 

1-1:  .37  /   1-3:  -.30 

1-1:  .33 

1-1:  .31 

1-1:  .30 

85   /   25 

65   /   2 

40   /   23 

51   /   9 

42   /   57 

79   /   52 

67   /   1 

8     /   10 

44   /   28 

33 

70 

60 

0.68 

0.65 

0.64 

0.63 

85, 89 

15, 81 

68, 81 

50, 87 
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The PCAR identified a testlet pair of items with low negative loadings below -0.3 for 

each of the three lowest ability levels: CD70,71 for the intermediate group, AB4,6 for 

the low intermediate group, and AA1,2 for the low group. The Q3 LID analyses also 

showed that the highest correlation (1.0) between dependent pairs was for items 2 and 

30 for the intermediate level group. As for item pairs occurring in testlets, only the 

intermediate and low-intermediate groups had testlets with two item pairs each (AE13-

14, AD10-11, and AD10-11, BD40-41, respectively); two of these testlets emerged 

from the Q3 analysis for all ability levels (AD10-11, AE13-14). 

 

Summary 

 

After dividing the sample population into four ability levels, and running Q3 LID 

analyses, no testlet pair was found to be locally dependent for either the high or low 

ability groups. However, 2 pairs of testlet items from both the intermediate (AE13-14, 

AD10-11) and the low intermediate (AD10-11, BD40-41) ability groups had moderate 

residual correlations (0.46-0.69). And while there was no overlap between the PCAR 

and Q3 LID analyses, the PCAR found one testlet pair of items for each of the 3 lowest 

ability levels: CD70,71 for the intermediate group, AB4,6 for the low intermediate 

group, and AA1,2 for the low group. 

 

4.5 Extent of Multidimensionality and LID for 4 Different abilities vs individual 

VLT levels 

 

In order to check whether dimensionality and local item dependence varied at different 

VLT levels with different ability learners, Rasch PCAR and Q3 analyses were 

conducted for 4 different person ability levels for each level of the test (VLT2,3 and 5). 
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Again following the item-person map in Figure 4.4, the test-takers were divided into the 

four groups of low, low-intermediate, intermediate, and high. 

4.51 VLT2 vs ability 

Table 4.13 lists the results of the PCAR and LID Q3 analyses for VLT2 across four 

ability levels (See Appendix I for complete data set). The PCAR revealed the 

unexplained variance was close to 3 eigenvalues (i.e., 3 items) for the 1st and 2nd 

contrasts for the low ability group. The disattenuated correlation was negative for all of 

the 1st contrasts in all of the ability levels, and the low and low-intermediate groups had 

lower values. The highest item loadings for the PCAR were associated with the high 

ability level group with two items with loadings greater than 0.86; the remaining 

positive loadings for items in the high group were very small at 0.01, but two of them 

(AF17,18) formed a testlet with item AF16, which had a large loading of 0.85. For the 

three lowest level groups a number of testlet item-pairs were found to have substantive 

loadings outside of +/- 0.3: for the intermediate and low-intermediate groups, one testlet 

pair of items was found (int.: AD10,11; low-int.: AB4,6) and for the low group, four 

testlet pairs (AH22,23; AF16,17; AB5,6; AC7,8). 

 

The LID analyses found four item pairs that were weakly or moderately dependent 

across the lower three ability groups (int.: AD10;11; low-int.: AD10,11; low: AA1,2; 

AB4,5), but for the intermediate group, the item pair of AE13,14 was found to be very 

highly correlated with each other (0.75). 
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Table 4.13 

Four Ability levels vs VLT2 - Item dimensionality and local item dependence measures 

 PCAR Q3 
(Table 23.99) 

Ability 

Level 

Unexpl 

contrast 
(WTable 

23.0) 

disatten. 

Cor-

relation 
(1st contrast) 

Cluster contrast  & 

loadings > +/- 0.3 
(WTable 23.1) 

Item 
(WTable 

23.2) 

 

Residua

l 

correlat

ion (top 

4) 

Item Pair 

High 1st = 1.7 

2nd = 1.5 

3rd = 1.2 

1-3  -1.0 

1-2  -1.0 

2-3  -1.0 

1-1:  .86    /  1-3: -.43 

1-1:  .85 

(1-2:  .01) 

(1-2:  .01) 

28  /  22 

16 

(17) 

(18) 

0.54 

 

16,28 

Inter- 

mediate 

1st = 2.3 

2nd = 1.99 

3rd = 1.8 

1-3  -1.0 

1-2   1.0 

2-3  -1.0 

1-1:  .9 

1-1:  .9 

1-2:  .48 

1-2:  .33 

2 

30 

10 

11 

1.0 

0.75 

0.51 

0.36 

2, 30 

13,14 

9, 20 

10,11 

Low 

intermedia

te 

1st = 2.6 

2nd = 2.3 

3rd = 2.0 

1-3  -0.74 

1-2   1.0 

2-3   0.23 

1-1:  .56    /  1-3: -.54 

1-1:  .55    /  1-3: -.39 

1-1:  .55 

1-1:  .51 

1-1:  .47 

1-1:  .35 

1-1:  .3 

4    /  19 

6    /  22 

30 

9 

26 

1 

15 

0.4 

0.34 

0.34 

0.33 

10,11 

9, 30 

16, 24 

1, 9 

Low 1st = 3.0 

2nd =  2.7 

3rd = 2.3 

4th = 2.2 

5th = 2.0 

1-3  -0.32 

1-2   0.60 

2-3  0.69 

1-1:  .60   /  1-3: -.51 

1-1:  .56   /  1-3: -.45 

1-1:  .43   /  1-3: -.45 

1-1:  .42   /  1-3: -.42 

1-1:  .38   /  1-3: -.40 

1-1:  .37   /  1-3: -.39 

1-1:  .31   /  1-3: -.36 

23  /   5 

25  /   11 

10  /  16 

12  /   6 

28 / 17   

20  /   8 

22  /   7 

 

0.5 

0.44 

0.35 

0.35 

0.34 

0.34 

0.33 

1,2 

11,17 

11,21 

20,22 

6,8 

12,15 

4,5 

 

4.52 VLT3 vs ability 

Table 4.14 presents the PCAR and LID Q3 findings for VLT3 across four ability levels 

(See Appendix J for complete data set). The PCAR revealed the unexplained variance 

was only approaching 3 eigenvalues for the 1st contrasts for the low and low-

intermediate ability groups. The disattenuated correlation deviated far from 1.0 or –1.0 

for the 1st contrasts of the three lower ability levels. The PCAR uncovered 2-3 items 

with higher loadings from three testlets (>0.3: BD40-41-42; BH53,54 and >-0.3: BG49-
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50-51) for the intermediate ability group, and for the low group, four pairs of testlet 

items (>0.3: BD40,41; BG50,51; and <-0.3: BC38,39; BJ58,59). 

 

The LID analyses found item pairs that were weakly dependent across the four ability 

groups, but the correlation averages were higher for the high and low groups. Of note, 

two identified LID pairs of items were testlets for the intermediate group (BA32,33; 

BG50,51) and three pairs for the low intermediate group (BA31,32; BD40,41; BE44,45). 

Table 4.14.  

Four Ability levels vs VLT3 - Item dimensionality and local item dependence measures 

 PCAR Q3 
(WTable 23.99) 

Ability 

Level 

Unexpl 

contrast 
(Table 23.0) 

disatten. 

Correlati

on 
(1st 
contrast) 

Cluster contrast & 

loadings > +/- 0.3 
((Table 23.1) 

Item 
(Table 

23.2) 

 

Residua

l 

correlat

ion (top 

4) 

Item Pair 

High 1st = 2.1 

2nd = 1.97 

3rd = 1.65 

1-3  -1.0 

1-2  -1.0 

2-3  -1.0 

1-1: .67   /   1-3:  -.50 

1-1: .63   /   1-3:  -.47 

1-1: .52   /   1-3:  -.32 

1-1: .42 

34  /  47 

49  /  54 

31  /  56 

42 

0.49 

0.47 

0.40 

0.40 

0.34 

0.30 

36,47 

31,49 

43,49 

36,44 

34,42 

47,54 

Inter- 

mediate 

1st = 2.3 

2nd = 2.01 

3rd = 1.98 

1-3  -0.04 

1-2  1.0 

2-3  1.0 

1-1: .58    /   1-3:  -.53 

1-1: .46    /   1-3:  -.41 

1-1: .42    /   1-3:  -.38 

1-1: .34    /   1-3:  -.35 

1-1: .31    /   1-3:  -.30 

40  /  51 

54  /  49 

41  /  58 

53  /  50 

42  / 

32 

0.4 

0.34 

0.33 

0.31 

48,59 

50,51 

32,33 

56,58 

Low 

intermedi

ate 

1st = 2.77 

2nd = 2.25 

3rd = 2.03 

1-3  -0.14 

1-2  1.0 

2-3  0.27 

1-1:  .70   /   1-3:  -.52 

1-1:  .52   /   1-3:  -.50 

1-1:  .46   /   1-3:  -.47 

1-1:  .34   /   1-3:  -.42 

38  /  44 

46  /  60 

58  /  40 

33  /  53 

0.46 

0.29 

0.29 

0.28 

40,41 

44,45 

31,32 

38,58 

Low 1st = 2.8 

2nd = 2.6 

3rd = 2.3 

4th = 2.2 

1-3  -0.39 

1-2  1.0 

2-3  1.0 

1-1:  .56    /  1-3:  -.48 

1-1:  .56    /  1-3:  -.47 

1-1:  .53    /  1-3:  -.37 

1-1:  .51    /  1-3:  -.36 

1-1:  .36    /  1-3:  -.31 

1-1:  .34 

1-1:  .33 

36  /  39 

40  /  52 

51  /  58 

33  /  38 

41  /  59 

50 

49 

0.42 

0.41 

0.4 

0.38 

0.38 

0.35 

0.34 

39,59 

39,47 

40,50 

33,41 

45,51 

51,55 

38,58 
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4.53 VLT5 vs ability 

 

Table 4.15 summarizes the PCAR and LID Q3 results for VLT5 across four ability 

levels (See Appendix K for complete data set). The PCAR revealed the unexplained 

variance was 3 or only approaching 3 eigenvalues for the 1st contrasts for the low-

intermediate and low ability groups. The disattenuated correlation was only noticeably 

deviated from +/- 1.0 for the 3rd contrasts for the intermediate and low intermediate 

ability groups.  From the PCAR, two or three pairs of testlet items were found to have 

residual loadings >0.3 or <-0.3 for all four ability levels: two testlet pairs for high 

(CE74,75; CD70,71), 2 pairs for intermediate (CD70,71; CB64,65), two pairs for low-

intermediate (61,62; 70,71), and three pairs for low (CA61,62; CC68,69; CG80,81); of 

particular note is the testlet item pair of 70 and 71 that had substantive loadings for the 

high, intermediate and low-intermediate ability groups. 

 

The LID analyses found three testlet item pairs that were weakly (0.22-0.39) dependent 

across three ability groups: one testlet pair for the high group (CE73,74), three for the 

intermediate group (CD70-71; CB64,66; CC67,68), and one pair for the low group 

(CA61,62). 
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Table 4.15  

Four Ability levels vs VLT5 - Item dimensionality and local item dependence measures 

 PCAR Q3 (WTable 23.99) 

Ability 

Level 

Unexpl 

contrast 

(WTable 

23.0) 

Disatten. 

Correlation

(1st contrast) 

Cluster contrast & 

loadings > +/- 0.3 

(WTable 23.1) 

Item 

(WTable 

23.2) 

Residual 

correlati

on (top) 

Item Pair 

High 1st = 2.58 

2nd = 2.3 

3rd = 2.01 

1-3  -1.0 

1-2  1.0 

2-3  -1.0 

1-1:  .73   /   1-3: -.59 

1-1:  .59   /   1-3: -.57 

1-1:  .55   /   1-3: -.43 

1-1:  .44   /   1-3: -.33 

89  /  61 

75  /  77 

66  /  70 

74  /  71 

0.56 

0.53 

0.39 

0.39 

0.36 

0.35 

0.35 

0.33 

0.32 

75,89 

73,88 

74,78 

66,75 

62,88 

81,85 

84,85 

73,74 

66,89 

Inter- 

mediate 

1st = 2.4 

2nd = 2.2 

3rd = 2.1 

1-3  -1.0 

1-2  1.0 

2-3  -0.28 

1-1:  .65    /  1-3: -.42 

1-1:  .52    /  1-3: -.40 

1-2:  .33    /  1-3: -.37 

                 /  1-3: -.35 

                 /  1-3: -.33 

                 /  1-3: -.31 

70  /  88 

71  /  73 

61  /  83 

      /  64 

      /  65 

      /  80 

0.48 

0.31 

[0.29] 

[0.24] 

[0.22] 

83,86 

70,71 

[64,66] 

[84,85] 

[67,68] 

Low 

intermedi

ate 

1st = 3.0 

2nd = 2.1 

3rd = 2.1 

1-3  -1.0 

1-2  1.0 

2-3  0.71 

1-1:  .66    /  1-3: -.53 

1-1:  .51    /  1-3: -.52 

1-1:  .49    /  1-3: -.41 

1-1:  .42    /  1-3: -.33 

1-1:  .40    /  1-3: -.30 

1-1:  .37    /  1-3: -.30 

1-1:  .33    /  1-3: -.30 

71  /  86 

70  /  80 

61  /  83 

68  /  88 

79  /  65 

62  /  72 

77  /  73 

0.43 

0.34 

0.33 

[0.28] 

68,79 

61,71 

61,70 

[61,77] 

Low 1st = 2.9 

2nd = 2.6 

3rd = 2.3 

1-3  -1.0 

1-2  1.0 

2-3  1.0 

1-:1:  .62   /  1-3: -.53 

1-1:  .49    /  1-3: -.50 

1-1:  .42    /  1-3: -.43 

1-1:  .38    /  1-3: -.34 

1-1:  .37    /  1-3: -.33 

1-1:  .33 

1-1:  .32 

1-1:  .31 

1-1:  .30 

1-1:  .30 

88   /  78 

81   /  65 

69   /  79 

62   /  82 

74   /  86 

68 

64 

61 

77 

80 

0.64 

0.57 

0.53 

0.5 

0.48 

0.48 

0.47 

0.41 

0.39 

0.36 

0.34 

0.32 

75,82 

85,89 

65,79 

74,88 

69,88 

64,68 

64,69 

81,83 

61,62 

65,82 

81,88 

80,89 

 

4.54 Overview of ability vs level analyses 

 

Table 4.16 presents a summary the PCAR and Q3 findings of the ability vs level 

interactions. Looking at the whole 3-level test from the perspective of ability, the largest 

number of potentially problematic items from both PCAR and Q3 LID analyses were 
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associated with the lowest ability group (17 items from PCAR and 19 LID item pairs), 

and the number of problematic items decreased with increasing ability levels. 

Specifically, from lowest ability to highest, the total number of items from PCAR were 

17,16,15, and 12, and the total number of LID pairs were 19,14,13, and 13. In terms of 

PCAR item loadings and LID pairwise residual correlations between 0.3-0.5 and 0.51-

0.7, the low and low-intermediate ability groups had the largest number of items. 

However, only the intermediate and high ability groups had items with PCAR item 

loadings and LID pairwise residual correlations of 0.71 and above; in fact, the 

intermediate group and high ability group respectively had almost 1 out of 5 (5 out of 

28) and almost 1 out of 2 (11 out of 25) of the total number of items and item-pairs with 

values greater than 0.71. 

 

In terms of the interaction between ability and VLT level for the PCAR analyses, the 

lower ability group had higher item loadings (0.51-0.71) at the VLT2,3 levels, while the 

low-intermediate group had a more consistent range of item loadings from 0.3-0.7 

across VLT2,3,5. For the intermediate level, each VLT level had a range of loadings, 

but only VLT2 (2) items loaded above 0.71; the high ability group had loadings >0.71 

at VLT2 and 5. 

 

As for interaction between ability and VLT level for the LID pairwise analyses, the low 

ability group had weakly dependent items in VLT2,3 and moderately dependent items 

in VLT5; the low-intermediate group had weakly dependent items across the three VLT 

levels. The intermediate group had two strongly dependent items pairs in VLT2 and 

only a few weakly dependent pairs in VLT2,3,5. The high ability group had a mix of 

weakly and moderately dependent pairs across the three VLT levels. 
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Table 4.16 

Summary of problematic items: 3 VLT levels vs 4 ability groups for Item 

dimensionality (PCAR loadings) and item dependence (residual correlations) 

VLT 

level 

All abilities Low ability low-interm. ability Intermediate 

ability 

High ability 

 PCAR 
Clust1/clust3 

Q3 

LID 

PCAR 
Clust1/clust3 

Q3 LID PCAR 
Clust1/clust3 

Q3 

LID 

PCAR 
Clust1/clust3 

Q3 

LID 

PCAR 
Clust1/clust3 

Q3 

LID 

All 

levels 

57++  /  71+ 

80+   /  40+ 

88+  /  70+ 

6 +   /  53+ 

9+    /  61+ 

20+  /  77+ 

30+ 

83+ 

2.30* 

10,11* 

8,33* 

13,14* 

85++ / 25++ 

65++ / 2++ 

44++ / 23++ 

51++ / 9+ 

42++ / 57+ 

79+   / 52+ 

67+   / 1+ 

8+     / 10+ 

44+   / 28+ 

33+ 

70+ 

60+ 

85,89** 

15,81** 

68,81** 

50,87** 

71++ / 46++ 

68++ / 28++ 

79++ / 12+ 

40+   /  7+ 

53+   /  4+ 

37+   /  6+ 

60+   /  57+ 

77+   /  18+ 

         /  80+ 

         /  86+ 

10,11* 

40,41* 

16,24**3,26

** 

68,79* 

2,25* 

20++ /  40+ 

9++   /  70+ 

83++ /  71+ 

58+   /  87+ 

32+ 

10+ 

35+ 

22+ 

47+ 

86+ 

10,11** 

13,14** 

2,30*** 

9,20** 

 

28+++ / 22+ 

16+++ 

 

17,49*** 

24,88*** 

8,33*** 

19,58*** 

5,42*** 

VLT2 19+ 

5+ 

21+ 

17+ 

13,14 

10,11 

7,27 

6,7 

23++ / 5++ 

25++ / 11+ 

10+   /  16+ 

12+   /  6+ 

28+  /  17+ 

20+  /  8+ 

22+  /  7+ 

1,2* 

4,5* 

11,17* 

11,21* 

20,22* 

6,8* 

12,15* 

4++  /  19++ 

6++   /  22+ 

30++ 

9++ 

26+ 

1+ 

15+ 

10,11* 

9,30* 

16,24* 

1,9* 

2+++ 

30+++ 

10+ 

11+ 

13,14***1

0,11* 

 

2,30*** 

9,20* 

 

16+++ / 22+ 

(17) 

(18) 

28+++ 

 

16,28** 

VLT3 40++ 

41+ 

42+ 

53+ 

54 

40,41 

53,54 

43,57 

32,33 

36++ / 39+ 

40++ / 52+ 

51++ / 58+ 

33++ / 38+ 

41+   / 59+ 

50+ 

49+ 

39,59* 

39,47* 

40,50* 

33,41* 

38++ / 44++ 

46++ / 60+ 

58+   / 40+ 

33+   / 53+ 

40,41* 

44,45 

31,32 

38,58 

40++ / 51++ 

54+   / 49+ 

41+   / 58+ 

53+   / 50+ 

42+   / 32+ 

50,51* 

32,33* 

48,59* 

56,58* 

34++ / 47+ 

49++ / 54+ 

31++ / 56+ 

42+ 

36,47* 

31,49* 

43,49* 

36,44* 

VLT5 80++ 

88+ 

83+ 

65+ 

80,88 

80,83 

83,88 

70,71 

88++ / 78++ 

81+   / 65+ 

69+   / 79+ 

62+   / 82+ 

74+   / 86+ 

68+ 

64+ 

61+ 

77+ 

80+ 

75,82** 

85,89** 

65,79** 

74,88* 

71++ / 86+ 

70++ / 80+ 

61+   / 83+ 

68+   / 88+ 

79+   / 65+ 

62+   / 72+ 

77+   / 73+ 

68,79* 

61,71* 

61,70* 

61,77 

70++ / 88+ 

71++ / 73+ 

61+   / 83+ 

         / 64+ 

         / 65+ 

         / 80+ 

70,71* 

64,66 

67,68 

83,86* 

84,85 

89++ / 61++ 

75++ / 77++ 

66+   / 70+ 

74+   / 71+ 

75,89** 

73,88** 

74,78** 

66,75* 

SUM-

MARY 

 
* / + 

(0.3-0.5) 

 

 

 

 

 

** / ++ 

(0.51-0.7) 

 

 

 

 

*** / +++ 

(0.71+) 

 

 

19,21, 

41,42, 

5,17,53,65, 

83,88 

 

 

  

10,12, 

(62),69,81 

 

 

 

 

1,2/4,5/6,8/ 

20,22 

11,17/12,15

/11,21/33,4

1/39,47/39,

59/40,50 

 

33,58,58,61,6

8,76 

 

 

 

10,11/10,11/

10,11 

1,9/2,25/9,30

//16,24/40,4

1/61,70/61,7

1/68,79/68,7

9 

 

10,11,53,54 

41, 61 

 

 

 

 

 

10,11/32,3

3/70,71/ 

9,20//48,5

9/56,58/83

,86 

 

 

[no testlets] 

 

66,74 

 

 

 

 

[no 

testlets] 

 

36,47/31,4

9/43,49/36,

44 

 

40,80 

 

 15,23,25,33,3

6,40,44,51,(6

2),65,85,88 

15,81/50,87

/68,81/74,8

8/85,89/75,

82/85,89/65

,79 

4,6, 70,71 

9,30,38,46,68

, ,79 

3,26/16,24 70,71 

2,9,11,20,40 

10,11/13, 

14 

9,20 

31,34,49, 

75 

16,28/73,8

8/74,78/75,

89 

      2,30 

 

13,14 

2,30/2,30 

16,17, 

88,89 

24,28, 

5,42/8,33/1

7,49/19,58/

24,88 

Note: PCAR item loading: (+/-) .3-.5+, .51-.7++, >.71+++; LID pairwise residual correlation: <.3, .31-.5*, .51-.7**, >.71*** 
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Summary 

 

When examining the interaction effects between VLT level and ability levels, the LID 

analyses revealed different LID issues at different levels for different ability groups. 

Across the 3 VLT levels, the intermediate group had a total of seven testlet item pairs 

(AD10-11; AE13-14; BG50-51; BA32-33; CB64,66; CC67-68), followed by the low 

intermediate group with four (AD10-11; BD40-41, BE44-45; BA31-32), then low with 

three (AA1-2; AB4-5; CA61-62) and finally the high group with only one (CE73-74). 

 

For VLT2, the high ability group had no LID testlet pairs, intermediate had two (AD10-

11 [PCAR items AD10,11], AE13-14), low intermediate one (AD10-11) and low two 

(AA1-2, AB4-5). For VLT3, neither the high nor low ability groups had any LID testlet 

pairs, but intermediate had two LID testlet pairs (BG50-51, BA32-33) and the low 

intermediate group had three (BD40-41, BE44-45, BA31-32). Finally, for VLT5, the 

low intermediate group had no LID testlet pair, while the remaining ability groups had 

one or two pairs with weakly dependent residual correlations: the advanced group had 

one (CE73-74), the intermediate group two (CD70-71 [PCAR items CD70,71], CC67-

68), and low group with one (CA61-62; PCAR items CA61,62). 

 

Summarizing the most salient findings from the five analyses, Table 4.17 triangulates 

the results to show the testlets that exhibit the largest degrees of multidimensionality 

and LID. 
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Table 4.17 

Triangulated results of testlets that exhibit varying degrees of multidimensionality (>0.3) 

and local item dependence (>0.31) 

VLT Level  → 

5 Main 

↓   Analyses 
 

VLT2 
 

VLT3 

 

VLT5 

 

1. Overall test 
 PCAR items 

 
(12) 

 
(40), (53) 

 
(61), (71,70) 

2. Overall test 

 LID item pairs 

 

10-11, 13-14 

 

40-41, 53-54 

 

61-62, 70-71 

 

3. Overall test 
 3-item testlets 

 

AC7-9, AE13-15, AI25-27 

 

 

BE43-45, BG49-51 

 

CJ88-90 

4. Individ. VLT level 
 LID 

 

10-11, 13-14 

 

32-33, 40-41, 53-54 

 

70-71 

5. Individ. VLT level 
 PCAR 

 
(26,27) 

 
(40,41,42), (53,54) 

 
(70,71) 

 

Total for 5 main 

analyses 

 

4/10 testlets: 
 

AE13-143, AD10-112.5, AI25-

272, 
 

AC7-91 

5/10 testlets: 
 

BD40-413.5, BH53-543.5, 

 
BA32-331, BA43-451 

BA49-511 

3/10 testlets: 
 

CD70-714, CA61-621.5, 

 
 

CJ88-901 

Ability vs all VLT 

 LID 

 PCAR 

 
10-11 (int, lowint), 13-14 (int) 

(10 (int)), (4,6 [lowint]; 1,2 

[low]) 

 
40-41(low int) 

 

40 (low int) 

 
None 

 

70,71 (int) 

Ability vs individ. VLT 

level 

 LID 

 PCAR 

 
1-2 (low), 4-5 (low), 10-11 

(lowint, int), 13-14 (int) 

 
 

4,6; (lowint); 10,12 (low); 

10,11 (lowint); 16,17,18 (hi) 

 
31-32 (lowint), 32-33 (int), 40-

41 (lowint), 44-45 (lowint), 50-

51 (int) 
 

40,41 (int); 50,51 (int); 40, 44 

(lowint) 

 
64,66 (hi), 67-68 (hi), 70-71 (int) 

 

 
70,71 (lowint; int); 

Total for ability 

analyses 

AD10-114.5, AB4-53, AE13-

142, AA1-22, AF16-181.5 

BD40-414, BA31-32-332, 

BE44-451.5, BG50-512 

 

CD70-713, CB64-661, CC67-681 

Note: superscript numbers denote how many different analyses indicated an issue with the item testlet, e.g., AD10-112.5 means that 

items from the AD testlet occurred in 2.5 different analyses (0.5 points if the PCAR identified only one out of three of the testlet 

items). 

 

4.6 Guessing and Response patterns: unanswered questions and chosen distractors 

 

In order to better understand the item relationships within the six LID pairs (AD10-11, 

AE13-14, BD40-41, BH53-54, CA61-62, and CD70-71) and with their third testlet item, 

the responses were analyzed for distinguishing patterns (Table 4.18). Figure 4.11 

presents the response patterns for six testlets which were found to have LID pairs. Since 

the unanswered items were treated as incorrect, it is useful to know how many responses 

were left unanswered as an indication of items that the students had no partial 
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knowledge of at all, and to investigate whether there is a pattern of unanswered items 

for the LID pairs. In particular, distinguishing LID item pair patterns may include 

similarities between LID paired items (number of correct answers, shared answers, 

number of unanswered questions) as well as differences between the LID pair and the 

testlet’s third item (e.g., difficulty, number of blanks, consistency of chosen distractors). 

 

Table 4.18 

Response statistics (key, distractor and blanks) for each of the answer options for six 

LID pairs (highlighted in gray) 

Option/ 

Item 

 

 a b C d e f 

 

Blank 

indiv. 

items 

 

 

Blank 

LID 

pair 

Total 

blank 

items 

 

 

Blank 

3-item 

testlet 

 

 

Chosen 

distractors 

AD10 5 23+ 12 2 5 243* 18 
2 

100, 
  

AD11 3 263* 5 2 11 29++ 55 
.2% 

10.8% 
14 133 

AD12 3 9 248* 0 19+ 4 27 
 

 
 14.4% 

AE13 288* 0 3 0 0 4 13 
0 

99 
  

AE14 1 8 6 4 5 266* 18 
0% 

10.7% 
14 83 

AE15 0 7 4 188* 39++ 2 68 
 

 
 8.9% 

BD40 19+ 3 143* 21+ 2 3 117 
77 

300 
  

BD41 5 1 16 165* 4 23 94 
8.3% 

32% 
55 135 

BD42 8 6 9 8 7 181* 89 
 

 
 14.6% 

BH52 265* 5 4 7 2 2 23 
 

256 
  

BH53 6 9 9 29++ 128* 8 119 
92 

27.7% 
21 131 

BH54 8 3 5 13 21+ 144* 114 
9.9% 

 
 14.2% 

CA61 10 12 4 85* 21+ 20+ 156 
99 

254 
  

CA62 2 23+ 141* 5 9 15+ 43 
10.7% 

27.4% 
43 136 

CA63 238* 4 1 4 4 2 55 
 

 
 14.7% 

CD70 26+ 2 1 117* 22+ 11+ 129 
90 

292 
  

CD71 14 4 121* 25+ 3 21+ 120 
9.7% 

31.6% 
36 150 

CD72 3 244* 4 4 7 3 43 
 

 
 16% 

Note: * correct answer; distractor chosen by: + 5% or ++approx.10% or more students. 

 

The first thing to notice from Table 4.18 and Figure 4.11 is that a lot of students left 

many answers blank (10 to 32%), which means that many students followed the 

instructions asking them not to guess and to leave the answer blank if they had no idea. 

However, it is also clear that quite a few students did guess given the chosen distractor 

rates ranging from 9 to 16%. For the items in these six testlets, we can say with 
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confidence that the guessing rates are at least 9 to 16% since it is surely the case that 

some students correctly guessed the key, but without think aloud protocols or post-test 

interviews it is impossible 1. to determine the extent of guessing, 2. to know whether 

the guessing was “blind” or based on partial knowledge, and 3. to verify the previously 

made claims of 16-17% increases in test scores due to guessing (Kamimoto, 2008; 

Webb, 2008; Stewart & White, 2011). 

 

 
Figure 4.11. Response patterns for the six LID testlets. Note, white is how many times 

the item key was answered, and black is how many times the item was unanswered 

 

A pattern that emerges from Table 4.18 is that there is a clear difference between the 

response patterns between the LID pair and the third item in the testlet. The third item 
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appears to be different in difficulty and/or more consistent in distribution of distractor 

options. AE15 is clearly more difficult with more blanks (68 vs 13,18), whereas both 

BH53 and CD72 are easier with fewer blanks (23 vs 114,119; and 43 vs 120,129), and 

BH52 and CA63 have more many more correct answers (265 vs 128,144, and 238 vs 

85,141). The three non-LID items BD42, BH52, CA63 and CD72 also have a more 

consistent distribution of chosen distractors across the five non-key options. 

 

Another remarkable pattern in Table 4.18 is that the testlets from VLT3 and 5 compared 

to those from VLT2 were left blank by many more students (about 30% vs 10%), as 

were the LID pairs of items (77-99 vs 0-2 students). If the LID pairs were a result of 

SLD, we would expect that there would be a noticeable number of shared or exchanged 

answers between the LID pairs, as we see for the AD and BD testlets for both of the 

LID paired items, but also for the BH and CD testlets for one of the LID paired items. 
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Chapter 5. Discussion 

5.1 Summary statistics 

 

The right-skewed distribution of scores for the three combined levels of 2,3, and 5 

(Figure 4.1) and the pathway bubble chart (Figure 4.5) indicate that the level of the test 

takers was generally higher than the difficulty of the items. Across the three subtest 

levels (Figure 4.1), the dramatically right-skewed curve starts for VLT2 flattens out and 

finally flattens considerably for VLT5, which even sees a decline after scores more than 

25 out of 30. This echoes the findings of previous VLT validation studies (Schmitt et 

al., 2001; Webb et al., 2017) and is to be expected in a diagnostic levels test like the 

VLT. The Figure 4.2 boxplots reinforce this observation with decreasing median scores: 

27/30 for VLT2, 21/30 for VLT3, and 17/30 for VLT5, with an overall median of 64/90. 

 

The mean measures of testlet difficulty in Figure 4.6 similarly show this positive 

correlation of testlet difficulty and VLT level, which means that the items increase in 

difficulty with increasing level and suggests an implicational scale (pace Schmitt et al., 

2001; Webb et al., 2017). However, the considerable overlapping of VLT3 testlets with 

VLT2 and VLT5 testlets suggests the test can be re-engineered to choose words from 

the 2k, 3k and 5k levels that would elicit a more uniform progression in difficulty; 

specifically, the most difficult testlets of VLT2 should be replaced with easier ones 

(especially in the difficulty range of  -1.85 to -1.05 logits), and the 4 most difficult 

testlets in VLT3 should be replaced with less difficult testlets to ensure a wider logit 

range for VLT5. However, the decreasing scores with increasing levels is to be expected 

given that research has shown that EFL university students, who comprised the bulk of 

the sample population, “know” between 2000 and 4000 families (Laufer, 2010), well 

below the 5000 words of VLT5. 
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Regarding the performance related to gender, there were no significant differences in 

scores between males and females. This suggests that at least gender is not a factor for 

differential item functioning. 

 

5.2 Research Question 1: What is the extent of unidimensionality and LID issues 

in VLT?   - Triangulating the PCAR + Q3 LID + Testlet analyses 

A look at the overall test validation statistics and comparison with simulated data reveal 

that the test appears to be unidimensional and that there is negligible difference with the 

simulated data in terms of unexplained variance of the 1st contrast, which is smaller, but 

the empirical data was already close to 2 (3.7 vs 2.3). Although the overall fit statistics 

appear good for the overall VLT, the PCAR, Q3 LID analyses and item subtotal testlet 

analyses uncovered a number of possible LID and dimensionality issues. The following 

analysis thus goes beyond the short treatment of LID in Webb et al.’s (2017) VLT 

validation study. 

 

Given that Surface Local Dependence (SLD) can be associated with violations of either 

Local item independence (LII) or unidimensionality, this study employed a number of 

different analyses to detect violations of LII and unidimensionality, with PCAR cluster 

analyses and Q3 LID pair analyses forming the backbone of this investigation. Since 

SLD in the form of item chaining within testlets is suspected to occur due to the 6x3 

testlet format, the testlet item pairs detected by the PCAR (WTable 23.1-2) and Q3 LID 

(WTable 23.99) analyses were deemed the most likely candidates for SLD. 
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The PCAR analyses factor out the Rasch dimension (i.e., partial knowledge of 

vocabulary), and items identified with larger non-Rasch residuals indicate another 

dimension. As mentioned in Section 3.32, two or three testlet items appearing in either 

the top of cluster 1 or bottom of cluster 3 suggest that these items are loading much than 

expected on another non-random dimension; and given the simple vocabulary definition 

format of all of the VLT items and testlets (in contrast to a more complicated item 

involving a reading passage or cloze), a likely candidate for this other dimension is item 

chaining format, i.e., LID (SLD). This is perhaps the strongest, though not definitive, 

proof that there is an unexpectedly high amount of dependence within the testlet. If item 

chaining is at work, the influence of one item response on another may manifest either 

as a separate dimension when the residuals of testlet pairs or triplets load with high 

positive values, or as a dimension that negatively correlates with the Rasch dimension 

when the testlets items’ residuals load with high negative values. 

 

The other two sources of evidence for testlet LID are the Q3 LID analyses and the item 

subtotal analyses (WTable 27). And while the former only detects abnormally high 

correlations among the answer patterns for pairs of items, if the identified pairs occur 

within a testlet, this could suggest a non-Rasch subdimension. Finally, the testlet 

analysis from the grouping of items into testlets allows for a comparison of testlets using 

their outfit mean squares scores. 

 

To answer the first research question, the test was analyzed at five levels: 1. Item level, 

2. testlet level, 3. subtest level (i.e., each subtest treated as an independent test), 4. 

person ability level (4 ability groups), and 5. VLT level vs person ability. From the 

results summary of these analyses in Table 4.17, as many as 15, or half of the total 
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number, of the testlets may have dimensionality or LID issues, if we consider not only 

the overall test, but the individual subtest levels and also person ability groups. In terms 

of the triangulation of the five main different analyses, a total of 12 testlets were found 

to have at least two items with (weak) dependence issues or substantive residuals. 

 

Since all of these analyses provide evidence for inferences of LID, the most compelling 

evidence will take the form of overlappings of results from the different analyses. For 

this reason, only the overlapping of the results from the PCAR, Q3 and testlet analyses 

are the immediate concern. These triangulated overlappings point to the most likely 

candidates for identifying locally dependent items within testlets, which can in turn help 

us better understand the extent of LID in the VLT. 

 

Seven of the VLT testlets, or almost one out of four of the total, warrant a closer 

investigation since they emerged in more than one of the different analyses with 

substantive contrast loadings or residual correlations between pairs of testlet items (AD, 

AE, AI, BD, BH, CA, CD). It is important to note that 6 out of 7 of these testlets had 

consecutive item pairs that were identified as being locally dependent: AD10-11, AE13-

14, BD40-41, BH53-54, CA61-62, and CD70-71; and with the exception of BH53-54, 

the other five testlet item-pairs were the first two items of the three-item testlet. 

 

These seven testlets (AD, AE, AI, BD, BH, CA, CD) will be compared and will be the 

focus of a qualitative investigation in the next section that will try to answer Research 

Question 2. 
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5.3 Research Question 2: What is the extent of SLD item chaining? 

 

From section 5.2, seven testlets were considered the most likely testlet candidates for 

SLD item chaining. In this section, these testlets will be analyzed to try to determine 

whether these problematic testlets are cases of SLD item chaining. In order to do this, 

the fit and difficulty measures of these testlet items will be compared to each other and 

to the other VLT testlets using bubble pathway plots and Wright maps (see Section 

3.38). The next section will look at the specific testlet item words that were identified 

by the PCAR and Q3 LID analyses (Section 3.32). Response patterns will then be 

investigated, i.e., proportion of chosen keys and distractors and items left blank. After 

this, word frequency and dispersion information from a large and updated corpus will 

be used to analyze the accuracy of the VLT placement of these words at the VLT2,3 

and 5 frequency levels. An important assumption in the VLT is that word frequency 

correlates with item difficulty. The next few sections explore the issues of native 

speaker corpora, non-native speaker lexicons, and variable item difficulty within testlets; 

an in-depth analysis of the seven problematic testlets (item stems, keys, distractors) will 

then be carried out to determine whether these issues lead to SLD item chaining. 

5.31 Comparison of seven problematic testlets 

 

Figure 5.1 is a bubble path plot of the seven testlets showing their relative difficulty, 

precision and fit measures. The CA testlet stands out: all three items span 4.3 logits of 

underfit and 3.5 logits of difficulty, while CA61 is clearly the most underfitting item on 

the map and at the farthest right (4.3 ZSTD) at the most difficult, occupying the highest 

vertical position at about 3 logits in difficulty. The AI testlet items are also remarkable 
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given their lowest (least difficult) position as well as their large sized bubbles, which 

indicate large measurement error. It can also be seen that four testlets have pairs of items 

that overlap with each other: CD70-71, BD41-42, AE13-14, AI26-27. 

Figure 5.1. Bubble pathway plot for 7 testlets of 21 items 

 

The items of the seven testlets (21 items in total) were once more entered into a Q3-LID 

pairwise analysis to see which of the pairs had the most similar response patterns 

(Figure 5.2b). This time, only the AD10-11, BD40-41, and AE13-14 item pairs, which 

originally had the highest original residual correlations (0.41, 0.34, and 0.38, 

respectively), were found to have weak correlations ranging from 0.18-0.36; the 

previously identified pairs did not appear (original Q3 LID analyses, BH53-54: 0.27; 

CA61-62: 0.25; CD70-71: 0.2 [only for VLT5 level]). 
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A Wright map of the 7 testlet items was also created (Figure 5.2a) to see how these 

testlet items related to each other and to the other testlet items; the items were distributed 

into different vertical columns to better see the item and testlet relationships. Two of 

the three testlet item pairs from the Q3 LID analyses consisted of testlet pairs grouped 

fairly closely together (AE13-14, BD40-41) while the other testlet item pair of AD10-

11 were farther apart on the difficulty scale with AD10 being closer to AD12.  Finally, 

although the BH53-54, CA61-62 and CD70-71 testlet pairs did not emerge from the 

new Q3 LID analysis, these pairs are all substantially more difficult than the third testlet 

item, located more than 2 logits above it. 
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5.2a. Wright map of problematic testlets and test-

takers 

 
MEASURE    PERSON - MAP - ITEM  
               <more>|<rare>  
    5                +  
                ### T|  

                     |   
                 ##  |  
                     |  
    4           ###  +  
                 ##  |  
               ####  |  
               ####  |  
              #####  |T                          CI87  
    3           ### S+                           CC68  
               .###  |                       CA61  
                 .#  |                           CF77  
          #########  |                           CB66  
           .#######  |                    CD70   BJ60 CE74 CG79  
    2    ##########  +            BH53    CD71   BG51  
              .####  |                           CB64  
            .######  |S           BH54 BD40  CA62CG81  
             .#####  |                 BD41      CI85 CJ89  
           .####### M|                           AF17 CC67  
    1      ########  +                           CE75  
              #####  |    AE15         BD42      BE44 BF47 AB5  BG50 BI55 CC69  
                                                 CE73 CH82  
            #######  |                           AH22 BA33 BC39 CF76  
             .#####  |         AD11              BA31 BI56 BJ58 CB65 CH83 CJ88  
               .###  |                           BA32 BE45 BG49  
    0          ####  +M                          AG20 BB34 BB36 BF46  
             .#####  |                           AG19 BJ59 CJ90  
                 .#  |                           CH84  
               .### S|         AD10          CA63AG21 AJ28 AC8  CG80  
                .##  |         AD12       CD72   BF48 CI86  
   -1            .#  +                           BC38  
              .####  |                           AF18 AH24 AJ30  AB4  BI57  
                 .#  |     AE14   BH52           AA1  AF16       
                ###  |S                          CF78 AC9  
                 .#  |  AI25                     AB6  
   -2             .  +                           BB35  
                .##  |                           BC37  
                .## T|  AI26                     AH23       
                ###  |     AE13                  BE43  
                     |                           AA3  
   -3                +  AI27  
                     |T                          AA2  
                     |                           AC7  
                     |  
                     |  
   -4                +  
                     |  
                     |  
                     |                           AJ29  
               <less>|<freq.>  
EACH "#" IS 2: EACH "." IS 1  

 

Figure 5.2 a,b. Two Analyses of the seven problematic testlets: a. Wright map of 

problematic testlet items and all other items; b. Q3 analysis of only the 21 items in the 

seven problematic testlets (only 3 LID pairs located, for both positive and negative 

correlations) 
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5.32 PCAR and Q3 LID + item analysis 

5.32a PCAR analyses 

 

The PCAR revealed two testlet items at the bottom of cluster 3 (items 70, 71) with 

“substantive” contrastive loadings (-0.42 and -0.44, respectively). These items, in 

addition to BI57, CG80 and BD40 have substantial residual loadings (outside of +/- 0.4) 

and suggest possible non-Rasch dimensions. These potential red flags of item pairs with 

local item dependence were in fact overlooked by Webb et al. (2017) even though they 

reported two testlet item pairs (139-140 and 43-44) with residual loadings outside +/- 

0.4 (Tables 6-7, pp. 49-50). Linacre (Dec 18, 2018) recommends that groups of testlet 

items that appear either at the top of cluster 1 or bottom of cluster 3 with loadings 

outside of +/- 0.4 are unusually dependent on each other and should be considered for 

deletion. Ten other items with residual loadings outside of +/- 0.3 are listed in Table 5.1 

in an effort to look for similarities in the items/answers that may indicate another non-

Rasch dimension. 
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Table 5.1 

Items with residual loadings outside of +/- 0.3 

Note: * items outside +/- 0.4. 

 

The list of items in Table 5.1 with residual loadings outside of +/- 0.3 reveals two 

general differences between items with positive loadings (off dimension) and those with 

negative loadings (negatively correlating with the Rasch dimension). Firstly, five of the 

nine off-dimension items (left column) occur in VLT2 compared to the negatively 

correlated items (right column), which contains no VLT2 items and a majority of VLT5 

items (four out of the six items). Secondly, the average length of the item definition is 

longer for the positive loading items (3.7 vs 2.3) and includes more complicated 

grammatical structures, such as gerund phrases (“happening once a year”, going to a far 

place) and a complicated reduced relative clause (“money [that is] paid regularly for 

doing a job”) with both an adverb and gerund. However, the small number of items in 

each group and the “general” differences make it impossible to confidently conclude 

what other dimensions, such as grammar knowledge, might be tapped into besides the 

main Rasch dimension. 

 

Item 

No. 

Item 

Residual loadings >+0.3 

Answer Item 

No. 

Item 

Residual loadings <-0.3 

Answer 

 

BI57* 

 

Happening once a year 

 

Annual 
 

CD71* 

 

Large group of soldiers 

 

Legion 

 

CG80* 

 

Guess about the future 

 

Predict 
 

BD40* 

 

Army officer 

 

Lieutenant 

 

CJ88 
 

Empty 

 

Vacant 
 

CD70* 

 

Female horse 

 

Mare 

 

AB6 

 

Money paid regularly for 

doing a job 

 

Salary 

 

BH53 
 

Cut neatly 

 

Trim 

 

AC9 
 

Going to a far place 

 

Journey 

 

CA61 
 

Bucket 
 

Pail 

 

AG20 
 

Walk without purpose 

 

Wander 
 

CF77 

 

Plan or invent 
 

Devise 

 

AJ30 
 

Having no fear 
 

Brave 

   

 

CH83 
 

Fall down suddenly 

 

Collapse 

   

 

AD12 
 

Not having something 

 

Lack 
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5.32b Q3 LID and testlet analyses 

 

Although the Q3 LID analysis for the three combined VLT levels3 did not find item-

pairs in testlet CD70-72 as the PCAR analysis did with items CD70-71, it did show that 

5 out of the total of 20 identified locally dependent item pairs occurred within testlets 

(10-11, 13-14, 40-41, 53-54, 61-62); these testlet pairs were weakly dependent with 

residual correlations ranging from 0.25 to 0.41. This finding differs from Webb at al. 

(2017) who did not find any LID pairs in their two new versions of the VLT. And while 

there is no overlap of testlet item pairs from the PCAR and Q3 LID analyses, the PCAR 

found that three individual items with contrast loadings <-0.3 also appeared in the Q3 

LID pairs as the first item (items 40, 53, 61); these items appear at the VLT3 and 5 

levels (Table 5.2). 

 

The inter-testlet comparison yielded high model reliability scores (except for AG, AI, 

and BA testlets with values of 0.59, 0.74, and 0.0) and fit statistics and thus was unable 

to pinpoint intra-testlet problems. However, six testlets had outfit scores between 0.6 to 

0.77: three from VLT2 (AC, AE, AI), two from VLT3 (BE, BG) and one from VLT5 

(DJ). Of these six testlets, the only testlets in common with the other analyses was 

AE13-15 (0.77) with the above Q3 LID analysis and AI25-26 (0.6) with the PCAR 

analysis of VLT2. 

 

  

                                            
3 However, the Q3 LID analysis for the intermediate ability group for the VLT5 level as a 
subtest did find CD70-71 to be locally dependent. 
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Table 5.2 

Testlet item pairs implicated in Q3 LID, testlet, and PCAR analyses 

Note: + Item identified in PCAR analysis; * testlet pairs identified by Q3 LID analysis. 

 

The following sections will present qualitative analyses of response patterns, word 

frequencies of answer options and item stems, and other testlet features of the 

problematic testlets from Table 4.17. These testlets contain items from at least 2 of the 

5 above analyses (Q3 LID item pairs, PCAR and testlet analyses; the number in the 

square brackets [ ] indicates the number out of 5 from Table 4.17): three testlets for 

VLT2 (AD, AE, AI), two for VLT3 (BD, BH) and two for VLT5 (CA, CD). It is 

assumed that these commonly identified testlet items are most likely to exhibit 

significant local dependence. These testlets items, their answers and distractors, are 

presented in full in Table 5.3. 

 

  

Item 

No. 

Item Answer Item 

No. 

Item Answer 

 

AD10+ 

 

Gold and silver 
 

Treasure 

 

BD40+ 

 

Army officer 

 

Lieutenant 

AD11+ Pleasing quality Charm BD41 A kind of stone Marble 

AE13* Part of milk Cream BH53+ Cut neatly Trim 

AE14* A lot of money Wealth BH54 Spin around quickly Whirl 

   CA61+ Bucket Pail 

   CA62+ Unusual interesting 

thing 

Novelty 
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Table 5.3 

Seven problematic testlets with answers and distractors 

 Testlet 
Options                      Items 

Testlet 
Options                      Items 

Testlet 
Options                      Items 

 

 

VLT

2 

AD [3] 

A attack 

B charm 
C lack 

D pen 

E shadow 
F treasure 

AD10-12 

10 __F___ gold 

and silver 

11__B___ 
pleasing quality 

12 __C___ not 

having something 

AE [2.5] 

A cream 

B factory 

C nail 

D pupil 

E sacrifice 

F wealth 

AE13-14 

13 __A___ part of 

milk 

14 __F___ a lot of 

money 

15 __D___ person 

who is studying 

AI [2] 

A original 

B private 

C royal 
D slow 

E sorry 

F total 

AI25-27 

25 __A___ first 

26 __B___ not public 

27___F___ all added 
together 

 

 

VLT

3 

 

BD [3.5] 

A boot 

B device 

C lieutenant 

D marble 

E phrase 
F vein 

 

 

BD40-41 

40 __C__ army 
officer               

41 __D___ a kind 

of stone 
42 ___F__ tube 

through which 

blood flows 

 

BH [3.5] 

A assist 
B bother 

C condemn 

D erect 
E trim 

F whirl 

 

 

BH52-54 

52 __A___ help 
53 __E___ cut neatly 

54 __F___ spin 

around quickly 
 

  

 

 

VLT

5 

CA [1.5] 

A balloon 
B federation 

C novelty 

D pail 
E veteran 

F ward 

 

CA61-63 

61 __D___ 
bucket 

62 __C___ 

unusual 
interesting thing 

63 __A___ 

rubber bag that is 
filled with air 

CD [4] 

A bulb 
B document 

C legion 

D mare 
E pulse 

F tub 

CD70-72 

70 __D___ female 
horse 

71 __C___ large 

group of soldiers or 
people 

72 __B___ a paper 

that provides 
information 

  

 

5.33 Guessing, and distractor and blank answer analyses 

The response and blank response statistics (Table 4.18) as well as the response patterns 

(Figure 4.11) for the six LID testlets can shed some light on the possible role of guessing. 

For the VLT2 LID item pair AD10-11, only 2 students left these two items blank as a 

pair, but 14 students left AD10-12 blank. But there was some confusion for 7-10% of 

the students who reversed the answer options b. (“charm”) and f. (“treasure”) for AD10 

(“gold and silver”) and 11 (“pleasing quality”). For the more difficult VLT3 level, it is 

expected that more students would leave these items blank, and this was the case for 

BD40 “army officer”, which was unanswered by more than 1/3 of the students and two 

distractors were especially popular: a. “boot” and d. “marble”. BD41 “a kind of stone” 

was also often left blank (94) and had two overly effective distractors: c. “lieutenant” 

and f. “vein”. Similar to the AD testlet, several students (5-7%) reversed the answer 

options for BD40-41 and 77 students left only these two items in the BD testlet blank. 
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The BH and CD testlets had one of the LID pairs being incorrectly guessed using the 

other item’s answer. Just like the BD LID pair, the BH LID pair were left blank as a 

pair by many students (92), and about 6% of students incorrectly chose the BH53 (“cut 

neatly”) answer “trim” for BH54 “spin around quickly”. Many left both items in the CD 

LID pair blank, and 25 students incorrectly chose the answer d. “mare” (the key to CD70 

“female horse”) for CD71 “large group of people or soldiers”. 

 

In summary, it can be seen that the 4 LID pairs from VLT3 and 5 were left blank as a 

pair much more often than those from VLT2, and BH, CA, and CD LID pairs were more 

difficult than the third item. Four of the 6 testlet LID pairs had either one or both of its 

items’ answers reversed by 5-10% of the students. 

 

5.34 Checking item difficulty with updated word frequencies and dispersion values 

(COCA) 

 

Since item difficulty for the VLT is operationalized in terms of word frequency, a first 

look at the potentially problematic testlets inevitably involves understanding the items 

in terms of word frequency. This may also help clarify the discrepancy found between 

the VLT item levels and their varying difficulties (Figure 4.7). The word frequency 

information used by Schmitt et al. (2001) was based on Thorndike and Lorge’s (1944) 

30000-word wordlist and Kučera and Francis (1967), which in turn were respectively 

based on corpora of 18 million and the Brown Corpus of 1 million words; both of these 

sources have been criticized as being inaccurate and outdated (Xing & Fulcher, 2007). 

Subsequent VLT versions and vocabulary size tests (McLean & Kramer, 2015; Webb 
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& Sasao, 2013) have used the larger and more recent British National Corpus (BNC; 

2007) or the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA; Davies, 2008-). 

 

The largest extant English corpus of natural language use across a variety of genres is 

the COCA. The following frequency analysis uses the 100k-lemma wordlist (purchased 

from BYU) that is comprised of lemmas (not word families), such as “balloon” and 

“balloons” which are two lemmas of the “balloon” word family. The lemmas in the 

100k list come from the combination of three corpora: the COCA corpus of 560 million 

words (Davies, 2008-), the SOAP corpus of 100 million words (Davies, 2011), and the 

BNC of 100 million words. This word list is not only much larger than the original 

wordlist used by the VLT (760 million words vs <20 million), but it is up-to-date and 

derives from corpora of both written and spoken corpora that also covers a wide range 

of different genres. In short, it is a more accurate representation of word frequency 

levels as the English language is used in English language media today. The 100k list 

also includes dispersion statistics showing the percentage (0.00 to 1.0) of texts for each 

corpus that the word appears in; this can give us an idea of the coverage of the word. 

The words in the 100k-lemma list are not familized (if they were, the number of words 

would be reduced and the ranking numbers decreased), but the list’s value lies in the 

numerical relation between words. In this way, the values of the VLT item-keys and -

distractors from the original 50+ year-old wordlists list can be proportionately 

compared to the 100k-word list to see if the relative frequency rankings (taken as item 

difficulty measures) are similar; the dispersion scores can also provide information 

about the coverage or range of the word across texts. 
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5.35 Word frequency as item difficulty: NS vs NNS issues 

 

As mentioned in the introduction (Section 1.42), vocabulary tests have long been using 

word frequency as a proxy for word difficulty. And while this seems to be the approach 

that is most expedient and defensible, there are still at least three problems associated 

with this operational assumption. 

 

Firstly, corpora tend to be based on written genres, with even “spoken” genres like 

movie or TV scripts (cf. COCA’s 100-million-word SOAP corpus of TV drama scripts) 

being written by writers; the use of vocabulary, and grammar, in different written genres 

tends to be of a more formal register with important differences in the frequency 

distribution of words. Relatedly, some words with large numbers of occurrences may 

be commonly used in some genres but not in others, so dispersion scores are important 

indicators of the range of word usage. 

 

Secondly, the largest corpora are primarily based on not only written texts but also 

native speaker (NS) usage, which is not representative of the EFL learners’ lexicon as 

Xing and Fulcher (2007) argue in their trialing of the VLT on Hong Kong learners. 

(Here, NS usage includes non-native speakers [NNS] who are highly proficient users of 

English and have internalized NS language-use norms.) Non-native speaker (NNS) 

learners of English tend to acquire certain sets of vocabulary, such as relating to 

classrooms (e.g., “textbook”, “whiteboard”), earlier and use these words more often 

than would appear to be the case if the frequency of these words is checked with corpus 

searches. This can lead to skewed frequency estimates when NNS vocabulary 

knowledge is compared to NS corpora. And even if a test were designed estimate 
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vocabulary size per frequency level using NNS (i.e., learner) corpora, the largest learner 

corpus today, the Cambridge Learner Corpus (CLC) based on test samples, is comprised 

of only 50 million words (CECL; Jan. 27, 2019); further, CLC contains language 

samples from learners of many L1 backgrounds and is more than eleven times smaller 

than COCA (Davies, 2008-). 

 

Thirdly, many NNS learners of English may know some words from the corpus 4000-, 

5000-, 6000-levels and above, but after a certain learner threshold of what Hulstijn 

(2015) has termed “Basic Language Cognition” (BLC), many words are more or less 

equally “difficult” and these words will not be able to in any consistent way represent 

their frequency level. Though Okamoto (2015) found NS judgements of word frequency 

to diverge with corpus frequency counts at about the 6000- or 7000-word levels, the 

reality is that BLC for vocabulary knowledge for NNS across most university-aged EFL 

ability levels will be most likely restricted to 2000-4000 words (Laufer, 2010), with 

words beyond these frequency levels having the dubious capacity to accurately 

discriminate learners in any fine-grained or consistent sense; this can be clearly seen 

sporadic range of item difficulty values within and between VLT levels in this study 

(see Figure 4.7) but also in the validation studies of vocabulary tests like the VST 

(Beglar, 2010), the Listening Vocabulary Levels Test (McLean et al., 2015) and the 

new VLT (Webb et al., 2017). Knowledge of words below the 3000-word level for EFL 

learners becomes idiosyncratic, being based on college major, job, interest or the chance 

learning of uncommon words from books or articles. If these lower level words cannot 

discriminate ability, then the difficulty values of these items do not match the “level” 

they are supposed to represent, and this can severely weaken claims to Messick’s (1995) 

three aspects of a test’s “internal” validity (content, substance and structure; see section 
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1.44) required for a persuasive argument for VLT validity as a testing instrument. The 

first aspect in the validity argument, content, is challenged because the frequency levels 

define the boundaries of the VLT construct domain; the second challenge is to the 

substantive aspect because word frequency is theoretically rationalized as item 

difficulty which is assumed to closely correlate with ability, and is therefore, taken as 

the basis for consistent test responses across test-takers; the third challenge is to the 

structure of the VLT because it is assumed that there is a fidelity between the scoring 

structure of items in a frequency level and the structure of the construct domain of 

vocabulary knowledge as a continuum of more difficult words as frequency diminishes.  

 

Notwithstanding the above issues, and that there is only a “marginally better” 

frequency-difficulty correlation (Culligan, 2015) of word frequency statistics compared 

to other measures, and that there no other readily available real empirical tools at our 

disposal, word frequency statistics of the keys and distractors on the VLT will continue 

to be used in what follows as a measure of difficulty, though this information will be 

balanced with dispersion scores from COCA, and for the answer keys, with Rasch 

measures of difficulty as more accurate gauges of word difficulty. 

 

5.36 Variable difficulty values within testlets: micro-linguistic relativism and 

guessing as additional threats to construct validity 

 

If vocabulary difficulty is seen as being a function of how common or uncommon the 

word is relative to other words, we may call this a situation of macro (linguistic) 

relativism. However, in a diagnostic vocabulary test like the VLT, another factor of 

difficulty may involve the local context at two micro-levels: the micro-level relativism 
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of items within each VLT (frequency) level, and also the micro-testlet relativism within 

the testlet for both answer options and question stems. At the VLT level, where the VLT 

level is a functionally independent subtest, the operationalization of word-frequency-

as-difficulty makes the assumption that these items will be approximately the same level 

of difficulty, or at least within a range of difficulty that does not substantially overlap 

with the next level. These are the implicit assumptions made by Schmitt et al. (2001), 

Beglar (2010), McLean et al. (2015) and Webb et al. (2017) in their VLT validation 

studies aiming to show that there is an implicational scale in these frequency-leveled 

vocabulary tests, i.e., that the items at higher levels are also higher in difficulty.  

 

The same micro considerations should also apply at the testlet level with all six answer 

options in theory coming from the same level and being within an acceptable range of 

difficulty. If the items/testlets in one level overlap in difficulty with those of another 

level, or if the items within a testlet overlap with items of a similar difficulty in another 

level, then these items/testlets cannot be considered as performing productive 

measurement. And if substantial overlap exists, the very purpose of the test as a 

diagnostic measuring tool that can profile the word knowledge of a given level must be 

called into question. Although it is unreasonable and unrealistic to expect a one-to-one 

correspondence between any NS English corpus with any given NNS L2 English 

lexicon (especially beyond the 2000 or 3000 level), at some point the greater the 

divergences at the micro-item and micro-testlet levels, the greater the threat to the 

content validity, substantive validity and structural validity of the whole test (see 

Section 1.44). 
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The major concern of this study, therefore, is whether the micro or contextual factors of 

large or inconsistent ranges of item difficulties that occur at the levels of the overall test, 

VLT-level-subtest and individual testlet can also influence the responses of the test-

taker. In terms of item chaining, is it possible that a testlet’s item or items of a 

substantially greater or smaller degree of difficulty can influence the person’s ability to 

“partially recognize” the other items or response choices? It must be remembered that 

the three items in the VLT testlets are actually definitions and the three correct answers 

actually derive from six answer options (three answer keys and three distractors) that 

are all taken to be representations of one frequency level. And just considering the six 

options, and for the moment ignoring definition appropriacy and the vocabulary 

difficulty of the question stems (which should be at least one level lower than the VLT-

leveled item), it is not only the set of three answer options competing with the set of 

three distractor options in each testlet, it is each answer option competing with the five 

other answer options for (partial vocabulary) recognition. This is clearly the case for the 

learners deliberately employing guessing strategies of answer elimination, but this is 

likely to be the default test-taking behavior of all VLT test-takers since all answer 

options will be scrutinized in the answering process. 

 

To minimize the local or micro-level relativism and the biases that guessing by 

elimination may introduce, all six of the answer options need to ideally fall within the 

narrow range of difficulty, i.e., from the same frequency level. If various answer options 

come from different frequency levels, then some items will probably be easier or more 

difficult than the others, and this will influence the overall appropriateness (or fit) of the 

overall testlet and its ability to measure productively. This applies to both distractor 

options and key options. For distractors, if the three distractor options are of a clearly 
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higher and more difficult level than the answer keys, this may make it easier for test-

takers to identify the (lower) level keys as answers; conversely, if the distractors are of 

an obviously lower level, they will probably be more easily recognized, resulting in 

learners being better able to (knowingly or unknowingly) employ test-taking strategy 

of distractor elimination to discount them. The same logic applies to the set of three key 

options: if one or more items are too difficult, test-takers are disadvantaged, especially 

those whose ability is at or near that testlet’s alleged difficulty level; the converse is true 

if the answer options are too easy. For this reason, Culligan (2015) pointed out that for 

the VLT, vocabulary knowledge may not be the only factor influencing the probability 

of a correct response, but the difficulty of the words in the 6x3 cluster could also be an 

influence. Difficulty variability was also implicated in VLT cluster item dependence 

investigation by Lai et al. (under review) who proposed the VLT-sequence model that 

assumes that the answer order of test-takers follows the sequence of item difficulty; they 

found that cluster items ranked second and third most difficult (i.e., answered second 

and third) were assigned increasingly inflated difficulty estimates in the Rasch analysis. 

 

Knowles and Condon (2000) observed a similar contextual effect of item sequence 

variability, i.e., when items were placed in different parts of a test or survey. Although 

their research involved considerably more semantically complex item responses that 

involved much more subjective interpretation from respondents, they observed a 

noticeable “parametric drift” as a result of variable item placement within a test. The 

VLT could also be subject to a similar kind of parametric drift if testlet distractors, or 

keys, are either too easy or too difficult as it may tempt test-takers to employ test-taking 

strategies to guess answers and interfere with both ability and difficulty measures. Local 

item-level variability in difficulty, if extensive, could pose a threat to the test’s construct 
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validity. This conjecture of micro-item difficulty relativism could be tested empirically 

by manipulating items of varying difficulty in testlets to see if substantial differences in 

item difficulties result in biased (inflated or deflated) item and person reliability scores. 

5.37 micro-relativism analysis of seven problematic testlets 

 

Table 5.4 lists information about item difficulty and word frequency rankings of the 

testlet answers and distractors; keep in mind that the higher the rank, the higher the 

frequency (i.e., the more common the word), so VLT2 words should have higher 

frequencies and therefore higher frequency ranks. The following discussion will also 

incorporate response pattern information from Section 5.33. 

 

Table 5.4 

Seven problematic testlets with difficulty measures, word frequency rankings and 

dispersion scores for answer keys vs distractors 

Testlet item Word Difficulty COCA  

Freq. rank 
Word [Teslet 

avg] 

Dispersion COCA 

key/distractor 

freq. avg. 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

dispers. avg. 

AD10* F treasure -0.66 6907  [4787] .043  

6573 

 

.046 AD11* B charm 0.46 7074 .073 

AD12 C lack -0.81 5737 .023 

 

Distractors 

A attack - 1282 .197  

3001 

 

.131 D pen - 4957 .087 

E shadow - 2763 .11 

AE13* A cream -2.55 2049  [5776] .113  

5744 

 

.091 AE14* F wealth -1.32 2863 .113 

AE15 D pupil 0.75 12321 .047 

 

Distractors 

B factory - 3261 .113  

5808 

 

.069 C nail - 7738 .043 

E sacrifice - 6426 .053 

AI25 A original -1.85 1101  [1395] .253  

866 

 

.289 AI26 B private -2.43 569 .343 

AI27 F total -3.08 928 .273 

 

Distractors 

C royal - 2778 .17  

1926 

 

.288 D slow - 1919 .197 

E sorry - 1080 .496 

BD40*+ C lieutenant 1.63 4619  [5774] .047  

7151 

 

.042 BD41* D marble 1.32 6607 .043 

BD42 F vein 0.77 10250 .037 

 

Distractors 

A boot - 6627 .053  

4389 

 

.085 B device - 2774 .10 

E phrase - 3768 .103 

BH52 A assist -1.43 4627  [11398] .103  

11400 

 

.044 BH53*+ E trim 1.97 11537 .02 

BH54* F whirl 1.55 18035 .01 

 

Distractors 

B bother - 4285 .167  

11396 

 

.074 C condemn - 11860 .033 
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D erect - 18042 .023 

CA61*+ D pail 2.88 23314  [9628] .00  

12965 

 

.021 CA62* C novelty 1.61 11191 .033 

CA63 A balloon -0.52 7703 .03 

 

Distractors 

B federation - 5781 .053  

6292 

 

.048 E veteran - 5782 .03 

F ward - 7313 .063 

CD70*+ D mare 2.25 15424  [9129] .01  

10584 

 

.046 CD71*+ C legion 1.99 12735 .023 

CD72 B document -0.84 3593 .106 

 

Distractors 

A bulb - 9599 .027  

7674 

 

.035 E pulse - 5975 .05 

F tub - 7448 .027 
Note: Testlet Q3 LID pairs *; PCAR item with loadings outside +/- 0.3 + 

 

In line with the item difficulty information presented in Figure 4.7 as well as the 

ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey HSD tests (Section 4.14), the VLT2 items have the 

expected higher average word rankings than the VLT3 items, which in turn have higher 

rankings than the VLT5 items. However, it should be noted that there is a large range 

of difficulty rankings within each VLT level (see Figures 4.7, 4.8) and even within each 

testlet (see Table 5.7 below). This was also observed in validation studies for two 

frequency-based vocabulary levels tests: 1. the BNC-based VST (Beglar, 2007, p. 106) 

and the COCA-based updated VLT (Webb at al., 2017, p. 43). Nonetheless, the general 

increase in item difficulty per level could also be seen in the response patterns of Table 

4.18 with VLT2 testlets having two to three times fewer items left unanswered than 

VLT3 and 5 (10% vs 30%), and with VLT3 and VLT5 LID pairs being left blank by 

8.3 to 10.7% of students compared to 0% for the VLT2 LID item-pairs. Within testlets, 

when using the overall average rank frequency as a benchmark, some answer and 

distractor options have rankings (and related difficulty measures) that are either much 

higher or much lower (Table 5.5), and this may lead to micro-level relativism and a 

biasing of difficulty measures. 
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Table 5.5 

Individual answer or distractor options that have either much lower or higher frequency 

ranks and dispersion scores than the overall 6-option average 

Lower Higher 
Test-

let 

Word Word freq. rank 

vs Testlet avg 

Word disp.  

vs Testlet 

avg 

Test-

let 

Word Word freq. rank 

vs Testlet avg 

Word disp.  

vs Testlet avg 

AE Pupil 12321 vs 5776 .047 vs .08 BD Device 2774 vs 5774 .10 vs .06 

BD Vein 10250 vs 5774 .037 vs .06 BH Assist, Bother 4000+ vs 11398 .1, .17 vs .06 

BH Whirl, 

Erect 

18000+ vs 11398 .01, .02 

vs .06 

CA Federation, 

Veteran 

5700+ vs 9628 .05, .03 

vs .035 

CA Pail 23314 vs 9628 .00 vs .035 CD Document 3593 vs 9129 .106 vs .04 

CD Mare 12735 vs 9129 .01 vs .04     

 

A similar imbalance can be seen between the average frequency ranks for the sets of 

both answer and distractor options. Ideally, the frequency rankings of the answer 

options and distractor options should be within a level-defined range, but this is not the 

case for five out of the seven testlets: AD (6573 vs 3001), AI (866 vs 1926), BD (7151 

vs 4389), CA (12965 vs 6292), and CD (10584 vs 7674). If frequency rankings are taken 

as representations of word/item difficulty, then this difficulty imbalance between the 

answer and distractor options is a case of micro-level relativism, which can make 

answering the questions either easier or more difficult, thereby either decreasing or 

increasing the difficulty measures of the items and resulting in parametric drift. 

Substantial difficulty imbalance among answer keys and distractors will then impede 

the diagnostic functioning of the level-specific testlet, and if widespread, then the very 

internal validity of the test itself (i.e., the content, substantive and structural aspects of 

Messick’s [1989, 1995] unified theory of construct validity). 

 

In Figure 5.3, the Wright map illustrates the item difficulty and word frequency 

information of the 21 items from the seven problematic testlets. Generally, the item 

difficulties of the seven testlets rise with the COCA word frequency rank scores: from 

right to left, there is a cascade of items starting with the C (VLT5) testlets at the highest 

(i.e., most difficult) positions on the Wright map, then B (VLT3) and finally A (VLT2) 
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testlets. However, it is also apparent that most of the testlets are not bundled closely 

together. Only the AI testlet, the lowest in difficulty, has its 3 items equally spread out 

across difficulty (from -1.1 to -1.9 logits), whereas the remaining 6 testlets have “2-vs-

1 difficulty bundles”, i.e., tight bundles of two items and a third outlier (CD70-71+72, 

CA61-62+63, BH53-54+52, BD40-41+42, AE13-14+15, and AD10-12+11). It should 

be pointed out that the tightly bundled item pairs in five of these six testlets were 

identified by the Q3 LID analyses: AE13-14, BD40-41, BH53-54, CA61-61, and CD70-

71. The exceptional testlet (AD10-12) had items 10 and 12 located in very close 

proximity to each other on the difficulty scale, but the Q3 LID analysis grouped items 

10,11 together, not 10,12. 
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Figure 5.4. Wright map of relative testlet item difficulty and item word frequencies 

from COCA 

 

In the following discussion, we will conduct a qualitative analysis involving all of the 

above analyses as well as frequency information in order to try to determine the possible 

causes of these problematic testlets and to see whether item chaining is a potential 
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explanation or not. The first step is to look at the Wright map of Figure 5.3. This map 

plots both person and item measures next to each other to help us gain some insight into 

the problematic testlets and their relation to the ability levels of the sample population. 

The second step is to use the data from the larger and more updated COCA corpus to 

derive more accurate word frequency measures and dispersion measures and compare 

these kinds of word information of both item answers and distractors (Table 5.4, Figure 

5.3) in order to help us better understand the precision of the item difficulty measures. 

5.37a Item analysis: the aberrational AI testlet 

 

Testlet, item Word Difficulty COCA  

Freq. rank 
Word [Teslet 
avg] 

COCA 

Dispersion 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

freq. avg. 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

dispers. avg. 

AI25 A original -1.85 1101  [1395] .253  

866 

 

.289 AI26 B private -2.43 569 .343 

AI27 F total -3.08 928 .273 

 

Distractors 

 

C royal - 2778 .17  

1926 

 

.288 D slow - 1919 .197 

E sorry - 1080 .496 
Note: Testlet Q3 LID pairs * 

 

The AI25-27 testlet has the least evidence indicating its problematic nature. The testlet 

analysis (Table 4.8) showed that the AI items had the lowest combined outfit mean 

square value (0.6), which probably does not qualify as Linacre’s previously-mentioned 

vague “well below 1.0” criteria to suggest that the testlet items are highly dependent on 

each other, but this lower mean square value does suggest at least a weaker form of 

dependence, at least compared to the other testlets’ items. The Q3 LID analysis did not 

find any locally dependent item pairs in the testlet, and the only other evidence came 

from a PCAR of VLT2 (Table 4.10), with two AI items (26 “private” and 27 “total”) 

having residual loadings below the threshold of –0.3 (-0.35 and -0.37, respectively), 

which suggests that these two items share a non-random and non-Rasch dimension. 

From the left side of the Wright map, we can see that only around 30 test-takers' ability 

levels actually matched, or were above, these items’ difficulty levels; in other words, 
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for more than 90% of the test-takers, these testlet items were far below their ability 

levels, which is why the ability vs VLT2 PCAR results in Table 4.13 listed these items 

as problematic for only the low-intermediate group (AI26 at 0.47) and low group (AI25 

at 0.56; this item also had the lowest difficulty at –1.8 logits). 

 

The AI testlet also differs from the other testlets in that its three item difficulties are 

fairly equally distributed along the difficulty range of –1.9 to –1.0 logits (Figure 5.2). 

The COCA word frequencies of the AI testlet item words are all very high, which means 

they have very high rankings (avg. 1395), with the exception of “royal” (2778), but this 

is not an answer item. The average dispersion scores for the keys and distractors are 

very high and identical (0.29), though it is likely that for lower ability test-takers, the 

distractors (C,D,E) were probably more difficult than the answer items (A,B,F) given 

that two words had much lower dispersion scores (0.17 and 0.197) and the average 

frequency rankings for the keys were 866 compared to the distractors’ 1926; while this 

discrepancy would be unnoticeable for the higher ability test-takers, it may have played 

a role for the lowest ability students given the PCAR indicated both items 26 and 27 

having a possible non-Rasch dimension. 

 

The other six testlets share LID item pairs as identified by the Q3 LID analyses and they 

will be the focus of the next two sections. In the next section (5.37b), the two other 

VLT2 testlets will be contrasted, and in Section 5.37c the VLT3 and five testlets will 

be discussed from the perspectives of PCAR, Q3 LID measures, difficulty scores, 

response patterns, word frequency rankings and dispersion values. 
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5.37b Item analysis: LID pairs far vs close together - AD vs AE 

AD testlet 

Testlet, item Word Difficulty COCA  

Freq. rank 
Word [Testlet 

avg] 

COCA 

Dispersion 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

freq. avg. 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

dispers. avg. 

AD10* F treasure -0.66 6907  [4787] .043  

6573 

 

.046 AD11* B charm 0.46 7074 .073 

AD12 C lack -0.81 5737 .023 

 

Distractors 

 

A attack - 1282 .197  

3001 

 

 

.131 

 

D pen - 4957 .087 

E shadow - 2763 .11 
Note: Testlet Q3 LID pairs * 

 

As mentioned above, even though the Q3 LID analysis identified a pair of locally 

dependent items from the AD testlet (AD10-11), the Wright map illustration showed 

that even though these two items (“treasure” and “charm”) had very similar frequency 

rankings (6907 vs 7074) and comparable dispersion values (0.04 vs 0.07), they were 

nonetheless located far apart from each other on the difficulty scale (-0.66 vs 0.46 logits). 

In contrast, AD10,12 (“treasure” and “lack”) were located right next to each other on 

the Wright map, even though AD12 had a comparatively higher frequency ranking of 

5737; however, at this frequency level, the difference between these frequency ranks is 

not great, and for EFL learners, AD10,12 will likely be learned before the more abstract 

“charm”, especially compared to the more frequent lemma “charming” (6282 vs 7074; 

dispersion 0.07 vs 0.08). And given that both AD10 and AD11 item stem words have 

lower frequencies and also positive meanings (“gold and silver” and “pleasing quality”), 

several students confused their responses: 7.5% of the students answered “charm” for 

AD10 and 9.4% answered “treasure” for AD11 (Table 4.18). This semantic confusion 

likely resulted in the similar response patterns that were detected by the Q3 LID 

analyses, overriding the LID pair’s more obvious difference in difficulty.  As mentioned 

above, NS corpus word frequency (especially after above the 2000- or 3000-word level) 

is not always going to be an accurate gauge for item difficulty for EFL learners. 
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Finally, compared to the keys, the distractors (“attack”, “pen”, “shadow”) have two 

times higher frequency rankings (3001 vs 6373) and three times more coverage in the 

corpora (0.13 vs 0.046). The more easily recognized distractors made it easier for test-

takers to discount them as possible answers. 

AE testlet 

Testlet, item Word Difficulty COCA  

Freq. rank 
Word [Teslet 

avg] 

COCA 

Dispersion 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

freq. avg. 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

dispers. avg. 

AE13* A cream -2.55 2049  [5776] .113  

5744 

 

.091 AE14* F wealth -1.32 2863 .113 

AE15 D pupil 0.75 12321 .047 

 

Distractors 

B factory - 3261 .113  

5808 

 

.069 C nail - 7738 .043 

E sacrifice - 6426 .053 
Note: Testlet Q3 LID pairs * 

 

The LID pairs from the other five testlets (AE, BD, BH, CA, CD) had both difficulty 

measures and frequency rankings that were comparatively closer to each other. For 

example, the AE testlet at the VLT2 level had the two answer options of “cream” and 

“wealth” (AE13-14) with high dispersions (0.11, 0.11) and frequency ranks at around 

the 2000 level (2049, 2863), which is in stark contrast to the third answer item “pupil 

with a low dispersion of 0.047 and a very low frequency ranking of 12321. These same 

two items were also found to be locally dependent from the Q3 LID analysis. Although 

the meaning of “pupil” has to do with education, for the EFL learner it is still 

nonetheless much rarer compared to its common synonym “student” (frequency ranking 

512, dispersion 0.16). 

 

Furthermore, the AE13-14 answer options are also much more frequent and widely 

dispersed across texts in the corpora than the two distractor options of “nail” (7738, 

0.04) and “sacrifice” (6426, 0.05). As with the AD testlet, this imbalance between the 

difficulty, frequency and dispersion of the answer and distractor options might make it 

easier for the test-taker to identify the correct answers for AE13-14, which means that 
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the distractors may not be performing effectively. This would also mean that the high 

correct answer rate of these two LID items have a similar response pattern, which could 

explain the Q3 LID findings. 

 

Like the AD LID pair, the other five testlet LID pairs were consecutive items (AE13-

14, BD40-41, BH53-54, CA61-62, CD70-71), but unlike the AD testlet, they were all 

located next to each other on the scale of difficulty (Figure 5.4 Wright map). A look at 

the frequency rankings of these five pairs of items clearly shows that compared to the 

remaining answer option, the LID item pair rankings are either noticeably higher (AE, 

BD) or lower (BH, CA, CD), e.g., higher: AE13-14 (2049, 2863) vs AE15 (12321); and 

lower: BH53-54 (11537,18035) vs BH52 (4627). The next section will look at the 

remaining four testlets at the VLT3 and 5 levels, and what sets these testlets apart from 

the other LID testlets is that the PCAR analyses identified either one or both of the items 

from the Q3 LID analyses. 

5.37c Item analysis:  Four special cases of PCAR + LID pairs for BD, BH, CA, CD 

 

Another clue to understanding these problematic testlets, and especially the LID item 

pairs, is the overlapping PCAR results (Table 5.6). For the testlets in VLT3 and 5 (BD, 

BH, CA, CD), the PCAR was able to uncover one or two items from each of these 

testlets, and, more remarkably, these testlet items with high loadings were not the third 

non-LID answer item. Instead, the PCAR items were either one, or both, of the Q3 LID 

item pairs, and what’s more, they were the first of the consecutive pair (PCAR item 

underlined in the LID pair: BD40-41, BH53-54, CA61-62, and CD70-71). Of course, 

given the small number of these overlapping PCAR-Q3 testlets (only four), it is possible 

that this same overlapping pattern is merely coincidental, but statistically, this is 
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improbable. From Figure 5.5 (and Table 4.18), it is evident that these LID pairs were, 

as a pair, challenging to many test-takers who either left these items blank as pairs (8.3 

to 10.7% of all students) or incorrectly chose various distractors. For this reason, a 

closer examination of these LID item pairs is warranted to reveal any possible 

interaction or item chaining effects between the PCAR-identified item and the other 

LID item. 

 

Table 5.6 

VLT3 and 5 Testlet LID item pairs and PCAR item(s) with frequency and difficulty 

measures 

VLT Testlet 
Options      frequency / logit difficulty score       Items 

VLT Testlet 
Options        frequency / logit difficulty score           Items 

VLT3 BD [3.5] 

 

40.*+ C lieutenant 4619 

41.* D marble 6607 

42. F vein 10250 
 

A boot 6627 

B device 2774 

E phrase 3768 

 

 

 
1.63 

1.32 

0.77 

BD40-41 

 

40* __C__ army [700+] 

officer 
41* __D___ a kind of 
stone 

 

42 ___F__ tube [3913] 
through which blood 

[623] flows [9259] 

VLT3 BH [3.5] 

 
52. A assist 4627 

53.*+ E trim 11537 

54.* F whirl 18035 
 

B bother 4285 

C condemn 11860 

D erect 18042 

 

 

 
-1.43 

1.97 

1.55 

BH52-54 

 
52 __A___ help 

 

53*+ __E___ cut neatly 
54* __F___ spin [8760] 

around quickly 

VLT5 CA [1.5] 

 

61.*+ D pail 20000+ 
62.* C novelty 11191 

63. A balloon 7703 

 

B federation 5781 

E veteran 5782 

F ward 7313 

 

 

 
2.88 

1.61 

-
0.52 

CA61-63 

 
61*+ __D___ bucket 

[7202] 

62* __C___ unusual 
interesting thing 

 

63 __A___  rubber  [5899] 
bag that is filled with air 

VLT5 CD [4] 

 

70.*+ D mare 15424 

71.*+ C legion 12735 

72. B document 3593 

 

A bulb 9599 

E pulse 5975 

F tub 7448 

 

 
2.25 

1.99 

-0.84 

CD70-72 

 

70*+ __D___ female 

horse 

71*+ __C___ large 

group of soldiers 

[3180] or people 
 
72 __B___ a paper that 

provides information 

Note: Difficulty scores come from Appendix D; LID pairs *;  PCAR  + 
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Figure 5.4. Response patterns for four problematic testlets from VLT3 and 5. Note, 

white is how many chose the answer key, and black is how many were unanswered   

 

It should first be noted that the PCAR item is not always more or less frequent than the 

other answer items, but the difficulty logit scores of these first items are all higher (1.63 

vs 1.32; 1.97 vs 1.55; 2.88 vs 1.61); even for the double PCAR items of CD70-71, CD 

70 has the higher logit score (2.25 vs 1.99). The following paragraphs will try to suggest 

reasons for this interesting LID pattern of these four VLT3 and 5 testlets. 
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CD testlet 

Testlet, item Word Difficulty COCA 

Freq. rank 
Word [Teslet 

avg] 

COCA 

Dispersion 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

freq. avg. 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

dispers. avg. 

CD70*+ D mare 2.25 15424  [9129] .01  

10584 

 

.046 CD71*+ C legion 1.99 12735 .023 

CD72 B document -0.84 3593 .106 

 

Distractors 

A bulb - 9599 .027  

7674 

 

.035 E pulse - 5975 .05 

F tub - 7448 .027 
Note: Testlet Q3 LID pairs *; PCAR item with loadings outside +/- 0.3 + 

 

 

For CD70-71 (“mare”, “legion”), Table 4.15 shows that these two items were especially 

problematic for the intermediate and low-intermediate groups with substantively large 

loadings (0.51-0.65) on a non-Rasch dimension. These two groups accounted for 2/3 of 

the sample population and it is possible that a number of these ability test-takers had, 

or thought they had, partial knowledge of these items; in contrast, the low ability 

students probably had no partial knowledge of these items and simply skipped them, 

and the high ability ones probably did have partial knowledge and were therefore 

adequately challenged and productively measured by these items. Almost 1/3 of the 

respondents left the LID pair blank (Figure 5.4), and three distractors (“bulb”, “pulse”, 

“tub”) were often chosen for these items (Table 4.18). Moreover, compared to CD72 

(“document”), the LID pair of CD70,71 (“mare”, “legion”) were much more infrequent 

(15424, 12735 vs 3593) and correspondingly difficult (2.25, 1.99 vs -0.84). Both “mare” 

and “legion” are much more technical and specific vocabulary, as suggested by their 

lower dispersions scores (0.01, 0.02 vs 0.11), than the more frequent and easier CD72 

answer option of “document” (-0.84 logits), which is a word that has become extremely 

commonplace in recent decades with the omnipresence of computing and computer 

technology. 
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The distractor options also seem more difficult or less common for EFL learners if we 

consider their narrower dispersion average compared to the keys’ average (0.034 vs 

0.046), which means that for the low intermediate and intermediate ability groups, it is 

likely that the only option that would be confidently recognized would be “document”. 

BD testlet 

Testlet, item Word Difficulty COCA 

Freq. rank 
Word [Teslet 

avg] 

COCA 

Dispersion 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

freq. avg. 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

dispers. avg. 

BD40*+ C lieutenant 1.63 4619  [5774] .047  

7151 

 

.042 BD41* D marble 1.32 6607 .043 

BD42 F vein 0.77 10250 .037 

 

Distractors 

A boot - 6627 .053  

4389 

 

.085 B device - 2774 .10 

E phrase - 3768 .103 
Note: Testlet Q3 LID pairs *; PCAR item with loadings outside +/- 0.3 + 

 

 

The frequency, difficulty, LID and PCAR measures for the BD testlet reveal several 

things. Firstly, although the non-LID answer item “vein” has the lowest frequency 

ranking (10250), it surprisingly has the lowest difficulty rating (0.77 logits). BD40,41 

(“lieutenant” and “marble”), on the other hand, had approximately double the difficulty 

values (1.63,1.32 vs 0.77), but their frequency rankings were higher (4619, 6607). It 

should be noted that all of these items were to some extent rather challenging, with 1/3 

of all students leaving at least one item blank. 

 

Also, many students chose several distractor options for each item, with several students 

reversing the answers for BD40,41 (Table 4.18). In addition to the results presented in 

Figure 4.7, these findings challenge the idea that low frequency words in a NS corpus 

are necessarily more difficult, since the higher-ranking answer items “lieutenant” and 

“marble” were answered incorrectly much more often; it is likely that the specialized 

terms of “lieutenant” and “marble”, although being fairly highly dispersed throughout 

more corpus texts, are far removed from the average EFL learners’ experiences, 
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whereas “vein”, as an important human body part, is more salient to language learners. 

However, it is not clear why BD40 “lieutenant” has high PCAR loadings and why it is 

more difficult than BD41 “marble”, given that both of these words seem far removed 

from language experiences of most EFL learners. Is it because BD40 is the first option 

of this difficult pair, and that test-takers, all things being equal (in difficulty), will 

answer, or just skip, items in the order presented? 

BH testlet 

Testlet, item Word Difficulty COCA 

Freq. rank 
Word [Teslet 

avg] 

COCA 

Dispersion 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

freq. avg. 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

dispers. avg. 

BH52 A assist -1.43 4627  [11398] .103  

11400 

 

.044 BH53*+ E trim 1.97 11537 .02 

BH54* F whirl 1.55 18035 .01 

 

Distractors 

B bother - 4285 .167  

11396 

 

.074 C condemn - 11860 .033 

D erect - 18042 .023 
Note: Testlet Q3 LID pairs *; PCAR item with loadings outside +/- 0.3 + 

 

Similar to the LID item pair from the BD testlet, the BH pair of “trim” and “whirl” had 

difficulty values 3 to 3.5 logits higher than the third option “assist” (-1.43), but this time, 

the frequency rankings were also correspondingly lower. Ten percent of the test-takers 

left this pair blank. In this answer trio, “assist” has a much more general meaning as 

evidenced by its wide dispersion score (0.103) and is a much more commonplace verb 

compared to the more specialized actions of the other two answer verbs (dispersion 

scores of 0.01 and 0.02). 

 

To make matters more challenging for the test-taker, two of the three distractors 

“condemn” and “erect” are also very uncommon (11860, 18042) and narrowly 

dispersed (0.03, 0.02), and even the item stem for BH54 has a fairly uncommon verb, 

“spin” (8760). The distractor “erect” was chosen by almost 10% of the test-takers for 

item BH53 “cut neatly”, probably because the word sounds similar to “dissect” which 
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has a similar meaning of to “cut open”. Overall, the distractors had a much larger 

average dispersion, appearing in 7.4% of the corpora’s texts against the keys’ 4.4%. 

CA testlet 

Testlet, item Word Difficulty COCA 

Freq. rank 
Word [Teslet 

avg] 

COCA 

Dispersion 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

freq. avg. 

COCA 

Key/distractor 

dispers. avg. 

CA61*+ D pail 2.88 23314  [9628] .00  

12965 

 

.021 CA62* C novelty 1.61 11191 .033 

CA63 A balloon -0.52 7703 .03 

 

Distractors 

B 

federation 

- 5781 .053  

6292 

 

.048 

E veteran - 5782 .03 

F ward - 7313 .063 
Note: Testlet Q3 LID pairs *; PCAR item with loadings outside +/- 0.3 + 

 

The final testlet of these problematic testlets is CA61-63, in which there are noticeable 

interplays between item difficulty and frequency. The LID pair of CA61-62 (“pail” and 

“novelty”) are the first two options, but they are also much less common words and 

have 2.1 to 3.4 logits more difficulty than third item answer “balloon” (-0.52 logits), 

even with the low frequency ranking of the item stem word “rubber” (5899). The British 

word “pail” is the answer for CA61 (“bucket”) and has one of the highest difficulty 

values (2.88 logits)—and the lowest frequency rank (23314)—because  COCA contains 

mostly American English, which is the variety that Taiwanese EFL learners learn; for 

this reason, more than 50% of the Taiwanese learners in this study left this answer blank. 

In this case, there is a correlation between frequency and difficulty. Coupled with the 

other item in the CA LID pair CA62 (“unusual interesting thing” – “novelty”), which 

also has a large difficulty value (1.61) and low frequency ranking (11191), the LID pair 

of CA61-62 was left blank by about 1/3 of the respondents and many distractors were 

chosen. In contrast, CA62 (“rubber bag that is filed with air” – “balloon”) was answered 

correctly by almost 3/4 of the population and is a much more common occurrence in 

the EFL learner’s life. 
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In comparison with the keys, the distractors (“federation”, “veteran”, “ward”) had, on 

average, two times higher frequency rankings (6292 vs 12965) and dispersion measures 

(.021 vs .048), which suggest they were easier to recognize (and discount) than the 

testlet keys. 

 

Summary 

 

The results of the AE13-14 and four VLT3 and VLT5 Q3 LID analyses are due to, at 

the most superficial level, a similarity in response patterns. From the Rasch test analysis 

and quality control perspective, this appears to indicate that one of these items is simply 

redundant, and either warrants removal or adjustment to make it more/less difficult. 

However, given the present study’s focus on uncovering SLD item chaining, the 

question is: are the similar response patterns attributed to properties of the other answer 

options? To further this line of investigation, it would be useful to know if other testlets 

share similar characteristics of these problematic testlets with variable item difficulty. 

 

5.38 Are there other similar testlet patterns in the other 23 VLT testlets? 

 

Although these seven testlets have clear indications of problematic functioning and item 

difficulty inconsistencies, are there other testlets in the VLT that have similar response 

patterns? That is, are there other testlets that have consecutive item pairings according 

difficulty, difficulty ranges or contrasts, and items with PCAR loadings greater than 0.3? 

If other testlets share similar item patterns, then can further qualitative analysis 

determine how the above seven testlets are different? Conversely, if the seven testlets 
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share unique patterns not found in other VLT testlets, can these formal aspects be 

interpreted as candidates for item chaining? 

 

In order to facilitate a comparison of the above seven testlets with the others in the VLT, 

Wright maps of each level organized according to testlets in vertical segments have 

been provided in Figure 5.5, and a list of the problematic testlets and their characteristics 

has been presented (Table 5.7) along with other VLT testlets that share the same 

characteristics. 
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Figure 5.5. Wright map of VLT2, 3, and 5 testlets ordered in vertical columns; LID 

pairs highlighted, PCAR >0.3 in bold, and third, outlying testlet item in bold and 

underlined 

 

From the Wright maps in Figure 5.6, it is evident that there a number of other testlets in 

the VLT which have 2-vs-1 difficulty bundles, i.e., item pairs with a closer measure of 
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difficulty and an outlying third item either noticeably above or below on the scale of 

difficulty. These testlets bear a superficial resemblance to the six highlighted LID-

identified testlets in Figure 5.5. 

 

Table 5.7 presents the formal features of the six testlets identified by the Q3 LID 

analyses compared with all other VLT testlets that clearly contain two items with closer 

difficulty measures then the third outlier (what I above called “2-vs-1 difficulty 

bundles”, or as denoted in the Table 5.9, x,y testlet pair vs z outlier). From this 

perspective, 19 out of 30 testlets suffer from skewed difficulty measures in testlets. 

However, only four testlets contain 2-vs-1 difficulty bundles in which the outlier is 

easier than the bundled LID pair. These four testlets also share other characteristics that 

the other 15 testlets do not. These characteristics can be summarized into six basic 

characteristics shared by the four VLT3 and 5 testlets: (1) a consecutive pair of (2) LID 

items that are (3) the first two items, (4) which were both left blank by a sizeable portion 

(25-52%) of test-takers (Table 4.18, Figure 4.11), and (5) which have a markedly greater 

level of difficulty than the outlying third item, (6) with the first LID item having a 

substantial PCAR loading. 
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Table 5.7 

Characteristics of LID testlets vs other testlets with 2-vs-1 bundles of difficulty 
Testlet 

Pair  

+outlier 

(x,y) + z 

Difficulty: 

Pair 

Difficulty: 

Pair mean 

vs outlier 

Pair 

sep-

aration 

x-y 

Outlier 

separatio

n 

[(x-z)+(y-

z)] / 2 

Pairs 

left 

blank 

Pair = 

cons-

ecutive 

Pair 

= 1st 

pair 

Pair > 

Outlier 

(diffic.) 

Pair 

= Q3 

LID 

PCAR +/- 

0.3 in pair 

PCAR 

+/- 0.3 

1ST item 

in pair 

PCAR 

+/- 0.3 

in 

outlier 

BD40,41 vs 42 1.6> 1.3 1.5 vs 0.77 0.31 1.41 77 Y Y Y Y -0.42 Y N 

BH53,54 vs 52 1.97> 1.55 1.8 vs -1.43 0.42 3.19 92 Y Y Y Y -0.36 Y N 

CA61,62 vs 63 2.88> 1.6 2.2 vs -0.52 1.27 2.8 99 Y Y Y Y -0.31 Y N 

CD70,71 vs 72 2.25> 1.99 2.1 vs -0.84 0.26 3.0 90 Y Y Y Y -0.42/0.44 Y N 

AE13,14 vs 15 -2.6< -1.3 -1.9 vs 0.75 1.23 -2.7* 0 Y Y N Y N N N 

AD10,12 vs 11 -0.7> -0.8 -0.7 vs 0.46 0.15 -1.2* 0 N N N Y Y (12) N N 

             

BI55,56 vs 57 0.81> 0.48 0.65 vs -1.3 0.33 3.85 20 Y Y Y N N N Y (57) 

BJ58,59 vs 60 0.35> -0.1 0.03 vs 2.2 0.46 -2.1* 0 Y Y N N N N N 

CH82,83 vs 84 0.73> 0.48 0.6 vs -0.32 0.25 0.93 31 Y Y Y N Y (83) N N 

AA2,3 vs 1 -3.2< -2.8 -3.0 vs -1.3 0.34 1.6 0 Y N Y N N N N 

BE44,45 vs 43 0.75> 0.23 0.5 vs -2.69 0.52 -3.18* 0 Y N N N N N N 

             

AJ28,30 vs 29 -0.5> -1.3 -0.9 vs -4.5 0.76 3.61 5 N N Y N Y (30) N N 

AB4,6 vs 5 -1.2> -1.8 -1.5 vs 0.77 0.71 2.23 2 N N Y N Y (6) N N 

BB34,36 vs 35 0.04> 0.06 0.05 vs -2.1 0.02 2.0 17 N N Y N N N N 

CG79,81 vs 80 2.21> 1.55 1.9 vs -0.57 0.66 2.44 37 N N Y N N N Y (80) 

CJ88,90 vs 89 0.5> -0.27 0.1 vs 1.36 0.79 -1.25* 0 N N N N Y (88) Y N 

CB66,64 vs 65 2.34> 1.82 2.1 vs 0.25 0.52 1.76 31 N N Y N N N N 

CE75,73 vs 74 1.07> 0.79 0.9 vs 2.21 0.28 -1.28* 0 N N N N N N N 

CC67,69 vs 68 1.17> 0.7 0.9 vs 2.98 0.47 -2.05* 0 N N N N N N N 

Note: * Negative values for Outlier separation indicate LID pair items are easier (i.e., lower difficulty value) than outlier 

 

It should be mentioned that the two VLT2 testlets from the LID analyses substantially 

differ from the other four testlets from VLT3 and 5. The LID item pair in the AD testlet 

is not a consecutive pair, and while the AE testlet is both a consecutive pair and also the 

first pair, the outlying third item in both AE and AD testlets are much more difficult 

(differences of 1.2 and 2.7 logits) than the LID pair of items. The actual causes for the 

similarity of response patterns for the these two VLT2 testlet are probably different 

from the causes of the VLT3 and VLT5 LID-affected testlets, and they are most likely 

related to the interaction effects between the item difficulty and person ability 

parameters; specifically, the items’ difficulty is much below the majority of test-takers’ 

ability. The AD testlet was identified as having two locally dependent items (10,11) 

only for the intermediate and low-intermediate ability test-takers, and the AE testlet 

(items 13,14) only for the intermediate group (Table 4.13). And even though the low 

group did not show LID patterns for the AD testlet, the PCAR for this ability group 

showed that items 10,12 in cluster 1 (0.43, 0.42) contrasted with item 11 in cluster 3 (-

0.45). 
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The remaining four testlets from VLT3 and VLT5 share the same characteristics, which 

are not shared by any of the other 13 VLT testlets that share the most obvious quality 

of having 2-vs-1 difficulty bundles with two out of three items bundled close together 

in difficulty and a substantial difficulty separation with the third outlying item. In light 

of the above discussion on the two disconnects between word frequencies of different 

corpora and between NS corpora and NNS lexicons, it should not be a surprise to see 

vastly different levels of item difficulty in testlets, especially at the higher levels of 

VLT3 and VLT5 since both types of disconnects can be expected to become 

increasingly exacerbated with a word’s decreasing frequency. The number of these 2-

vs-1 difficulty bundles can be seen as increasing with level, with a total of 14 testlets 

coming from both VLT3 (6 testlets) and VLT5 (8 testlets) (Table 5.7). This 

inconsistency of difficulty distribution at the testlet level is therefore rife throughout 

VLT2,3 and 5 with as many as 19 (6 LID testlets + 13 others) out of 30 testlets unable 

to work together to produce precise measurement as representations of that level. 

Whether this leads to item chaining can be empirically verified in future research by 

rearranging testlet items into testlets with narrower ranges of difficulty and 

frequency/dispersion metrics. 

 

Furthermore, if answer sequence generally follows item difficulty, pace Lai et al.’s 

(under review) operating assumption, then the most difficult item will generally be the 

last item to be answered. Interestingly, this means that the test-takers’ answer order for 

all four VLT3 and VLT5 problematic testlets would be the same, with the last item 

being answered first, then the second item and finally the first item. Taking the BD40-

42 testlet as an example, the reversed answer order would be 42/41/40 given these items’ 

respective difficulty measures of 0.77/1.3/1.6. If this is the case, we would assume that 
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the first item (i.e., most difficult item) would receive the most guesses, which may be 

the cause of the unexplained variance in the PCAR analyses that identifies each of these 

first items as having substantial negative loadings, which means that they negatively 

correlate with the Rasch dimension of partial vocabulary knowledge. 

 

There is a limit to what statistical analyses and subsequent qualitative investigations can 

do to ascertain the existence of SLD, especially if it is endemic to the format of the test. 

If local item dependence is evenly distributed throughout the test, statistical analyses 

like Yen’s Q3 statistic will not be able to sift it out (Yen, 1993) and Linacre (Dec 18, 

2018) has stated that “The Rasch model is remarkably robust against variations of LID 

within the data (which always exist)”. Similarly, Baghaei and Aryadoust (2015, p. 84) 

demonstrated that “LID due to common test formats can be large and the construct 

irrelevant variance induced by shared formats is ignored by the unidimensional Rasch 

model”, which can lead to overestimations of test reliability, reduction of scale, and 

deterioration of model-data fit. Webb et al.’s (2017) VLT validity study reported that 

no testlet pair was identified by Winstep’s Q3 LID analysis, but they were using 

Linacre’s stringent 0.7 cut-off for strong dependence. So, it is not clear whether weak 

and moderate LID manifested in their new versions, or whether their item design and 

use of more modern and larger corpus frequency data resulted in no locally dependent 

items in their testlets. If they found no weak or moderate LID item pairs within testlets, 

then the problematic testlets uncovered in this study are probably the result of variable 

item difficulties due imprecise frequency information from the outdated and overly 

small corpus information of Thorndike and Lorge (1944) and Kučera and Francis (1967). 

However, if Webb and colleagues (2017) did find weak or moderate LID, then this 

evidence pooled with the results from this study would suggest SLD; and as mentioned 
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in the previous paragraphs, empirical experiments varying item difficulties within 

testlets could clarify whether or not 2-vs-1 difficulty bundles in testlets result in skewed 

response patterns and SLD item chaining. 

5.4 Research Question 3: Strategic Guessing vs imbalanced Difficulty – two sides 

of the (in)-validity coin 

 

The analyses of PCAR, Q3 LID, response pattern, and word frequency offered clues 

that clearly indicate problems with these testlets, but without empirical evidence from 

experimental conditions involving the manipulation of variable item and answer option 

difficulties within testlets, the clues in this study can only suggest possible item chaining 

SLD. 

 

A fundamental piece of the LID research puzzle involves the extent of student guessing 

practices in the VLT. Although the instructions make it clear that students should leave 

an item blank if they have no idea what the answer is, they are still encouraged to answer 

if they think they have at least partial knowledge. From the responses of the 302 

participants, it is clear from the large number of blank responses that many students 

followed this guideline, probably because they were sincerely interested in learning how 

much vocabulary they know. But acting on partial knowledge can be difficult to 

dissociate from guessing for not just the researcher but also the test-taker. Firstly, the 

natural behavior of most test-takers, as pointed out by Lai et al. (under review), is to 

answer the easier items first and then proceed to more difficult ones, and this implicitly 

leads to traditional test-taking strategies like eliminating distractors. Secondly, it is also 

very hard for many students to shrug off the habitual desire to get a high score and resist 
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leaving items unanswered, even on low stakes diagnostic tests like the VLT. But these 

more deliberate test-taking strategies go against the fundamental premise of the VLT as 

a diagnostic test and could result in distorted item and person measures. 

 

In order to understand the extent of guessing, post-test interviews (e.g., Schmitt et al., 

2001) and/or think aloud protocols during the test (e.g., Kamimoto, 2008) would be 

useful. Eye tracking or technology that can monitor the order of responses would also 

provide valuable confirmation of Lai et al.’s (under review) assumption that test-the 

takers’ order of answers follows the difficulty sequence of the items. 

 

If guessing is one side of the coin in understanding the precision of VLT scoring, the 

other side must necessarily be item difficulty. While guessing behavior is associated 

with the test-taker, item difficulty is associated with both the test-taker and the test-

maker: the former responds to items based on his partial knowledge and sequences his 

answering of questions according to difficulty; the latter decides which words to include, 

where to place them and what metrics to base them on (e.g., corpus measures, difficulty). 

As can be seen in the above analyses of the problematic testlets, there were several 

considerable discrepancies: 1. between VLT word level frequency and COCA word 

frequencies and dispersions, 2. between frequency statistics and word difficulty, and 3. 

of item difficulties within testlets. 

 

As for the first discrepancy, the use of the larger, more diverse, and more updated 

COCA showed a wide range of frequencies of words in the VLT, which was based on 

the word frequency information from over 50 years ago. Although the COCA 100k list 

is a list of lemmas and not word families, the relative frequency ranks of the 100k list 
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can still give us a sense of not only the accuracy of the original VLT word frequency 

levels, but also the (in-)consistency of the VLT’s word leveling. At the testlet level, 

some frequency ranges are extreme, such as BH52-54 with a frequency range of 4285 

(“bother”) to 18035 (“whirl”) and CA61-63 with 5782 (“veteran”) to 20000+ (“pail”). 

And at the VLT level, the word frequencies of the three problematic VLT2 testlets 

ranged from 569 (“private”) to 12321 (“pupil”), for VLT3 it was 2774 (“device”) to 

18035 (“whirl”), and for VLT5 it was 3593 (“document”) to 23314 (“pail”). These 

severe inconsistencies in word frequency underscore the differences between corpora 

as well as the importance of using large and updated corpora for vocabulary size tests. 

However, this discrepancy cannot be simply explained away by small and outdated 

corpus information (i.e., Thorndike & Lorge, 1944; Kučera & Francis, 1967), because 

similar word-frequency vs item-difficulty disconnects are clearly evident in other 

vocabulary levels tests based on larger and more updated corpora, such as the VST 

(BNC; Beglar, 2007, p. 106) and the updated VLT (COCA; Webb et al., 2017, p. 43). 

 

What is therefore most worrying are the discrepancies in COCA word frequencies and 

Rasch difficulty measures, because they challenge the very construct validity of the 

VLT as a diagnostic tool to identify what vocabulary levels have been “mastered”. 

Unfortunately, the item difficulty variable for vocabulary tests like the VLT has not 

been adequately theorized, let alone convincingly operationalized. Notwithstanding 

Schmitt et al.’s (2001) disavowal of equating difficulty with frequency, for tests like the 

VLT and VST that depend on frequency measures, the facile connection made between 

item difficulty and word frequencies (from NS corpora) is inescapable. However, 

dramatic variability in item difficulties in one testlet can exacerbate guessing behavior 

and plausibly manifest as a form of item chaining—or what I have called micro-
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relativism—where the responses of much easier or more difficult items may influence 

the other responses in the testlet. It is therefore imperative for levelled vocabulary 

diagnostic tests, but especially those that have a cluster item format like the VLT, to 

more carefully define item difficulty and redefine frequency/difficulty associations. 

 

With large corpora like COCA offering an updated temporal snapshot of language use 

across a wide range of media and genres, corpus-informed tests like the VLT thus aim 

to diagnose whether the learner can recognize enough words (i.e., “mastery”) in a 

frequency level to prepare him or her make sense of language input at that level. 

However, the assumption here is that 30 words (3% of the 1000-word level) are 

representing a homogenous set of words. This is a problematic assumption. The reality, 

as shown in Figure 5.6, is that there is a dramatic Zipfian curve of the most frequent 

1000 words that cover 78-80% of most running written texts, with the second- and third-

1000 words adding 8-9% and 3-5% respectively, with subsequent 1000-word levels 

covering less and less (Nation, 2006, p. 79; BNC was the reference corpus; see also 

Milton, 2009, p. 46). The words at these lower frequency levels will become 

increasingly specialized in meaning, which will translate into a wider and more 

inconsistent range of difficulties. 
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Figure 5.6. Zipfian distribution of percent coverage of 1000-word level words of 

written texts 

 

There is a black box that exists between the frequency/dispersion information of a word 

and its translation into test item difficulty. The former is a sample-based property of the 

word as member of the corpus word population. The latter is more complicated because 

it depends on the test-taker’s (partial) knowledge but also, less obviously, on the test-

maker’s decision whether to use the word, how to elicit it in the item prompt, and where 

to put it (in which level and testlet, and with which other answer options). Not all words 

in the 1000-word levels are equal. The pressing concern relating to SLD item chaining 

is whether the test-maker’s levelled testlet design unpredictably interacts with the test-

taker’s knowledge, thereby resulting in a parametric drift of item and person reliability 

scores. In other words, it is possible to posit, based on the evidence from this study, that 

test-maker decisions about which words to place in a 6x3 testlet may lead to what I have 
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called micro-relative difficulty values, i.e., variable difficulty measures resulting from 

answer options of varying difficulties. In the case of the four problematic testlets from 

VLT3 and 5, they had Q3 LID item pairs that were much more difficult than both the 

third testlet item as well as the distractors; they were also the first two (consecutive) 

items with the first item being the most difficult and, therefore, negatively correlating 

with the Rasch dimension, most likely the result of guessing given the most difficult 

item in a cluster will typically be answered last and with the least confidence. 

5.5 Test-making implications and conclusions 

Given the wide range of difficulty measures throughout the VLT level subtests and even 

testlets, and the glaring mismatches between corpus frequency statistics and Rasch item 

difficulty measures, are there other operationalizable options for item difficulty that can 

improve upon the crude frequency-as-difficulty assumption? 

 

One approach would be to use NNS data as metrics for measurement, as Xing and 

Fulcher (2007) argued. Taking word frequency measures from learner corpora, for 

example, would provide closer correlations between word frequency rankings and word 

difficulty measures on a test like the VLT. As pointed out above and evidenced in 

validation studies of the VST (Beglar, 2010) and VLT (McLean et al., 2015; Webb et 

al., 2017), NS corpora are limited in the extent to which their word frequency rankings 

mirror the language learners’ mental lexicon beyond the first 2000 or 3000 words. For 

example, compare the VLT2 AD item “treasure” with a COCA frequency ranking of 

6907 and difficulty score of -0.66 logits, with the similarly frequent VLT3 BD “marble” 

(frequency = 6607) with a much greater difficulty of 1.32 logits. 
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A related direction would be to draw on studies about word learnability and difficulty, 

which may afford future research avenues on item difficulty. Several factors have been 

observed to influence second language vocabulary acquisition. Although frequency of 

exposure has been shown to be the primary factor for vocabulary learning (e.g., Milton, 

2009), there are also a number of other factors, such as word length (Culligan, 2008), 

how concrete or abstract the word is (Higa, 1965), if the word has L1 cognates (Tonzar, 

Lotto, & Job, 2009) or L1 translation equivalents (Jiang, 2004; Matikainen, 2011), and 

inflectional and derivational complexity as well as polysemy (Laufer, 1997). 

Unfortunately, most of these factors have been studied in isolation (Masrai & Milton, 

2015), but it is conceivable that words on frequency wordlists can be re-ranked 

according to other factors influencing word difficulty. In this way, noticeably frequent 

words could make up a factor that can be integrated with others perhaps relating to 

longer and more complicated words, lemma forms, and abstract concepts. Using 

previous research, these factors or components of vocabulary acquisition can perhaps 

be given weights in the development of a ranked wordlist based on word difficulty. This 

would enable a much more precise estimate of a learner’s vocabulary size qua learner 

(not qua NS corpus) for the first five 1000-word levels, which is the range most relevant 

to the majority of EFL learners and which both recent versions of the VLT cover 

(McLean & Kramer, 2015; Webb & Sasao, 2013). Using learner corpora and 

learnability metrics to re-order words/items in 1000-word levels will likely result in a 

more faithful representation if learner vocabulary, which will in turn bolster inferential 

claims about how many words learners really know (VST) and also what levels are 

really “mastered” (VLT).  
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Given the low correlation between word difficulty measures and word frequency and 

learnability metrics, Culligan (2015) even suggested only using learner familiarity 

rating scale to devise difficulty measures for words, and not use corpus-related tools 

and techniques given their low correlation with difficulty values. That is, simply ask 

learners to rate the difficulty of vocabulary for several thousand words and then use 

these measures for difficulty estimates.  

 

However, while learner metrics like vocabulary learnability and learner corpora seem 

to be a more suitable choices for approximating difficulty values, these metrics have a 

number of inherent drawbacks. Taking the largest extant learner corpora, the Cambridge 

Learner Corpus (CLC) as an example, its 50 million words is tiny in size and scope 

compared to NNS corpora like COCA corpora used in this study (760 million words). 

Learner corpora are also comprised of learner data from many different L1 backgrounds, 

some of which share many cognates with English like French and German, but unlike 

Chinese which shares very few. Thirdly, learner corpora are based on productive use of 

language and so cannot adequately reveal the extent of learners’ receptive vocabulary 

recognition. Large NS corpora are still the most comprehensive and best yardsticks for 

coming up with frequency and dispersion information. Further, NS corpora like COCA 

are not only used for developing vocabulary tests like the VLT and VST, but they are 

also used for developing language learning materials and readability metrics for graded 

readers. And so, for reasons of consistency, there are still very sound arguments in 

support of using NS corpora in language learning and teaching. The question becomes 

how to recognize the limitations and flaws of NS corpora and take them into account. 
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Culligan’s (2015) study on vocabulary test formats made two observations about the 

relationship between corpus frequency and item difficulty. Firstly, he showed the word 

frequency rankings from larger corpora correlated better with item difficulty; this was 

sometimes evident in the above comparisons of frequency information of the newer and 

massively larger COCA compared to the older wordlist and frequency information from 

the Thorndike and Lorge (1944) 18-million-word corpus; for example, the VLT2 AE 

testlet contained “pupil” with a COCA frequency rank of 12321 and an expected high 

difficulty of 0.75,  and VLT3 BH “whirl” with a rank of 18035 and correspondingly 

high difficulty of 1.5. He also found that loglinear transformed frequency information 

correlated better with item difficulty measures; this loglinear transformation of Zipfian-

skewed frequency can be an option for corpus-informed diagnostic vocabulary tests. 

 

Another important corpus metric that needs to be incorporated into the frequency 

calculation is the dispersion of the word in the corpus so as to lower the frequency 

ranking of overly specialized vocabulary that appearing several times in only a small 

number of texts (cf. Gries, 2006). An example of this is Julliand’s d which is calculated 

by multiplying the frequency of the word by its dispersion (percent of texts in the corpus 

in which the word appears). Using Julliand’s d, similarly ranked words, such as “pen” 

from the AD testlet (frequency rank = 4957, dispersion = .087) and “lieutenant” from 

the BD testlet (rank = 4619, dispersion = .047) would have different rankings with 

“lieutenant” resulting in a lower rank, which is more befitting for this specialized term. 

From this, the new word ranking would be a more precise representation of how 

common the word is, which would in turn better reflect the likelihood of the learner 

recognizing the word. 
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An additional consideration involves the basic unit of counting words in a ranked 

wordlist. Traditionally, the word family has been the basic unit for counting (e.g., 

Nation’s [2012] wordlist based on the BNC), but others have argued for the lemma 

(Gardner & Davies, 2013; Dang & Webb, 2016). Dang and Webb (2016), for example, 

recently chose lemmas (not word families) in their essential word list (EWL) of the most 

common 800 lemmas (with 75% running text coverage). They pointed out that many 

beginning EFL learners are not be able to recognize many of the morphological 

differences of the different lemmas in a word family; for example, lower level EFL 

learners may recognize the lemmas “studying” and “studies” from the word family 

“study”, but perhaps not the adjective lemma form of “studious”. Bauer and Nation’s 

(1993) six-category list of morphologies and inflections, with the lowest levels being 

the most commonly used word forms from the word family, would be useful for this 

shift toward lemmas. 

 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the frequencies of these most common lemmas, 

i.e., from Bauer and Nation’s (1993) levels 1 and 2, can be aggregated into one word-

family and the lower level lemmas comprising another lower ranking word-family. This 

re-organizing and re-ranking of wordlists would more closely approach a core 

vocabulary list to approximate Hustijn’s (2015) Basic Language Cognition. Further, 

since the majority of the first 2000 word-families in the Nation’s BNC list are large, if 

they were further divided into two or three different word-families based on different 

lemma levels, then the dramatic Zipfian drop off (seen in Figure 5.7) for the first 1000 

most common word families would flatten. This would mean that the running text 

coverage for the first 2000 words would also drop and that the coverage for the 

subsequent 1000-word levels would increase. This would have two effects: 1. It would 
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align the NS corpus data more closely to the NNS lexicon, and 2. It would have 

important implications for diagnostic tests like the VST and VLT insofar as the 

flattening of the Zipfian curve would decrease the average difficulty of the 2000- to 

4000-word level words and perhaps translate into more narrowly or clearly defined item 

difficulty parameters for at least the first three or four 1000-word levels, which are the 

most applicable to the majority of, according to the British Council (Beare, 2018) the 

world’s 1.5 billion learners of English as a second or third language (cf. Laufer, 2010), 

and therefore the most important levels for teachers, researchers as well as curriculum 

and test developers. 
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Chapter 6. Conclusion 

6.1 Summary 

In the attempt to uncover item chaining SLD in the VLT, a number of analyses were 

used: PCAR, the Q3 statistic, item subtotal testlet analysis, and word frequency. These 

investigations discovered that as many as 50% of all the testlets may have some LID 

issue, but seven out of the total of 30 testlets were found by at least two different 

analyses to have two testlet items evincing local dependence and/or with residual 

correlation measures suggesting a non-Rasch dimension. These testlets, accounting for 

almost one quarter of the total, seem to be the testlets most likely affected by SLD. 

However, even though the Q3 LID correlations were not very high, if LID is a result of 

test-format induced item chaining and SLD, the correlations are likely to be lower. 

Further, if SLD item chaining is endemic to the VLT and consistently spread throughout 

the testlets, analyses such as Yen’s Q3 statistic, will not be able to detect it (Yen, 1993). 

 

It is noteworthy that the Q3 LID analyses for six of the above testlets identified 

consecutive item pairs which were either noticeably easier or more difficult than the 

third testlet item. In these testlets it is likely that the cause for the similarity of answer 

patterns for these LID paired items is their similar difficulty level, which means, in 

Rasch terms, that one of these items may not add any new information about the ability 

level of the test-taker and should thus be removed as a redundant item. However, it is 

suspected that the much more difficult LID pair compared to the outlying third item 

may create a testlet dynamic that makes the response pattern more similar. Experimental 

conditions that can split up the items from these testlets and replace them in other testlets 
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could resolve the suspicion of micro-level item chaining in these testlets. Post-test 

interviews could also shed light on this issue. 

 

Also, the PCAR analyses of all four of the VLT3 and VLT5 testlets found that the first 

item in the testlet had substantive negative loadings, thus indicating a negative 

correlation with the Rasch dimension. This item was also the first of the consecutive 

item-pair identified by the Q3 LID analyses, and it was also the most difficult item in 

the testlet. The PCAR analyses seem to point to the typical test-taking behavior of 

answering the least difficult items first and most difficult last. This means that the PCAR 

finding of the first item (i.e., the most difficult and probably answered last) negatively 

correlating with the Rasch dimension could be due to guessing behavior and item 

chaining given that two items had already been answered and fewer options remained. 

Again, without the experimental manipulation of testlet items, post-test interviews or 

think-aloud protocols, it is not possible to determine if this is what happened and 

whether this could contribute to SLD. 

 

6.2 Limitations and future work 

 

Although this study triangulated a number of Rasch approaches to investigate 

dimensionality and local item dependence, in addition to corpus-based frequency and 

dispersion measures, as well as qualitative follow-up analyses of response patterns, 

answer keys and distractors, the evidence for SLD is limited and remains inconclusive. 

To further verify Lai et al.’s (under review) assumption that items are answered 

according to sequence of difficulty, post-test interviews (pace Schmitt et al., 2001) or 
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think aloud protocols (pace Kamimoto, 2008) can be conducted. This would provide 

evidence to either confirm or disconfirm the hypothesis developed in the Discussion of 

this study that the reason why the first item in the four problematic testlets negatively 

correlated with the Rasch dimension (from the PCAR) was that it was the last to be 

answered and if it was answered, it was likely to be guessed. 

 

There are also limitations with the Rasch approach. Baghaei and Aryadoust (2015) 

investigated LID in common test formats and found that in cases where LID is large, 

the unidimensional Rasch model is unable to detect this construct irrelevant variance. 

They found that using a multidimensional model generated better model-data fit and 

did not overestimate reliability or shrink the scale to the same extent as using the 

unidimensional model. As mentioned previously, both Yen (1993) and Linacre (2017) 

have flatly stated that neither Yen’s Q3 statistic nor Linacre’s Winsteps will be able to 

identify LID if it is very pervasive. Other approaches, such as the multidimensional 

Rasch model, may be more sensitive the sensitive to the presence and extent of LID in 

the VLT. 

 

Although not evidenced in this study’s results from the PCAR, Q3 LID, simulated data 

and testlet analyses, if either unidimensional or multidimensional Rasch models 

identified testlets with “strong” LID that clearly biased reliability measures, Baghaei 

(2010) described two alternative commonly-used approaches: the item-bundle approach 

and modeling local dependency in a modified IRT model. In the first approach, models 

are designed to control local dependence by combining dichotomous items into a 

polychotomous super-item (e.g., Andrich’s [1978] rating scale model, or Master’s 

[1982] partial credit model). The other approach may be called Testlet Response Theory 
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(TRT), which adds a testlet effect term to the IRT model (e.g., Bradlow et al., 1999); 

this approach is more challenging to implement due to its technically complex use of 

the Markov Chain Monte Carlo method (Zhang, 2010) and need for very large sample 

sizes, much larger than the sample recruited for this study.  

 

Finally, perhaps the most subtle and sophisticated workaround for testlets exhibiting 

serious dependence would involve accounting for answer order. Assuming the most 

difficult item was answered first, Lai et al. (under review) devised the VSM (VLT-

Sequence Method) statistic to account for order of guessing and the response 

dependence that occurs in the VLT. 

 

6.3 Conclusion 

 

In summary, almost 2/3 of all VLT2,3 and five testlets contain 2-vs-1 item difficulty 

bundles, which is a red flag, and for the Schmitt et al. (2001) VLT, it is a cause for alarm 

given the extensive item-difficulty overlaps within and between levels. Item and word 

difficulty require greater attention, better theorization and more precise 

operationalization. This study has also identified a certain kind of testlet dynamic that 

is clearly detrimental to Rasch measurement: testlets in which the first two (consecutive) 

items are much more difficult than the third outlying item and in which the first item is 

the most difficult. This configuration results in local dependence of the first pair, with 

the first (most difficult) item substantively negatively correlating with the Rasch 

dimension, most likely due to typical test-taking behavior of answering easier items first. 
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To conclude, given the rife difficulty variability within levels and testlets, the 

unresolved issue of acceptable item difficulty ranges for levels, test-taking behavior of 

answering easier items first, and the difficulty of resolving all of these issues 

simultaneously, it seems that the most parsimonious solution to the VLT format 

problem is to reject the 6x3 cluster format pace McLean and Kramer (2015) who 

adopted the traditional multiple choice format: each item has one word definition with 

four answer options. This may lessen the biases introduced by item chaining, but it 

would still not resolve the key issue emerging from this study: how can the erratic array 

of difficulty values both within testlets and within and between levels be made more 

consistent? This issue emerges from two complacent and problematic assumptions 

about the frequency wordlist metrics that threaten the content, substantive and structural 

aspects of construct validity for vocabulary size tests like the VLT and VST: 1. that all 

of the words in a 1000-word level or band are homogenous and more or less 

representative of their level (a necessary assumption if 30 words are taken to represent 

1000 words); and 2. that frequency can act as a proxy for word/item difficulty, as seen 

in previous validation studies that all sought to demonstrate that successive levels have 

more incorrect responses indicating that they increase in difficulty. Finally, 

recommendations were provided to bridge the discrepancies of the frequency-difficulty 

correlation. However, given the widespread use of the VLT and VST in research and 

education, this is an area of research that demands urgent attention since frequency and 

item difficulty metrics are the keystone to support a validity argument for any levelled 

diagnostic vocabulary test, regardless of whether its format is a 6x3 testlet or discrete 

item multiple choice.  
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Appendices 
 

 

Appendix A. Research works referring to Vocabulary 

breadth tests 

 
Research works referring to Vocabulary breadth tests 

Test type 
*Google Scholar Search 

Terms: “test name (acronym)” 

“any time” 

 

 

“since 2008” “since 2013” “since 2016” 

“Yes/No test” vocabulary 535** 346 179** 80** 

“Eurocentres vocabulary 

size test” [1990] 

610 307 124 40 

“Vocabulary Size Test” 

VST 

1330*** / 

271**** 

1590 / 243 884 / 166 321 / 69 

“Vocabulary Levels Test” 

VLT 

2130**** / 

371**** 

1650 / 632 874 / 371 280 / 120 

*Note: the name + acronym search was used under the assumption, as per acronym usage conventions,  

that the test was mentioned more than once and was therefore important to the research article; the number 

of hits from these search terms are fewer than if only the “test name” was used. 

**Note: inflated numbers because no acronym to narrow search. 

***Note: this number does not include the 610 “Eurocentres VOCABULARY SIZE TEST” results. 

****Note: the first number represents results for “test name” while the second represents “test name 

(acronym)” 
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Appendix B. Use of VLT in research 

 

Experimental research using either Nation’s (1990) version of Schmitt et al.’s (2001): 59 

out of 100 results [59%] 

 

Use of VLT - as a vocabulary size measure relating to ... Number in 

sample [59] 

Percentage in 

sample 

Reading skill 18 30.5% 

Vocabulary increase over time or after 

treatment/intervention 

18 30.5% 

4 skills, or just writing or listening skills 5 8.5% 

Vocabulary depth 5 8.5% 

Diagnostic measure 5 8.5% 

Morphological awareness 4 6.8% 

Motivation/learning strategies or other traits 4 6.8% 

*Note: the results are based on the first 100 results from a Google Scholar search using the terms “VLT 

‘vocabulary levels test’” (search date: October 18, 2017). 
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Appendix C. The VLT, levels 2,3,5 

 

This is a vocabulary test.   You must choose the right word to go with each meaning.   

Write the number of that word next to its meaning.   Here is an example. 

 

l business 

2 clock                      ______ part of a house 

3 horse                      ______ animal with four legs 

4 pencil                    ______ something used for writing 

5 shoe 

6 wall 

 

You answer it in the following way. 

 

l  business 

2 clock                      ___6__ part of a house 

3 horse                     ___3__ animal with four legs 

4 pencil                    ___4__ something used for writing 

5        shoe 

6 wall 

 

Some words are in the test to make it more difficult.   You do not have to find a meaning 

for these words.   In the example above, these words are business, clock, and shoe. 

 

If you have no idea about the meaning of a word, do not guess.  But if you think you 

might know the meaning, then you should try to find the answer. 
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Version 1    The 2,000 word level 

 

 

1 birth                      AA 

2 dust                     1. _____ being born 

3 operation             2. _____ game 

4 row                      3. _____ winning 

5 sport 

6 victory 

 

 

1 choice                  AB 

2 crop                     4. _____ money paid regularly 

                                              for doing a job 

3 flesh                    5. _____ heat 

4 salary                  6. _____ meat 

5 secret 

6 temperature 

 

 

1 cap                      AC 

2 education            7. _____ going to a far place 

3 journey                8. _____ teaching and learning 

4 parent                 9. _____ numbers to measure 

with 5 scale 

6 trick 

 

 

1 attack                  AD 

2 charm                  10. _____ not having something 

3 lack                      11. _____ gold and silver 

4 pen                      12. _____ pleasing quality 

5 shadow 

6 treasure 

 

 

1 cream                  AE 

2 factory                 13. _____ person who is studying 

3 nail                      14. _____ part of milk 

4 pupil                    15. _____ a lot of money 

5 sacrifice 

6 wealth 

 

 

 

1 adopt                   AF       

2 climb                    16. _____ be on every side 

3 examine               17. _____ go up 

4 pour                     18. _____ look at closely 

5 satisfy 

6 surround 

 

 

1 bake                    AG 

2 connect               19. _____ keep within a certain 

size 

3 inquire                 20. _____ join together 

4 limit                     21. _____ walk without purpose 

5 recognize 

6 wander 

 

 

1 burst                   AH 

2 concern              22. _____ take something to 

                                               someone 

3 deliver                23. _____ break open 

4 fold                     24. _____ make better 

5 improve 

6 urge 

 

 

1 original               AI 

2 private                25. _____ all added together 

3 royal                   26. _____ first 

4 slow                    27. _____ not public 

5 sorry 

6 total 

 

 

1 brave                  AJ 

2 electric                28. _____ having no fear 

3 firm                     29. _____ commonly done 

4 hungry                30. _____ wanting food 

5 local 

6 usual 
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Version 1    The 3,000 word level 

 

 

1 belt                   BA 

2 climate             31. _____ strip of leather worn 

                                             around the waist 

3 executive         32. _____ idea 

4 notion                33. _____ inner surface of your hand 

5 palm 

6 victim 

 

 

1 acid                   BB 

2 bishop               34. _____ organization or 

                                              framework 

3 chill                   35. _____ cold feeling 

4 ox                     36. _____ farm animal 

5 ridge 

6 structure 

 

 

1 bench               BC 

2 charity              37. _____ part of a country 

3 jar                     38. _____ long seat 

4 mate                 39. _____ help to the poor 

5 mirror 

6 province 

 

 

1 boot                  BD 

2 device               40. _____ tube through which blood 

                                             flows 

3 lieutenant          41. _____ army officer 

4 marble               42. _____ a kind of stone 

5 phrase 

6 vein 

 

 

1 apartment          BE 

2 candle                43. _____ first rough form of 

                                               something written 

3 draft                   44.  _____ a place to live 

4 horror                 45. _____ chance of something  

5 prospect                

6 timber 

 

 

1 betray                 BF 

2 dispose               46. _____ hurt seriously 

3 embrace             47. _____ frighten 

4 injure                  48. _____ say publicly 

5 proclaim 

6 scare 

 

 

 

1 encounter          BG 

2 illustrate             49. _____ close completely 

3 inspire                50. _____ meet 

4 plead                  51. _____ beg for help 

5 seal 

6 shift 

 

 

1 assist                  BH 

2 bother                 52. _____ spin around quickly 

3 condemn            53. _____ help 

4 erect                   54. _____ cut neatly 

5 trim 

6 whirl 

 

 

1 annual               BI 

2 concealed          55. _____ happening once a year 

3 definite               56. _____ wild 

4 mental                57. _____ clear and certain 

5 previous 

6 savage 

 

 

1 dim                   BJ 

2 junior                58. _____ not clearly lit 

3 magnificent       59. _____ strange 

4 maternal           60. _____ wonderful 

5 odd 

6 weary 
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Version 1    The 5,000 word level 

 

 

 

1 balloon              CA 

2 federation          61. _____ rubber bag that is filled 

                                              with air 

3 novelty               62. _____ bucket 

4 pail                     63. _____ unusual interesting thing 

5 veteran 

6 ward 

 

 

1 alcohol               CB 

2 apron                 64. _____ cloth worn in front to 

                                               protect your clothes 

3 hip                     65. _____ stage of development 

4 lure                    66. _____ state of untidiness or  

                                              dirtiness 

5 mess 

6 phase 

 

 

1 apparatus          CC 

2 compliment       67. _____ money received by the 

                                       Government 

3 ledge                 68. _____ expression of admiration 

4 revenue             69. _____ set of instruments or                  

                                        machinery 

5 scrap 

6 tile 

 

 

1 bulb                   CD 

2 document          70. _____ a paper that provides 

                                        information 

3 legion                71. _____ female horse 

4 mare                 72. _____ large group of soldiers or  

                                       people 

5 pulse 

6 tub 

 

 

1 concrete           CE 

2 era                 73. _____ a long period of time 

3 fiber                  74. _____ circular shape 

4 loop                  75. _____ top of a mountain 

5 plank 

6 summit 

1 blend                  CF 

2 devise                 76. _____ plan or invent 

3 hug                     77. _____ hold tightly in your arms 

4 lease                  78. _____ mix together 

5 plague 

6 reject 

 

 

1 abolish               CG 

2 drip                     79. _____ guess about the future 

3 insert                  80. _____ calm or comfort 

                                               someone 

4 predict                81. _____ bring to an end by law 

5 soothe 

6 thrive 

 

 

1 bleed                  CH 

2 collapse              82. _____ fall down suddenly 

3 precede              83. _____ move with quick steps 

                                                and jumps 

4 reject                  84. _____ come before 

5 skip 

6 tease 

 

 

1 casual                CI 

2 desolate             85. _____ only one of its kind 

3 fragrant              86. _____ good for your health 

4 radical                87. _____ sweet-smelling 

5 unique 

6 wholesome 

 

 

1 gloomy               CJ 

2 gross                  88. _____ dark or sad 

3 infinite                89. _____ without end 

4 limp                    90. _____ empty 

5 slim 

6 vacant 
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Appendix D. Dimensionality check – all levels n=302 

(WTable 23) 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kCveK5zFwbxte6D8jJpQPGVyMl8gL0so 

Appendix E. Simulated data Dimensionality check 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fET_dRTTR4GTSm9d6m0EP3hh7LVS5N0T8

gJ9OnDP1m0/edit?usp=sharing 

Appendix F. Testlet analysis (WTable 27) 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Cke77a6PrTg4KerKxMzHDscxZCF_O_SF 

 

Appendix G. Individual VLT level analyses (WTable 

23) 

VLT2: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1o9PK181jscSc9dS9zpmyhgl7Vppy2Dzj 

 

VLT3: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DWybfX-zPXzye_oAP9GwJnGczXPC3TL- 

 

VLT5: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1awxKRgkXyuu8-ornPOUodHvDxedeVJam 

 

Appendix H. Ability vs VLT (WTable 23) 

High ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=11SnIDvm0JqxqBP5_Kwn-aWVI2e-rfYhb 

 

Intermediate ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HDFaZ2xc6Gagqz0HJMoKj6bWfyY6Jzn- 

 

Low-intermediate ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pTvtpKdBhgTl6LaRThODwr50a_hGFIz_ 

 

Low ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wnky0v-8EAu0C7LTfKdg5Z12vEqJR1aB 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1kCveK5zFwbxte6D8jJpQPGVyMl8gL0so
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fET_dRTTR4GTSm9d6m0EP3hh7LVS5N0T8gJ9OnDP1m0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fET_dRTTR4GTSm9d6m0EP3hh7LVS5N0T8gJ9OnDP1m0/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Cke77a6PrTg4KerKxMzHDscxZCF_O_SF
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1o9PK181jscSc9dS9zpmyhgl7Vppy2Dzj
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1DWybfX-zPXzye_oAP9GwJnGczXPC3TL-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1awxKRgkXyuu8-ornPOUodHvDxedeVJam
https://drive.google.com/open?id=11SnIDvm0JqxqBP5_Kwn-aWVI2e-rfYhb
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1HDFaZ2xc6Gagqz0HJMoKj6bWfyY6Jzn-
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1pTvtpKdBhgTl6LaRThODwr50a_hGFIz_
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1wnky0v-8EAu0C7LTfKdg5Z12vEqJR1aB
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Appendix I. 4 abilities vs VLT2 

High ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1s2ZxO1xxY-0oPpiiyXYKho0pewxdsdqa 

 

Intermediate ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cXGqQWPmq7lx0YuhRnx5r7d6-FuoKQ4s 

 

Low-intermediate ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1O5BK1vdapWfXBTb6W3GrEPAAhcu4mFiH 

 

Low ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=12gFXZa_7f6HgopQ7HFnv3mn8Eqtbf-4M 

 

Appendix J. 4 abilities vs VLT3 

High ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=12sBgsTt2KdNBEG7TeZYtI303Gj-

ucWnhOaXOcAt5SlE 

 

Intermediate ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sJnFVyVivBF0ln8P_NQV0QMeR-

fQjHCxY6yJ0uIy1d0 

 

Low-intermediate ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vcIzRNxfiWNW-

Nsg5vU8iwJz8v_fa_0ib8QxQXLW5AM 

 

Low ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aX-tvU-IKsLaXGozwUYprsRC9e-

VNiZ0rqz7ZZTqm4E 

Appendix K. 4 abilities vs VLT5 

High ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=17QYgK2W78bzMJ5HMMiB3eHW6OPBx3gGPc

917z4bcdG0 

 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1s2ZxO1xxY-0oPpiiyXYKho0pewxdsdqa
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1cXGqQWPmq7lx0YuhRnx5r7d6-FuoKQ4s
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1O5BK1vdapWfXBTb6W3GrEPAAhcu4mFiH
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12gFXZa_7f6HgopQ7HFnv3mn8Eqtbf-4M
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12sBgsTt2KdNBEG7TeZYtI303Gj-ucWnhOaXOcAt5SlE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=12sBgsTt2KdNBEG7TeZYtI303Gj-ucWnhOaXOcAt5SlE
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sJnFVyVivBF0ln8P_NQV0QMeR-fQjHCxY6yJ0uIy1d0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1sJnFVyVivBF0ln8P_NQV0QMeR-fQjHCxY6yJ0uIy1d0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vcIzRNxfiWNW-Nsg5vU8iwJz8v_fa_0ib8QxQXLW5AM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1vcIzRNxfiWNW-Nsg5vU8iwJz8v_fa_0ib8QxQXLW5AM
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aX-tvU-IKsLaXGozwUYprsRC9e-VNiZ0rqz7ZZTqm4E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1aX-tvU-IKsLaXGozwUYprsRC9e-VNiZ0rqz7ZZTqm4E
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17QYgK2W78bzMJ5HMMiB3eHW6OPBx3gGPc917z4bcdG0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=17QYgK2W78bzMJ5HMMiB3eHW6OPBx3gGPc917z4bcdG0
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Intermediate ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ogzncc6m97e8osYSBBLuQpMg-

_7tqm97fBXHt040YIQ 

 

Low-intermediate ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1y4uQKzXQQr41Hyk2VBbmXBBuK4Hnv0qhBih

0LtqXU-c 

 

Low ability: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1H9R_bbXeNdOgNV4LJBomRWh69L9MVT0x_

GCmb8yCJY8 

 

Appendix L. Item measures 

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WXaOsZYKY1PNuQTYzM4TzeMgtS_LqN7T  

 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ogzncc6m97e8osYSBBLuQpMg-_7tqm97fBXHt040YIQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ogzncc6m97e8osYSBBLuQpMg-_7tqm97fBXHt040YIQ
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1y4uQKzXQQr41Hyk2VBbmXBBuK4Hnv0qhBih0LtqXU-c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1y4uQKzXQQr41Hyk2VBbmXBBuK4Hnv0qhBih0LtqXU-c
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1H9R_bbXeNdOgNV4LJBomRWh69L9MVT0x_GCmb8yCJY8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1H9R_bbXeNdOgNV4LJBomRWh69L9MVT0x_GCmb8yCJY8
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WXaOsZYKY1PNuQTYzM4TzeMgtS_LqN7T

